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Abstract 

This study develops a taxonomg- of link types for the purpose of ss is t ing users in 

the navigation of hypertest. Links irnply a relationship benveen nvo  nodes of information, 

and it is posited rhar link types are a useful way of indicating these relationships. Labeled 

link types can thus provide users with information chat will help them to makc decisions 

about which links ro follow, and can provide a criterion that d l  cue users t o  the intended 

purpose of information in the target node. 

A composite list of link types w î s  developed from existing studies rhar ernployed 

link rypologies. Twenv-seven research participants were asked ro rank the link types in 

the composite list on the basis of perceived usefulness. They were also 3sked to sort  the 

link types into groups of highly sirnilar ones. A proximity rnatrix was created from the 

sorring data, and was analyscd using hierarchical Cluster Analysis and Multidirnensional 

Scîling. h focus group was also held, and participants asked to assess the oütcomes of the 

Cluster and MDS analyses. 

The  taxonorny developed frorn these data contains nventy-sis link types that 

reprcsenr 3 wide variety of functional relationships. Ranking data showed thnt participants 

found a number of the link types particularly useful, including: Pre-requisite, Summary, 



Background, Esplanation, Illustration, Update, Procedure, Theory, and Purpose. Results 

from the Cluster and MDS analyses indicated that participants were abie to discriminate 

benveen the original nventy-six link NpeS on the basis of attribute similarity, and identified 

a smdler number of higher order clusters. Focus group participants generally confirmed 

the vdidity of these higher order clusters. A qualitative analysis of the focus group data 

revefiled a number of themes, or attributes, which participants used in assessing the 

similaricy of the various types. The MDS analysis reveated nvo conceptual dimensions 

underIying the link types that represenr high order relationship atrributes: General- 

Specific, and: Antecedent - Consequent. Based on the outcomes of these analyses, a 

hierarchical link type txxonomy is presented, consisting of the original set of primitive link 

types, and a Iabeled set of higher order groups identified by anaiysis of the participant data. 

iii 
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1 . 1  Conte-rt and Purpose of Research 

The purpose of this smdy is ro develop a tttuonomy of link types that assists users in 

rheir navigation of hypertext. tt is premised on the beIief thar in the node-link partnership 

assumed in most definitions of hypertext, it is the link that is the  more fundamental of 

these nvo primary building blocks. Without links, no maner  h o w  instantiated, nodes of 

information and the implied relationships underlying the information in these nodes, 

wouid be inaccessible. As Slatin (1991) points out, a node cannot  be free of links, and the 

connectedness provided by the linking is what "gives the node its definition* ( p. 162). 

Yet, much of the literature on  hypertext has viewed the information point (node) 

3s primary, often relegating the link to  the stams of some kind of neutral connective. 

BurbuIes (1998) notes ironically, that the links' "ease of use rnakes th rm seem merely 

sliorrcuts, and subservient to the important things: the information sources thar they 

mrike available. Their speed in taking a user from one point to another makes the 

moment of transirion too  fleeting to merit reflection; the Iink-event becomes 

invisiblen(p. 104). L m d o w  (1997) is of much the same opinion, further noting the 

importance of the link, and stating that it is nothing Iess than "the element rhat 

hypertext adds to writing and reading" (p. I l ) .  



I f  we x c e p t  the primacy of the link, and further accept its capacity is underutilized, 

the question arises of 'what latent qualities do links possess rhar would allow thern to be 

better used!' One possible answer to this question involves the ability of the link to 

indicate or convey information 3b0ur aspects of the relarionship benveen the nodes in 

advance of the traversal of rhe link; in short, a form of link typing. Lrindow (1997) 

suggesrs rhis as advantageous and important to hypertext in that link typing can usefully 

limit 3. link to a specific kind of relationship (e.g., 'exemplifies,' or  'contradicts') that 

indicates connectedness within rhe hypertext on semantic o r  rherorical grounds. When 

clerirly Iîbeled, Iink types aIso provide a kind of preview that aids in navigation. In a similar 

wny, DeRose (1989) views link typing as an effective way of reconciling what he refers to 

3s the disjuncturr benveen the logical or linguistic structure of a document and the physical 

o r  Iayout structure. 

In this study, it is not the link's abiliry to describe what will be shown when the link 

is rraversed chat is of primary concern, but what the link can indicate about the relationship 

benveen the source and destination nodes that the link bridges. The former fdls more 

properly inro the category of node typing than of link typing, and is directly concerned 

wirh issues of genre (Haas & Grams, 1998). Rîther, what is of primary interest in this 

study is what the link can indicate about how the content of the destination node is 

inrended to alter Our understanding o r  interpretrition of the source node. In orher words, 

the link should tell us what discursive function the target information serves1. 

' In n similnr wn);, Kolb (1997) refers to  the expression of these funaional relationships as 
"discursive moves". 



The  challenge is to discover whot kinds of relarionships the links can represent, and 

which of these relationships authors and readers of hyperrexr would find useful. It is the 

purpose of this dissertation research to  derive a taxonomy of link types that might usefully 

address this challenge. In supporr of this objective, a number of corollary goals are also set. 

First, the t îxonomy should be derived ernpirically and based o n  the input of acnial users 

of hypertest. Second, the taxonomy should be hierorchical, and provide link types ar 

~ x y i n g  levels of specificity to  match the needs and motivation of the users of the 

tnxonorny. Third, the link rypes should possess clear and unambiguous labels that correctly 

sonvey the purpose of the named type. 

1 .  2 Scope and Definitions 

h word o n  the scope of application and certain definitions is in order. First, 

I~ypertext is defined simply as 3 form of electronic writing that enables purposeful 

connections (links) to  be made benveen discrete pieces of information (nodes). 

Furtherrnore, hypertext is viewed as synonymous with hypermedia, where hypermedia is 

understood to apply hypertext concepts to  multiple media (Bieber, Vitali, Ashman, 

Balasubramanian, & Oinas-Kukkonen, 1997). 

Links are the method for expressing the reiationships benveen the information in 

rhe nodes. Ordinarily, the Iink meaning may be left implicit, in which case the reader is 

left to  his o r  her own fortune to  interpret the intended relationship benveen the 

information in the nodes bridged by the link. If a link is typed, its purpose is encoded in 

the link, and is intended to make explicit the relationship benveen the information in the 

source and target nodes. The link type rnay or  may nor be shown to the reader (i.e., link 



ryping rnay be used only for system generated functionality in which case the typing is 

hidden frorn the reader). As used in this research, tvped links are understood as authorial 

devices that make explicit the purposefd relationship benveen the information in the 

linked nodes, and directly inform the reader of this relationship through some form of 

labeling. More specifically, link types are intended to answer the question of why, or for 

ivhat purpose, the targer information is linked to the source information, and to 

communicate this to the reader. In this sense, the purpose of the link is not only to 

connect the related information, but to also describe the informative function served in 

making the connection. 

The node, containing the information to be related, is left purposcfully undefined in 

this srudy. It is sufficient to state that nodes serve as the "primary content containers" 

(Bieber et al., 1997) of the information in a hypertext. Ic may be as large as a book, or  as 

smd1 3s 3 single word, or  rnay contain non-test objecrs (as in hypermedia). As noted by 

Slarin (1 99 1, p. 162), "like the paragraph, the hyperrext node is a way of stnrctrrring 

attention [emphasis added], and its boundaries, like those of the paragraph, are somewhar 

nrbitrary." This focussing of attention is largely the work of hypertext aurhors, and the 

degree of focus may vmy depending on the role or  purpose of the nodes being linked. This 

is especially so for target nodes where the information is selecred for a specific use, and 

could vary between a specific fact and a general reference. 

The scope of application of the taxonomy described in this study is nor limited to 

hypertexts of 3ny particular form. It is intended for use in improving the communicative 

aspects of hypertext of al1 forms including bounded hypertexts that are more Rghtly 

inregrated around a particular theme or topic, and for use in more distributed information 



environments like the World Wide Web. It is clear that the rhetorical and semantic 

functionality added ta hypertext by link typing might be more fully utilized in a bounded 

hypertexr where argument structures, concept mappings, and node information are fully 

controlled by the author of the hypertext. But, a link tasonomy also has applicarion to 

distributed information that is Iess in the control of the author. A Web document, for 

esample, is likely to make linkages to information nodes external to it. Even though the 

information in an external node is beyond the control of the author, the link to it is made 

for a reason and the link type can be as expressive of the intended relationship as it is in a 

bounded hypertext. I t  is also true that external linking under HTML is limited to whole 

documents, and the value of rnany of the link rypes in 3 comprehensive taxonomy is 

consrrained by the inability to point directly to the most relevant information. But, this 

condition likely will be ameliorated with the increased use of newer technologies such as 

XiML, where link pointers can be established to areas within an external document. In 

both bounded and distributed hypertext, the simple look ahead functionality provided by 

link typing is equally efficacious. 

Concerning the information seekirrg task, link typing and a taxonorny that will 

support this, are likely more supportive of navigational browsing than of search. This is 

sornewhrit speculative, since there is little evidence to indicate that functional h k  rypes 

would not be as useful for searching a hypertext for specific information as for browsing a 

hypertext for the more general tasks of comprehension and learning. In this snidy, the 

purpose of developing a link raxonomy is to support the more communicative aspect of 

hypertext where comprehension and articulation are the dominant goals. The use of 

functional link types, in this regard, is intended to enhance the cohesion of hypertexr 

toward supporting more useful and efficient navigation. 



Published research o n  link typing and its effects on navigation through hypertexr is 

limired.' This has compelled a more theoretical approach ro be raken in this srudy. The  

îppro îch  îdopted is morivated largely by Dillon and  Vaughan's (1997) argument that in 

elecrronic information environments, physical navigation metaphors are limited in their 

abiliry to fully support users' movement through what is otherwise a semantic, not ri 

physical space. They suggest that a meaningful solution toward solving users' navigational 

"probIems" will be achieved only when proper account is taken of rhe role that 

information irself plays in providing cues in aid of this navigation. Dillon and Vaughan 

further srare thar this is likely to  occur only when rhe represenration of meaning is in some 

wriy indicared in the navigational choices offered to  users. Since navigation through 

hypertest is essrnridIy navigation through semanris space, ir has as its purpose the 

"endpoint of comprehension" (1997, p. 101), and thus direcrly involves rnovement 

through these representations of meaning. 

Aspects of the pioneering psycholinguistic work of van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) are 

used to provide theoretical structure to  the relationship benveen navigation and 

comprehension in semantic spaces. Their views o n  the role of "global cohesion" in 

discourse comprehension, as it applies to  the notion of movement through semantic space, 

are prirticulîrly apt. van Dijk and Kinrsch provide a framework of discourse 

cornprehension that is based on  rhe existence of cohesion benveen macropropositions in 

Baron (1994) laments rhis ris well. 



tesr that guide readers by establishing inferencing bridges between elements within a text. 

Ir is îsserted in this study that this approach is useful in relation to link typing, and that 

link ryping con be usefully employed in attaining cohesion in nenvork models of 

information like hypertext. 

.An empirical appronch of this s o n  also requires a minimal set of link types to begin 

with. Though the published literature proposing specific link typologies of the sort being 

considered in rhis smdy is not extensive, it does offer some variety in regard to the kinds of 

relationships thnt should be represented. Trigg's (1983) dissertation is one of the eîrliest 

rsporrs of research using any form of typed links. Baron's (1994) dissertation uses a link 

vpology that is derived from, among other's, the work of Trigg, and Chaffin and 

Herrmann (1 984, t987). Parunak's (1991) typology is based on a system of propositional 

forms. All rhree of these typologies were used t o  assemble the set of link Vpes that are 

rtnalysed in rhis dissertation. For the most part, a11 rhree typologies consist of a priori 

esrimates of what the authors considered to be important relationships benveen 

information nodes within a hypertext. 

1.1 Sipificance of the Study 

This study builds on past work on the subject of link typing and its use in 

hypertext. A number of studies (i.e., Trigg, Parunak, and Baron) are outlined that 

rtddressed rhe use of link typing, and provided link typologies based on  a logicril 

arrangement of a collection of link types esnblished a priori. Though these typologies 



were judged extremely usefu! in identifying a broad range of types, they did not, for the 

mosr part, ground the efficxy of the types in a user-based analysis. 

The research presented in this dissertation extends this earlier work by examining 

rhesr link rvpes, as a group, and assessing their relative importance to users. I t  also seeks to 

orgmize the types based on  users' judgemencs of similarity, and consequent dissimilarity, 

betweeen the various types. This organization, in the form of a tauonomy, will prove useful 

to both author's and readers of hypertext. It will prove usefuI ro author's by providing a 

means of establishing rhetorical structure within their discourse and more c1earIy indicate 

Iine of argument and point of view. 

A taxonomy of link types will aid readers of hypertext by providing a simple "Iook 

ahead" functionality that wilI allow a more reasoned decision to be made about whether or  

not ro follow a link. The link types will also benefit readers by providing the "points of 

departure," and " points of arrivdn that Landow (1 99 1) suggests are essential to good 

hljpertext. This will be achieved by increasing cohesion within the hypertext, chus making 

easier the bridging inferences chat are required for increased comprehension that is the 

conjecrured basis of easier navigation. 

The taxonorny will also contribute a controlled, or  restricted, list of link types that 

is important in increasing the usefulness and long-term efficacy of link typing. DeRose 

(1 989), for example, sees the issue of type standarization as an important one. As he States, 

"if users can create their own type-names, they will certainly eventurilly produce a situation 

in which one cannot effectively choose links based upon type" (p. 252). In this sense, 

unrestrictcd typing rnay serve to confuse readers more than aid them. Furthermore, there 



is evidence (Rlio 9c Turoff, 1990; Wang & Rada, 1995) to suggest that if left to their own 

devices, hypertexr authors are less likely to make use of link typing in the construction of 

their hypertexts. 

1.5 Orrtline of the Strrdy 

Following this chapter, we begin with a discussion of the theoretical underpinnings 

of rhe study in Chapter 2. The associative nature of hypertext is discussed with reference 

to problems stemming from the naïve assumption that this associativity is a natural analog 

to human cognitive structures, and therefore provides a superior basis for the 

representntion of informarion. This is followed by a more detailed discussion of the 

relationship between comprehension and navigation ris advocated by Dillon and Vaughan. 

Next, the work of van Dijk and Kintsch is presented and the role of macrostrucmres in text 

bases, and their support of cohesion in discourse, is discussed. The work of Thuring, 

Haake, and Hannemann (1991), Thuring, Hannemann, and Haake (1995) is discussed in 

light of their efforts to instantiate the concept of cohesion through link typing in a working 

hyperresr system. Finally, a review of existing research studies on the efficlicy of link 

q-ping, and a detailed discussion of the esisting link typologies employed in rhis study is 

presented. 

Chapter 3 presents the methods and procedures used in the collection of data for 

this study, and its analysis. Two preliminary studies are described that were carried out to 

reduce the number of link types contained in an original composite Iist of link types 

derived from the typologies of Trigg, Parunak, and Baron. Procedures are also described 

that were used to gather assessments of the usefulness of the various link types from 



participants, as  well as their assessments of the similarities between the various link types. 

The rwo major techniques used in the analpis  of the similariry data, cluster analysis and 

multidimensional scaling, are presented, as well as brief descriptions of procedures used in 

the validation of the results from the analysis. A focus group interview that was carried ou t  

to validate the preliminary results from the cluster analysis, and techniques used in the 

analysis of t l ~ e  focus group results are also described. 

The results from the application of the procedures and techniques described in 

Chapter 3 are presented in Chapter 4. 

Chapter 5 presents the taxonomy developed from the results of the cluster analyses, 

mulridimensional scaling analysis, and  analysis of the focus group data carried out  in 

Chapter 4. 

We end with Chapter 6 which concludes the study with a review of the major 

outcornes of the research. This chapter also presents a number of implications for 

hypertext design and functionality. Lastly, a number of directions are suggesred for future 

research. 

We began by asking the question of what latent capacities exist in hypertext links 

that might allow them to be better utilized. It has been suggested here that the functional 

relationship implied in the linking of nvo nodes of information provides one  possible 

answer to this question. This is especiaIly so in those cases where hypertext is inrended as  

more than a collection of simple associations between somewhat ambiguously related 

pieces of information. Links, instead, are formed over a distributed information space with 



the intention of esmblishing a cohesive wholeness. The author is provided a means of 

communicaring intenr, and the user a mems of making a more inforrned decision 

concerning the efficacy of a link, and a more coherent interpremtion of the rarger 



Chapter 2 

Theoretical Background and Research Goals 

2.1 Introdtrction 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the conrext for the research goals 

idrntified for this dissertation. We begin with a discussion of the associative nature of 

hyperresr, and of certain chronic challenges this has posed to its use. This is followed by a 

presentation of Dillon and Vaughan's (1997) view that physical navigation metaphors are 

lirnirsd in their ability to usefully aid users in their movernent through hypertext, and that 

navigation issues are ultimately more about movernent through sernantic space than 

tlirouçh physical space. To  provide a theoreticai basis for this notion, elements of van Dijk 

and Kincsch's (1983) discourse comprehension theory are described as one way of 

approaching the issue of navigation through semantic space. Following from arguments 

made by Thuring et al. (1991, 1995), it is suggested chat link typing is potentially useful in 

addressing probiems of navigation through hypertext. A review of esisting research based 

studies of link typing is presented, and a description of several existing link typologies on 

which the final taxonomy is based is provided. The research goals that frame this 

dissertation are then presented. 



2 .Z The Associative Nature of Hypertext 

When Ted Nelson coined the term "hypertext" he intended it to represent a form 

of "non-sequential writing" thar subsumed the more traditional forms of linear exposition 

(Le., ir existed "over," or "above" other kinds of text). As such, he viewed hypertext as a 

superior form of both writing and reading that could provide an unlimited number of 

independent expository sequences to the reader through an "interconnective structure . . . 
whrre you no longer have to decide what's in or out, but simply where to put things in the 

searchable maze" [p. 1/18]. 

Nelson's conception of hypertexr undoubtedly owes much to ideas advanced by 

Vannevar Bush (1945) in his landmark article As  We May Think. In this article, Bush 

describes an ideal machine called the Memex that acts as "an enlarged intimate supplement 

to [one's] memory." The advanrage of Memex was premised on its capacity to mimic the 

associative nature of human thought processes: ri capability that he viewed as a signifiant 

advance over the then current systems thar relied o n  the ^artificiality" of alphabetic and 

numerical indexing. To Bush, the human mind does not work according to these artificial 

indexing constructs, but, instead 

operates by association. With one item in its grasp, it snaps 
instantly to the next rhat is suggested by the association of 
thoughts, in accordance with some inrricate web of trails carried 
by the cells of the brain. [p. 1051 

The belief in the isomorphisrn benveen the associative cognitive structure of the 

human mind, and the associative nerworking capabiliry of hypertext has persisted in 

research on hypertext. Yet a simplistic adherence to the parallelism between cognitive 

associative capabilities and an unconstrained association within a hypertext is problematic. 



Charney (1994), for example, points out that  claims about hypertext facilitating 

rendinç and  writing, as well as hhigher goals of thinking and learning based solely o n  its 

resernblnnce to  the nenvorked organization of human memory are unfounded. 

Furihermore, the notion that hypertext is more "naturd o r  more intuitiven than 

traditional linear text because it provides a "structural correspondence" benveen an 

individual's long-term memory and the nenvorked organization of information in a 

hyperrext "conrradicrs some important, long-standing psychological findings"' [p. 2421. 

Parsriye and Chignell (1993) state that the "cornmonsense view" that the structural 

representntion of information in î hypertext systern should closely mimic the interna1 

organization of information in the brain is the result of "bad psychology." They criticize 

this view by suggesring that while information is stored in the brnin associatively, the 

processing of newly acquired information takes place linearly. Thus, "the idea that people 

c m  process novel associative information without linearizing it is not credible from the 

standpoint of modern psychology" (p. 277). 

T h e  developrnent, and  persistence of iinear text forms over the  course of the last 

five hundred years may no t  be due simply to technological limitations of representation: 

those limitarions that the capabilities of hypertext seek t o  liberate us Çrom. In fact, the 

development of traditional, linear text forms may no t  have been the consequence of the 

limitations of print based media, as much as they were the consequence of the requirements 

l For example, that much of one's knowIedge srore is arranged hierarchically and sequentially. See 
Kintsch ( 1  97.9, Schank (1975), Thorndyke (1977). 



of readers and writers %ho depend on the text to help [hem effectively sequence the fiow 

of ideas through focal attentionn [Charney, 1994, p. 2431. 

Hypertext gives much greater control to the reader concerning the type of  

information that is viewed, and the sequence in which it is encountered. But, tvith this 

çreater control cornes the burden of not only deciding which information to view, but also 

how to inregrate this information into some rneaningful representation. The associative 

capacity of hypertext rnay provide opportunicy, but the oppomnities rnay be limited by the 

absence of any recognizable discourse structures and cues. 

.An important consequence of the Iîck of recognizable structure in hypertext is what 

we have corne to recognize as problems of navigation and disorientation. Very e d y  in the 

course of hypermedia studies, Elrn and Woods (1985) described and defined these 

'navigation difficulties' as users not knowing how information is organized, how they 

should go about finding the information sought, and whether the required information is 

availabie. Conklin (1987) refers to this as the "disorientation problem" (p. 38). Research 

by Edwwds and Hardrnan (1989), Hammond and Allinson (1989) among ochers olfer 

further evidence thît  this problem is an important one.' 

' This view is not universally accepted. Landow (1997), for example, belittves that t he  ~ r o b i e r n  of 
disorientation in hypermedia is overstated in its negative effecrs, and chat disorientation may 
emanrire from the material itself, Le., "readers often experience confusion and disorientation sirnply 
becriuse they fail to grasp the logic or  even meaning of a particuIar argumentn [p. I 161. 
Furthermore, Landow argues that even if disorientation, confusion, losing one's bearings, etc. does 
exist, it may not necessarily be a bad thing. 



2.3 Navigation Tbrough Semantic Space 

Dillon and Vaughan (1997), motivated, in part, by an earlier smdy by DiIIon, 

hicKnight, and Richardson (1993, see also McKnight, Dillon, S= Richardson, 1991) claim 

that navigation is stiIl a largely unresolved probIem in hypertext research. They argue that 

the dominant metaphor of hypertext has been one of physical navigation, where movement 

throuçh a hypertext is equated with movement through physical space. They conclude thm 

though the physical navigation metaphor has value as a process measure, and is useh1 in 

indicating what users do during their interaction with a hypertext (Lawless & KuIikowich, 

1993), the theoretical framework underfying its use in explaining the more complex issues 

of movement through semantic space is not wholly appropriace, and generally 

unsupported. 

Dillon and Vaughan's main criticism of the physicd navigation metaphor Iies in its 

inability to go beyond simply indicarinç where information is located in reference to one's 

current point of reference. In other words, the concern tvith such concepts as spatial maps 

(kkDonald & Stevenson, 1999; Kim Sc HirtIe, 1995) and the accordant efficacy of such 

constructs as landmarks, paths, and survey knowledge (Dillon, McKnight, Sr Richardson, 

1993; Cmter, Rivers, & Storrs, 1985), though important, do not address the problem of 

users' navigation through semantic space. Navigation through semantic space has as its 

purpose "the endpoint of comprehension," and more directly invoIves movement through 

representxions of meaning. Furthermore, 

[tlhe representation of meaning is crucial to any analysis of 
hypermedia design and use as it gives the task real humar! value . . 
. . For users to gain frorn their interaction, they must do more 
than locate target information, at least in most real-world tasks. 
They must assimilate information into their own knowledge 



structures, an activity that extends processing beyond layout (the 
classical physical navigation concern) to meaning. (Dillon & 
Vaughan, 1997, p. 99) 

An earlier study by Dillon (1991) indicated that participants were able to organize 

information in the form of discrete textual units on the basis of the information content, 

and that a sense of location benveen text units was established according to various 

perceprud cues that indicated the type of information in the text units (e.g., charts, 

formulae, references). In a follow-up study Dillon and Schaap (1996), showed chat the 

ability to order these text units was affected by domain expertise, with expert users more 

ab1 y identi fying these relationships and the relative locations of the text units. Novices 

were less able to establish these reIationships, indicating the importance of the meaning 

referenrs which the expert users more likely possessed. The lack of adequate metacognitive 

awareness is d s o  noted by Lawless and Brown (1997). 

The role of meaning and comprehension in navigation is h o  recognized by 

Mxchionini (1995). He identifies four types of browsing strategies based on 

permutations of several browsing dimensions. Navigational browsing is one of the four 

straregiss that is particularly apt. 

In this strategy, the [information seeking] process and the 
information found along the wriy are what is important . . . . This 
type of navigation is in contrast with the goal-oriented physical 
. . 

navigation that uses cues from the environment only to  check - 

progress toward the goal. . . . It is useful to distinguish benveen 
being lost and confused as a result of the environment (e.g., poor 
maps or bad road signs in physical space, and poor interfaces in 
information space) and being lost or  confused as a result of the 
information problem . . . . [p. 1151 



2.1 The Importance of Cohesion 

I f  successful navigation of hypertext is a matter of successfully navigating the 

semantic spîce represented by the hypertext, we must ask on  what principle or principles 

this conjecture might be based. In other words, we rnust provide a t  least some theoretical 

basis for the role of comprehension in i o  relevance to the navigation of semantic space. 

van Dijk and Kintsch (1  983) propose ri cognitive model of discourse 

comprehension grounded on the assumption that discourse understanding is a srrategic 

process chat is both dynamic and situationally adaptive. Ir is strategic in the sense that 

individuals are assumed to be capable of making use of various kinds of information, that 

rhis information can be incomplete but still interpretable, that rhe simation or  context can 

affect the interpretation, and that "the overnll goal of the process is to be as effective as 

possible in  the consauction of [a] mental representationn (p. 6 )  of the discourse. As such, 

the strategies individuals use a t  any poinr in rime are procedural: if cermin conditions are 

met, certain actions are taken. Furthermore, different strategies are used for different 

tasks, but the overall strategy involved in discourse comprehension has the goal of 

construcring textbases which are the semantic representations of discourse in memory and 

which consist of a coherent sequence of propositions. 

A complete elucidation of van Dijk and Kintsch's discourse cornprehension model is 

beyond the scope of this work. Nevertheless, we d o  noce several aspects of the model that 

are consistent with, and useful, in developing the notion of semantic space talked about by 

Dillon. For example, van Dijk and Kintsch note that in the construction of textbases, 

individuals utilize an overall strategy "which is successful for a language user as soon as the 



tesbase satisfies a number of minimal criteria, such as those of local and global colîerencen 

(p. 1 1 ,  emphasis added). 

Coherence, alternatively referred to as cohesion, is a concept with origins in 

linguistics, and refers to the relations of meaning in a text. Essentially, it expresses the 

semînric conrinuity benveen one part of a text and another, and identifies the point of 

contact benveen parts of a text in this menning relationship. As Halliday and Hasan (1976) 

state, 

The concept of cohesion is set up to account for relations in 
discourse, . . . Cohesion refers to the range of possibilities that 
esist for linking something with what has gone before. . . [and] 
this linking is achieved through relations in ~neaning. . . . But 
there is one specific kind of rneaning relation that is critical for 
the creation of texture: that in which one elelnent is intetpreted 
by reference to anotber. What cohesion has to do with is the way 
in which the rneaning of the elements is interpreted. Where the 
interpretation of any item in the discourse requires making 
reference to some other item in the discourse, there is cohesion." 
[pp. 10 - 1 11 

van Dijk and Kinrsch (1983) regard coherence' as one of the "fundamental 

properties" of discourse, and further distinguish benveen local coherence and global 

coherence. Local coherence, more in keeping wirh its origins in linguistics, refers to the 

meaning relations between words in a sentence, and those benveen sentences themselves. 

The purpose of local coherence is to signify the semantic relationship benveen successive 

sentences in a discourse, and this sequence of sentences can be said to cohere if "the 

' In a later article, van Dijk (1995), refers to  cohesion as the manner in which text elements 
intuitively "hang together" (p. 385). 



sentences denote facts in some possible world that are related" (p. 15). Consider the 

following pair of sentences. 

(1) It is cold today. The water may freeze in the rain barrel. 

( 2 )  Ir is cold today. John didn't feed the car. 

Esample (1) coheres by virtue of the reference benveen "cold" and "water may 

freeze" since freezing is being implied by reference to it being a cold day. Example ( 2 )  

does not cohere, since there is no apparent relarionship benveen the temperamre and the 

fricr chat John did not feed the cat. 

Of more immediate interest concerning the relationship benveen coherence and 

navigation in semantic space is what van Dijk and Kintsch refer to as global coherence. 

Airhough local coherence is important for the comprehension of specific text units, global 

coherence is necessary for comprehension of a text as a whole, or a t  least Iarger parts of a 

test. van Dijk and Kintsch maintain that it is unlikely thar individuals can maintain the 

Ievel of derail that is presented in the text's microstrucmres (i.e., propositions at  the 

sentence level), and must rely on some higher level of structure to represent an abstraction 

of the information at the microstructural Ievel. These higher level structures are important 

in carrying forward enough information for global coherence to be achieved. 

T o  achieve global coherence in a rext, van Dijk and Kintsch posit the existence of a 

macrostrucrure. The macrostructure is "the theoretical account of what we usually cd1 the 

gist, the upshot, the theme, or  the topic, of a text" (p. 15). As such, it is the outcome of 

processes of inferencing and is primarily reductive in that it "serve[s] to reduce a text to its 

essencial communicative message" (p.52), and are concerned with only the essential points 



of a rext. ~1acrostructures are hierarchical arrangements of rnacropropositions which 

represent the abstracted meming of propositions at the microstructural Ievel (Le., 

micropropositions), and serve to ensure local coherence has sorne direction and continuitv, 

and establish overall continuity (van Dijk, 1995). Similar to the microstrucmres at the 

sentence level, rnacrostructures rnust cohere for cornprehension to occur, where 

cornprehension is understood to take place at a more general level (Le., identification of 

ropic, or  gist). In a rnanner similar to coherence at the local level, global coherence is 

achieved when the macrostructure captures the meming and referential relationships 

benveen the topical components of a complete text. 

2.5 Collesion and Link Typing 

Thuring et al. (199 1, 1995) make an esplicit connection benveen the lack of 

coherence in hypermedia documents and anendant problems in the use of these 

documents. They srare thrit 3 major purpose, if not the major purpose, of reading a 

hyperdocurnent is comprehension.' Furthermore, comprehension is directly related ro the 

rcadability (Mehler, 1999) of a hypertext document which they define as the mental effort 

required in constructing a mental mode1 of the objecrs and relationships within a text. 

With direct reference to the work of van Dijk and Kintsch, they posit that the acquisition 

of ~ o o d  mental models is dependent on the degree of coherence in a hypertext. 

In a manner similar to Dillon and Vaughan (1997), Thuring, Hannemann, and 

Haake (1 995) d s o  note the connecrion benveen cornprehension and navigation. Although 

' The authors recognize that the unconstrained "browsing" of hyperdocuments is a significant 
nc r iv iy  in the use of hypermedia, but Iimit their arguments to use for "understanding and learning." 



rhey make no direct allusion ro the issue of navigation through semantic space, and thus no 

explicit connection benveen navigation and comprehension, they d o  view the nvo as 

relîted, and stîte that coherent hypertevr representations are necessary not only for 

somprehension, but for navigation as well. 

I f  3 reader wants to nnvigate effectively, she has to understand the 
relations benveen the nodes of the hyperdocument. Therefore, it 
is not enough to prouide structure but i t  becomes necessary to 
notify explicitly or even explain the structure to the reader. In 
ordrr to improve both, navigation and comprehension, an author 
has to construct hyperdocurnent~ which enhance the perception 
of local and global coherence relations. [1991, p. 1651 

In rraditional linear text, structure is usually governed by the conventions of genre, 

and conrains both explicit and implicit cues thar most readers understand. Local coherence 

is achieved by reliance on accepted methods of good composition, whereas global 

coherence is achieved through accepted schema' rhat instantiate the macrostructure (e-g., 

reseîrch articles rypically have introductions, theoretical discussions, methods, results, 

discussions, and conclusions). Navigation is limited to movement back and forth benveen 

the schemîtic elements within the physical bounds of the document. In a hypertext 

document, local coherence is achieved in a rnanner similar to that of conventional writing. 

Within î node, coherent text is bound by the same conventions as linear text. Achieving 

global coherence is more difficult since the bounds of a hypertext document are not 

physically constrained. Furthermore, there is generally no accepted schema for hypertext 

documents, and no discernible physical connectedness benveen rnacropropositional 

elements. Hence, an explicit indication, or cue, must be provided that physically 

instantiates these propositions in the macrostructure. 

van Dijk and  Kintsch ( 1  983) refer to these ris superstructures. 



As Thuring, Haake, and Hannemann (1991) suggesr, if it is intended that 3 reader 

of hypertext perceive a semantic relarion benveen various node contents, the provision of 

these cues is an absolute necessiry if the hypertext is to be perceived a s  coherrnt-  

Furthermore, they suggest a specific form in which these cues should be given. 

Clearly, i t  is not  sufficient t o  merely link the nodes, since a link only 
indicates the existence of a relation without specifying its sernantics. T o  
convey the ~neanirzg of a link to his readers the author needs a set of 
typed links which are labelled according to  their functionality, Le., link 
labels must express what the source and the destination of a link have 
ro d o  with each other. Labels which clarify . . . coherence relations not 
only facilitate the understanding of a hyperdocument. . . . [TJ hey also 
trigger inferences about what is to  be expected when a node is opened 
and thus they efficienrly support forward6 navigation.' (p. 164) 

The  norion that ryped Iinkss provide global coherence in a hypertext by providing 

cues, o r  "structural signals", to the user is an appeaiing one. In essence, coherence is 

achieved by indicating to  the user how the information in the target n o d e  is funcrionally 

relnted to  the information in the source node, prirning the user concerning its intended 

interpretation. In this sense, typed links provide the glue which establishes the 

connectedness benveen the macropropositions that characterize each of the  nodes. We 

speak here of rnacropropositions since it is likely that a user will have formed sorne sense of 

' The authors draw a distinction benveen backward and fonvard navigation. Backward navigation 
entails returning to previously encountered information. Fonvard navigation entails encountering 
information in a destination node that is anticipated by coherent reference in the  objea  node. 
- Arhough it is doubtful that they were thinking of link typing, van Dijk and Kîntsch (1983) allude 
to the use of these kinds of cues in discussing the role of ustructural signais." Since 
mrisropropositions are generally inferred, rnacrostructures generaliy facilitate this inference by using 
signals. As the authors state, "[ais language users will bring to bear different sets of knowledge, 
beliefs, etc., on the interpretation, i t  is likely that different macrostructures may be derived. In 
order to constrain this kind of persona1 variation in interpretation, speakers use devicrs to lirnir the 
possible global interpretations. One obvious way is to explicitly tell in the discourse itself what the 
main topics are, that ts by expressing the macropropositions" (p. 202). 

I t  is assumed here that reference to typed links includes an appropriate labeling convention. 



what the information in the source node is about, i.e., its topic or  gist, and will seek to do 

so for the information in the target node. The formation of the macroproposition in the 

target node will be conditioned by the cue given by the link type, and coherence effected 

by establishing a rneaning relation benveen the nvo. Comprehension is facilitated by 

reducing the probabiliry that the user will interprer the information in the trirget node in a 

manner that is not consistent with the intention of the author. This relationship benveen 

link types and global coherence is also consistent with Lrindow's idea of the "rhetoric of 

arrivai"' (1991, p. 98), where users must be initiated into the purpose and significance of 

the information provided a t  the target end of a link. 

Typed links may also serve an ancillary function that is affected by global 

coherence, but not directly determined by it. Earlier, it was suggested by Dillon and 

Vaughan (1997) that users' efforts in comprehending the content of a hypertext were an 

important factor in their ability to successfully navigate it. In seeking to comprehend, 

according to van Dijk and Kintsch (1 983), users endeavor to consrruct coherent 

macrostrucrures which are simationaily specific, depending on their tasks and mot i~ar ion '~ .  

Since each link functions as a decision point (Haas S: Grams, 1998), the user musr decide i f  

the target information is pertinent to their immediate need. Typed links can aid the use; in 

making this decision by indicating the nature of the information in the target node, and 

Landow (199 1) lists nineteen "Rules* of hypermedia rhetoric, premised o n  the understanding that 
links s ignie "coherent, purposeful, and above al1 cisefiil relationships" (p. 83). 
'" The role of task and motivation is not underestimated. Several studies of text use have shown its 
importance. Dreher and Guthrie (1990) consider the goal of the user as a key element in their 
cognitive mode1 of reriding. In their research, they found that the goal, or motivation, of the user 
directly affected the selecrion of specific attributes of text structure. Lansdale (1 99 1) views task 
motivation as essential in the user's ability to usefully employ the structural cues in document 
formats. Bclkin (1994) list five motivational factors as important in their effect on  more generalized 
inforniarion exploration strategies. Taylor (199 1, p. 229) lists eight classes of information use that 
serve to motivate users and define the type of information that is perceived as necessary. 



providing information o n  which to base this decision. This 'look ahead' function is noted 

î s  estremely important by Landow (1 W l ) ,  and serves usefully as "exit," o r  "departuren 

information (p. 82). 

2.6 Research on the Effects of Link Typing 

The notion of link typing has a long history in hypertext research and  development. 

Ted Nelson (1980) , for example, included a discussion of link ryping in his early work. 

In the intervening years, an indication of a sustained belief in the value of link types has 

been the adoption of ryping facilities within the many major commercial and experimentaf 

hypertcxr systems developed. Of the oventy hypertext systems reviewed by Conklin 

(1 957), fully half had the capability of providing types for links. 

Although the presence of typing facilicies in existing hypertext systems may provide 

a gross indication of the perceived usefulness of link ryping on the development side, there 

is surprisingly lirtle in the  \.iay of published research studies on  the use of link ryping. 

Furthermore, of the few extant studies no  decisive conc~usions were achieved on which to 

base a judgement of the efficacy of link tvpes to users. 

Gray and Shasha (1989), for example, compared the use of a hypertext version of 

chapters from a sociology textbook containing typed links with a non-hypertext version of 

the same application. T h e  cyped, hypertext version contained links with five labeled 

relationships - example, critique, counterargument, compared with, and  continuation. 

Although the results showed n o  significant advanrage in using the typed links, the 



researchers argued that the participants' unfîmiliarity with the typing implementation may 

have affected their ability to use it effectively. 

Jonassen and Wang (1993) carried out a series of experiments intended to evaluîte 

the hypothesis that hyperrest's support of structural mapping would be effective in aiding 

novices to gain an expert's knowledge from its representntion in hypertexr form. Three 

experiments kvere carried out, each of which estîblished various treatments employing the 

use of nvelve link types. In al1 three experiments, few signifiant effects for the use of the 

link typing were observed. They concluded that the general browsing tasks required in the 

iirsr nvo experiments likely affected any apparent utility of the structural link cues, and 

thnr "merely browsing through a knowledge base does not engender deep enough 

processing to result in meaningful learning" (p. 7). This virw was supported by the third 

esperiment in which participants who were required to perform a specific task (i.e ro 

creote semantic networks) performed significantly better. The authors observed that "this 

result indicares that by focusing the learner's attention on  srrucrural aspects of the 

information in the hypertext, structural knowledge acquisition improved significantly" 

(p.6)- 

Brown (1 993) carried out  nvo experiments to assess the effect of "undetermined 

features" (p. 10) on  the recall and task processes of participants. Based on constructivist 

principles, he theorized that reducing the amount of information provided in a link would 

lead ro higher values on  outcome measures. In the first experiment, 32  participants were 

divided inro a treatment group and a control group, and asked to create links benveen a set 

of 10 text nodes. The control group was given a palette of iconized link types with pre- 

determined relacionships (e.g., part of, kind of, is like), while the treatment group was 



3sked to creare links using "undetermined" (Le., generic, unlabeled) link types and attribute 

rheir own merinings to them. Each group was also given a second set of trxt nodes and 

asked to srudy them without making links. Although fewer facts were Iearned in the 

linking task than in the smdy task, the recall rate (after a one week interval) was greater for 

the linking rask. Furthermore, the treatment group (undetermined links) showed a 20% 

increase in recall over the control group. In the second experiment six participants were 

divided into nvo groups 3s in the first experiment, and were asked to "think doud" 3s they 

performed the linking task. Brown observed that with the undetermined types, 

participants spent more tirne considering the material as a whole, rather than specific parts 

of the material or separate components of the task. 

In attempting to discover whether typed links would result in more targeted 

investigxion of a textbase, Welsh, Murphy, Duffy, and Goodrum (1993) compared 

participants' exploration patterns and trisk completion rimes across three treatments: no 

typing, typing thar indicated the relationship benveen the information in the source and 

target nodes, and subrnenus with content elaboration. N o  significant differences were 

found benveen the three treatments on task completion rimes. The authors noted that the 

participants in the no typing condition exhibited more random exploration patterns. 

Hypothesizing that typing, and explicitly labeling links would improve learning 

outcomes, Zhao, O'Shea, and Fung (1994) esamined participant outcomes across nvo 

conditions. The first condition provided explicit labels for each link type that described a 

relationship benveen two nodes (e.g., "is an exarnple of," "is an analysis ofn). The second 

condition provided participants with only a 44related content" button on each of the source 

nodes. The results of the experiment generally confirmed a more positive learning 



outcome among participants using the typed a n d  labeled links. hlthough not a significant 

result, the authors further noted chat the participants using the typed and Iabeled links 

spsnt less rime in choosing whether to  follow the link that was offered, and gave higher 

ratings on  a post-test question that asked how helpful the labels were in their decisions to  

follow a iink. 

Baron (1994; also reported in Baron, Tague-Sutcliffe, & Kinnucan, 1996), more 

directly investigated the effect of specific kinds of link tvpes o n  the browsing and querying 

behavior of users. A set of twelve Iink types, classified into four major categories (Le., 

organizational, semanric, rhetorical, and pragmatic) were applied to a hypertext version of 

the OCLC Users' Guide. Experiments were carried ou t  using three conditions that vnried 

îccording to the presence of labeled and unlabeled versions of the semantic, rhetorical, a n d  

pragmatic links (n-b., the organizational links were not  included). Baron found that, 

overall, the addition of both labeled and unlabeled links had no  effect on  the cornplsrion of 

3 browsing trisk, but that typed, labeled links showed a significant advantage in the number 

of correct answers found in the querying task. The  authors concluded that typed links are  

more effective in specific, task oriented uses of hypertexr. Furthermore, if they are to  be 

effective, they should be limited in the kinds of relationships they represent (Le., rhetoricaI 

and pragmatic), and  that they should clearly indicate what kind of relarionship they are 

representing. 

A study by Khan and Locatis (1998) examined the effect of link cues and link 

correspondence o n  the search performance of users. Links were explicitly cued (i-e., 

underlined) according to whether they were internai, o r  external, to the document, but 

users were given n o  instruction on  how to interpret these cues. Correspondence was 



operationalized by Iabeling links according to three distinct levels of description for the 

contents of the target node (Le., detailed, intermediate, general). The results showed a 

minimal effect for cues, but a strong effect for correspondence. The authors concluded 

that the lack of instruction on how to interpret the cued links diminished their 

effectiveness, and suggested that the purpose of the cue be made more explicit. Results for 

the rffect of labeI/task correspondence showed that when the wording (i.e., Iabeling) of the 

links most closely mapped to the search task, users' performance increased. The authors 

conclude by noting the "powerful effects" (p. 1252) of proper link-rask correspondence, 

and the importance of explicitly mapping the purpose of the Iink to its context. 

From the results of this small number of smdies it is apparent that the effect of link 

ryping on users' ability to more effecrively interact with a hypertext is unclear. A number 

of factors can be brought fonvard ro account for this ambiguity. First, al1 of the 

esperimental sessions were of a short duration. if users are to effectively use a structuring 

facility that is new to them, the): rnay require more tirne to learn the capabilities of the 

facility, and become familiar with its implementation. Baron (1994, p. 135) notes this as a 

shortcoming in her own research, and States that "[fluture studies should explore how 

people's navib;arional strategies change when there are no time limits and they become 

more familiar with both the system features and the content of the document." Jonassen 

and Wang (1993) also note the effect of a Iack of familiari. with the implementation, and 

condude that "[a] more accurate evaluation of learning from hypertext can only corne 

from hypertext-literate learners who have developed a useful set of strategies for navigating 

and integrating information from the hypertext" (p.7). 



Baron d s o  alludes to a second potential shortcoming of her research. The content 

of the hypertext documents may nor have provided substanrial motivation for pnrticipanrs 

to engage in significant learning o u t c ~ m e s . ~ '  Dillon and Gabbard (1998) note that rnany 

hypertext research studies are lirnited in the type of information and tasks they provide, 

and that the subjecr content used is often self-referencing (i.e., a hypertext about 

hypertext). These rnay not always correspond to the participants' inrerests and 

motivarions, or accurately reflect the participants' information needs. Baron, for exarnple, 

used a hyperrexred OCLC users' manual, Jonassen a hypertext version of a book 

("Hypertext/Hypermedia"), while Zhao, O'Shea, and Fung used a hypertext presentation 

of information on search trees in cornputer data structures. The latter d s o  conciuded that 

the  modest scale of the corpus may have limted the effect of the link type cues on a more 

positive learning outcome. 

What is aIso evident from the studies reviewed is the lack of any substantid 

discussion of the efficacy of the particular link types used. If, as Khan and Locatis (1998) 

indicate, the correspondence between the cue semantics (i.e., the meaning relationship 

indicated by the link type) and the relationship benveen the semantic content of the source 

and targer nodes is important, then i t  essential that full consideration be given ro the kinds 

of link typcs used. In other words, the type and variety of 'structural signais' given to 

readers of a hypertext must adequately represent the type and variety of relationships that 

users employ in the establishment of coherence benveen the information in the nodes of a 

hypertest document. Of the studies reviewed, only Baron (1994) specifically indicates the 

' '  I t  1s well to note that not al1 of  the studies were concerned with learning outcornes. But, a case 
could be made thrit even for more typical performance rneasures such as task compietion times, 
nurnber of nodes visited, etc., outcomes are dependent on motivating factors such as interest in the 
content material, or the importance of a successful outcome. 



provenance of the link rypes empIoyed in her study, and provides a discussion of why these 

particular link types were used. Khan and Locatis (1998) state in their conclusions that the 

efficacy of link "annotationsn (p. 1252) needs further research. 

2.7 Exis tirtg Lin k Typologies 

Over the years, there have been a number of system development efforts which 

inslude link tvping capabilities, and chat are equipped with rudimencary typologies'bof link 

rypes. hian); issue based and argumentation support systems, for  esample, depend on the 

use of controlled lists of link types. giBIS (Conklin Sc. Begeman, 1988), developed to 

facilirate the discussion of problems and  issues in team development environments, uses 

nine link types including "responds to," "supports," "objects to," and "is suggested by." 

The Decision Representation Lmguage, developed by Lee and Lai (1991), uses a slightly 

more elaborare set of link type terminology that is intended to support  debate and decision 

making wirhin organizations, and  includes terms such as "achieves," "supports," denies," 

and "is an alternative for." 

In a more generalized hypertext environment, the Sepia hypertext system (Streitz e t  

al. 1992, Thuring et al, 1995) uses for its "content" link types a typology derived from 

Rhetoricai Structure Theory (Mann & Thornpson, 1987), and includes such types 3s "is 

discussed by," "is illustrated by, "criticizes," and "rejects." MUCH (Wang & Rada, 1995) 

and Dcbate Browser (Oinas-Kukkonen, 1996) also provide sets of link types for use in rheir 

systems. Forms of abstract link typing have d s o  been developed in artificial intelligence 

" The distinction benveen typology and raxonomy used in this research is borrowed from Bailey 
( 1  994). Whereas a typology is concepnid, a rrixonorny is ernpiricril. Funhermore, taxonomies are 
usually hierarchical. 



research. Cleary and Bareiss (1 9%), following from the work of Schank (1977), use a set 

of eight "conversational associative categories" rhat describe link types based on "general 

classes of questions a person is likely to formulate in conversation." The eight categories 

appear as binary alternatives under four bronder classes: Refocusing - ContexdSpecifics; 

Comparison - Analogies/Alternatives; Causality - Causes/Results, and; Advice - 

Opportunities/Warnings. 

Based on a content analysis of 75 source pages on the Web, Haas and G r a m  

(1 998) identified four basic classes of link rypes: navigation links, expansion links, 

resource links, and miscellrineous links. Of these four general classes of links, the 

navigation type includes those that describe the functional variety of link types addressed in 

rhis research. Hrias and Grams define navigational types as chose that "represent the 

~ibility to remporarily focus in on a particular theme" [p. 4921. Navigation links include 

such types as illustration, definition, citation, example, abstract, etc. Haas and Grams 

report thrit about a rhird of the total number of links examined were of the navigational 

ype.  

Of the typologies exrimined, three stood out as parricularly useful to the task of 

creating an initial composite list of link types for the purposes of rhis snidy. Each provided 

enough divcrsiry in types to mrike the initial composite list sufficiently comprehensive. In 

dl cases, they wcre weIl specified, and reasonably well articulated. Lasrly, the composite 

list based on these three typologies included most of the specialized (e-g., argumentative) 

types rivailable in alternative typologies. The three typologies are discussed foIlowing. 



2.7.1 Trigg's Typology 

Trigg's dissertation (1983) is one of the earliest reports of research using ryped 

links. Although the larger concern of the dissertation \vas in providing a system for 

distributed access to scientific information and the tools required to accomplish this, Trigg 

reîlized the significance of link ryping: "A link makes explicit the relationship benveen 

nvo nodes" (p. 30). The ryping information was "crucial" (p. 30) as it allowed readers to 

choose benveen various 'next' nodes to peruse based on the connecring link's type. 

Trigg lists seventy-five link types that he developed for his TEXTNET system. 

At the highest level, these link types are divided into rwo main categories; normal and 

commenrary links. Normal links connect nodes comprising the main flow of 

information in a work. Cornrnentary links connect ancillary information about a node 

ro chat node, and, as such, faIl out of the main flow of discourse in the document. The 

normal links are largrly rhetorical ones and are used to connect nodes on the basis of 

argument structure or discourse. Examples of normal Iinks are refuration, support, and 

continuation. Comrnentary Iinks, which are more editorial in nature, carry labels such 

as simplistic, arbitrary, and boring. Table 2.1 provides a list of the normal link rypes 

used by Trigg, including examples of commentary links. 

In examining the list of link types in Table 2.1, it is apparent that the normal 

links hold the greatest promise for adaptation into any revised taxonomy. WhiIe the 

commentary Iinks may have their uses, Trigg probabIy intended them to be used in the 

CO-operative revision and reader commentary that was to be supported in TEXTNET. 

Trigg had great hope that distributing documents in an open environment would lead to 



Table 2.1 Trigg's Link Typology 

Normal Links 

Citation X general purpose citation !ink 

C-source 

C-pioneer 

C-credic 

C-lttrids 

C-epon 

Background 

Future 

Refutrition 

Support 

l l r thodology 

Dara 

Generalization/Specification 

AbstractionlExample 

Formalization/Application 
Argument 

A-deduction 

.A-induction 

A-analogy 

A-intiiirion 

Solution 

SummarizritionlD~rril 

.Alternate View 

Rcivrite 

SimpIification/Complic3tion 

Esplanrition 

Correction 

Update 

Continuation 

Commcnrary Links (Examples) 

Gives source to enable autbentication 

Pays homage to pioneers 

Gives credit for related work 

Provides leads to uncited o r  unpublished works 

Identifies original work describing an eponymic concept 

Provides background 

.Aierts t o  forthcoming work 

Refutes the work or  ideas of others 

Supports or  substantirites the work of others 

Identifies rnethodology, equipment, etc. 

A link to  a node containing data of sorne sort 

N o  definition 

N o  definition 

Making and applying theories 

Connects premises to  conclusions of arguments 

Argument uses deduction 

Argument uses induction 

Argument uses analogy 

Argument appeaIs to readers' intuition 

Connects problem to  the presentation of its solution 

Ideris surnmarized or  detailed in other node 

Ideas are viewed in a new way 

[deas are same but wording has changed 

Ofiers a simplified look at part of a node 

Provides an explanation for sorne part of node's te.xt 

Points to a correction 

Points to new information bringing a node up  to date 

Connects nvo nodes that follow one another in the current 

Comment 

E-rnisrrpresent 

P-trivial 

Pt-unimportant 

A-immarerial 

D-inadequate 

General purpose comment link 

h cired node is rnisrepresenred 

Problern is trivial as srated 

W h o  cares? The point is unimportant, uninteresting 

The  argument is not to the point 

The  data is inadequate o r  incomplete 



an eschringe of ideas through an ongoing commentary and evaluation of available 

documents. It was likely this process that was to be supported through the reader 

addition of commentary links. 

For the purposes of further classifying normal and commentary links, Trigg also 

proposes ri simple division of the functions of a work. "We assume here that the goal of 

a work is to communicate information and/or beliefs to the reader. Each part o i  the 

~vork serves a differenr function in this regardn (p. 39) .  

The functions of a work listed by Trigg are: 

1. Specifying context. This involves connecting the nodes of a work to existing 
reIated lirerature, the work's environment. 

2. Problem posing. The posing of a problem may or may not be followed by the 
presentation of a solution. 

3. Theory declaration. In this mode, the author States a work's thesis. 

4. Arguments. Here, the author attempts to argue from a set of premises to a set of 
conclusions. There are several types of arguments some of which can be 
di fferentiated using links. 

5. Data. Some works present data as evidence for a theory. To  draw on data 
existing in a previous work, the author simply links to the appropriate node in 
that work. 

Although Trigg describes how the various functions of a work crin be related 

through the normal and commentary Iinks, it is not known how effective the typed links 



wsre in achieving this. The system was only informally tested by a small number of 

volunteer subjecrs, and no report w3s given concerning the efficacy of the ryped links in 

identifying these functions. Furthermore, it is clear thar the funcrions listed by Trigg 3re 

specific to a particular kind of work - the scientific article - and as such may be applicable 

only ro thar particular genre. Clear evidence on the usefulness of various link types to  this 

specific genre would have been informative concerning the likelihood of a comprehensive 

link tasonomy meeting the demands of a varie. of genres. 

2.7.2 Baron's Typology 

Baron (1 994) [see also Baron, Tague-Surcliffe Sr Kinnucan (1996), and Baron, 

Brown & Chignell (1996)] identifies nvo general types of links in her smdy of the use of 

a Iiypertest manual. Orgunizationul links are used to describe the surface srrucmre of 

documents and comprise elements of the syntactic rnacro-structure which organizes the 

presentrition of the information. Examples of organizational links range from a 

coIlection of links such as a table of contents to lower lev4 directional cues such 3s 

previous o r  next page. 

The second general link type is content-based links which more directly deal 

with meaning within the text. Of this kind of link, three types are further specified: 

seman tic links, rhetorical links, and pragmatic links. Semantic links describe the 

relarionship or association benveen words or  concepts. Based on  the work of Chaffin 

and Herrmann (1984, 1987) Baron proposes three semantic link types ro describe the 

rdationship benveen concepts in her test document: similar, conrrast, and part/kind of. 



Rhetorical iinks are ordinarily used by an author "with the intenr of leading a 

reader through a series of information elernents to achieve a learning goal supporting 

the task" (Baron, 1994, p. 39). Examples of these cype of links are definition, 

explanation, continuation, illustration, and sumrnary. 

The lasr of the conrent-based link rypes are practical links. These serve to define 

relxionships thar are concerned with practical results and include warning, pre- 

rsquisite, usage, and example. 

A complete lisr of the link rypes used by Baron, along with a short description of 

each, is contained in Table 2.2. In comparing Baron's typology to Trigg's we can see 

that rhere are certain similarities across the link types as we might well expect given 

Baron's reference to Trigg's work. For exarnple, both use an 'explanation' link, 

3s well as a 'summarization' and 'example' link." As a warning against too lirerd an 

interpretation of the link type nomenclature a cornparison of the types referred to as 

'conrinuxion' shows them to not be the sarne. Trigg uses a 'continuation' link to show 

a relarionship benveen "nvo nodss which follow one another in the current main of 

thought" (p. 43). Baron uses the same label for links rhat provide "procedural 

information for an action described in the source mode" (p. 62) .  

A second difference benveen Trigg's and Baron's typologies is the general class 

of links used in each. Whereas Trigg used only rhetorical links, Baron included 

" Note thrit Trigg's equivalents are dichotomous given the importance of directionality he attributed 
ro link rypes. Thus, we have a Summarization/Detail link depending on the direction in which the 
link is traversed. 



Table 2.2 Baron's Link Typology 

Link Type Definition 

De finition The destination node defines the object mentioned in the 
source node 

Esplmation Provides an elaboration for the action described in the 
source node 

Continuation Provides procedural information for an action described in 
the source node 

Similar 

Conrrast 

The destination node provides cautionary information 
reIating to some part of the source text 

Provides a graphic representation for some part of the 
node's text 

The destination node provides information which must be 
known or performed before the instructions in the source 
node may be carried out successfully 

The destination node indicates wherehhen or how an 
action or comrnand is invoked 

Ideas that overlap in meming 

Relation in which the idea(s) in the source text contrast or 
contradicr the ide&) in the destination text 

Relations involving inclusion or class-subclass relationships 

ldeas in one node are summarized in another 

The destination node provides an example for an action o r  
command 



semantic, rherorical, and pragmatic links. Since Trigg's typology was never tested we 

have lirtle evidence other than Baron's findings to suggest the utility of each of rhese 

general types. Based on her findings Baron concluded that rhetorical and pragmatic 

links showed the greatest utility in her ryped link implementation of the hypertext 

manual, but that even these were limited outside of query situations. In a later snidy 

(Baron, Brown, S= Chignell, 2996), nvo groups of participants were involved in separate 

hypertext authoring and reading tasks, and were instructed to apply links from the point 

of view of their specific task. The smdy showed that readers of the hypertext had no 

preference benveen rhetoricnl and semantic types, and chat authors preferred rhetorical 

links in constructing the hypertexts. 

As with both Trigg and Baron, Parunak (1991) presents an a prion link typology 

based largely on link relationships in hypertexts that he views as important. Accordingly, 

he distinguishes three classes of link types that he States "are useful in hypermedia"(p.3 13): 

association links, aggregrtion links, and revision links. It is the set of association links that 

beîr cornparison to both Trigg and Baron, and it is these chat are described here. 

Association links are the most common type of link, "and reflect various ways in 

which one node brings another to mind. For exarnple, one node rnight give the reason for 

the assertions in another noden (p. 313). This link type is of a very general form and could 

be applied to any number if not al1 of the types specified in Trigg and Baron. As such, no 

distinction is made benveen rherorical, semantic, o r  any other link description of this sort. 



Parunak further divides association links into nvo sub-types based o n  whether they 

contain a verb (propositions), o r  whether they d o  no t  contain a verb (words and  phrases). 

A proposition is defined to include a clause and everything more complex than a clause, 

e.g., sentence, paragraph, chapter. In mrn, each of these larger units can be sumrnarized o r  

reduced to a clause. Thus, "in a hyperdocument, a proposition can range in size al1 the 

way from a single clause to an entire node" (p. 3 14). Unlike those researchers interested in 

the specific semantic relationships benveen words (e.g., Chaffin Sr Herrmann, 1984, 

1987), Parunak is concerned with those relationships that join a proposition (as defined 

above) "with something else" (p. 3 14), where that something else is either another 

proposition o r  a phrase. Accordingly, he defines nvo association link sub-types: "word- 

proposition links," and "proposition-proposition links." 

AS suggested by the  name, word-proposition links lead from a word o r  phrase to a 

proposition rhat somehow describes the phrase. Of these there are three kinds: content 

links, identification links, and  comment links. h content link, for example, establishes a 

relation benveen a word that  names a proposition t o  thar proposition, e-g., Gettysburg 

Address to the text of the Gettysburg Address. 

Proposition - proposition links constitute a more general class a n d  contain a far 

\vider range of link types. These kinds of links may associate nvo entire nodes, o r  

alternatively, may associate a single proposition in a node to  another proposition within 

the srirne node. The  proposition - proposition links are of four kinds: orientation links, 

irnpIication links, paraphrase links, and illustration links. Orientation links "de fine the 

environment for the state o r  events described in a proposition" (p. 315). Logical relations 

benveen propositions are  described in implication links. Paraphrase links join proposirions 



Table 2.3 Parunak's Link Typology (Association Links) 

Link Type Definition 

Word - Pro~osit ion Links 

Content 

Identification 

Comment 

Leads to a proposition from a word describing that 
proposition. 
Defines o r  restricts the meaning of a word o r  phrase. 

Gives additional information about a word o r  phrase that 
does not restrict its meaning. 

Proposition - Proposition Links 

Orientation Links Defines the environment for a state or events. 
Location Joins a proposition to a description of the place where that 

proposition applies. 
Temporal Describes the chronological relation between the States or 

events described in two propositions. 
Circumsrance Joins propositions that describe aspects of the environment 

other than local or  temporal- 

Irnplicat ion Links Record Iogical relations among propositions. 
Causation Joins one proposition to  another that describes its cause. 
Purpose 
Candition 

Conrrafactual 

Concession 

Warning 

Evidence 

Joins one proposition to  another that describes it purpose. 
Joins one proposition to  another whose tmrh insures the 
truth of the first. 
Joins a proposition to another whose truth insures the 
falsehood of the first. 
Leads frorn one proposition to another that might be 
thought t o  invalidate the firsc, but does not. 
Leads frorn a proposition that describes an obligation t o  
another describing an undesirable consequence. 
Moves from a proposition to others that provide data that 
support i t  and frorn which ir is induced- 

Paraphrase Links Connecr propositions that conrains simiiar information. 
ibnplification and summary Each connects a proposition that makes a point concisely 

with another that gives more detail. 
Abstraction and instance C o n n e a  a generic proposition with a specific form of it. 
Equivalence Join two propositions that contain the same information in 

different words. 

Ilfrtstration Links Connect dissimilar propositions that clarify one another. 
Manner Joins one proposition to  another that describes the manner 

or style in which the event o r  state in the first came about. 
Corn parison Joins wo propositions that are different from one another 

but show points of similarity. 
Contrast Joins wo propositions and draws mention t o  the 

differences benveen them. 



together that contain similar information, whereas illustration links associate "dissimilar 

propositions that clarify one another* (p. 317). Each of these link types is funher divided 

into more specific sub-types that capture particular aspects of each of the major 

proposition-proposition types. Parunak's association links are presented in Table 2.3. 

2.7.1 Summary of Discussion of Tbree Link Typologies 

The initial composite list of link types used in this research, and to which various 

procedures will be applied, is derived from the three link typologies discussed. It is 

apparent in a comparison of the three typologies that, although there is some overlap, the 

result of their combination provides a reasonably rich and diverse aggregation of link types. 

For the purpose of combining the typologies, the higher level groupings (e-g., Baron's 

Semantic/Rhetorical/Pragmatic distinction) chat are indicated in al1 three of the typologies 

will be ignored. 

Further treatment of this initiai composite list is described in the following chapter 

on procedures and methods. 

2.8 Statement of Research Goals 

In this discussion, we have asserted that a simple reliance on the associative 

character of hypertext may not provide an adequate basis on which users can successfully 

navigate the hypertext. As suggesred by Dillon and Vaughan (1997), navigation is as rnuch, 

if not more, dependent on finding one's way through the semantic space of a hypertext 

than through a particular physical representation of it. This is especially so if the goal of 



interaction is understanding. Therefore, a means must be found by which a "tighter 

coupling' benveen the semantic content of a hypertext, and the physical means of 

movement through the hypertext can be achieved. Furthermore, van Dijk and Kinstsch's 

(1 983) situational mode1 of discourse comprehension was brought forward as a proposed 

rneans of understanding how rnovement through semantic space occurs. An essential 

component of this theory is the importance to users of creating rnacrostructures to  achieve 

cornprehension of teutbases, and the role of cohesion in aiding the formation of rhese 

macrostructures. Thuring et al. (1991, 1995) suggest that link typing is an effective wny of 

achieving coherence in hypertext corpuses. 

A review of existing research studies that directly investigated the effect of link 

ryping on information use in hypertext provided little clear evidence concerning the utility 

of link hping. It was further noted that the lack of any rignificant results was likely due to 

a number of shortcomings in the research designs and hypertext corpuses employed. 

Noteworthy xnong the significant findings of these smdies was that the relationship 

benveen the semantic content of the linked nodes must be clearly represented by the link 

type if they are to  be effective. Ir was concluded from this finding that an additional 

shortcorning of many of the smdies reviewed was that the efficacy of the specific link types 

ernploved was not ndequntely dernonstrated. Based on  this conclusion, a number of 

esisting link typologies were examined for the purpose of determining a collection of link 

types that might be usefully employed in a hypertext. 

Of the three major link type typologies reviewed, only one (Baron, 1994) contained 

any link types that were not deterrnined a priori (Le., Baron's "semantic" Iinks based on the 

work of Chaffin and Herrmann, 1984, 1987). It is asserted here that the usefulness of a 



link type taxonomy is dependent on irs efficacy to red users, and must be developed with 

inpur from these users. Therefore, the following research goal and sub-goals were 

established for this dissertation research. 

2.8.1 Research Goal 

1. To develop a taxonomy of link types chat can be used to specify the functional 

relarionships between text units (nodes). The link types are functional in that rhey 

indicate a specific relationship benveen the source and target nodes. These Iink types 

can be used to: 

a) provide a simple 'look ahead' capability that will allow users to make a more 

informed decision about choosing whether or not to follow the link. Ir is 

asserted thar this will provide an appropriate "point of departure" for users, 

as described by Landow (1991, 1997). 

b) provide a criterion to the user for the inrerpretation of the information in the 

tarzet node, thereby riffording coherence in the hypertext. Ir is asserted that 

rhis wiII provide the user with an appropriate "point of arrivai," as described 

by Landow (1991, 1997). 

2.8.2 Research Srib-Goals 

1. To develop the taxonomy empirically. The initial composite set of link types 

used in this analysis was derived from three link typologies extant in the 



literature. The majority of these link types were established a priori. This 

research will involve users of hypertext as research participants in the 

development of a new taxonomy based on  this initial composite list. User 

involvement will contribute to: 

a) determining a ranking of these link rypes according ro perceived 
usefulness. 

b) identifying simiiarities between these link types for the purpose of 
establishing a hierarchy of Iink rypes. 

C) determining link type labels rhat clearly indicate the nature of the 
relationship benveen the source and target nodes. 

2. To develop the taxonomy as a hierarchy. A hierarchical arrangement of Iink 

types will facilitate its use ar various levels of granularity. I t  is asserted that users 

of a link taxonomy of this kind will differ in their purposes, levels of substantive 

expertise, and motivation. Therefore, the taxonomy will be developed ro 

accommodate these differences by providing a larger number of specific sub-types 

rhat are subsumed by a smaller number of corresponding general types in a "kind 

of" oncological relationship. 



Chapter 3 

Research Design, Procedrtres, and Metbods 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to present and discuss the specific components of the 

overall research design, and to provide a detailed discussion of the various procedures and 

methods used in co1lecring and analysing the data. The research was designed to 

nccornmodîte three goals, and was accordingly divided into three stages. The first of these 

stages concerned the testing of the main data collection method, and the reduction of the 

original composite list of fifty-four link types to a more manageable number that would 

facilirate parrisipînts' successful completion of the required tasks within the rime allotted 

for each session. The second stage involved the analysis of the quantitative data collected 

for the reduced number of Iink types and constirutes the main investigative segment of the 

research. The final stage of research focussed on the collection and analysis of qualitative 

datri that was used to evaluate the major outcorne of stage WO. In advance of participant 

involvement (i.e., in stages one and three), a detailed description of the procedures and 

instruments used in the study was submitted to, and approved by, the Faculty of 

Information Snidies Humsin Subjects Review Committee. 

Fundamental to the use of several of the main data analysis techniques employed in 

this analysis was the preparation of a proximiry matrix based on a mesure of similarity 

benveen the various link type relationships used in the research. We thus begin the chapter 

with a discussion of similarity, describe the procedure used for the collection of the 



similarity data, and how a proximity matrix was constructed from this data. Following this 

preliminary discussion, an account is given of the instruments, procedures, and data 

analysis techniques used in each of the three research stages identified. 

3.2 Similarity, Proximity Matrices, and Card Soning 

In developing a taxonorny, or classification of any kind, we are interested in 

forming groups of objects chat are the same, or nt lenst judged similar on some anribute o r  

set of anributes. In the case of classifying link type relationships the major attribute to be 

judged is the semantic distance between each element of the array of types. If the 

requirement that distances be metric' is ignored, we can simply refer to these distances as 

the degree of similnrity, or  dissirnilîriry, berween any nvo elements, or  groups of elements. 

In the generîl case, objects that are close in meaning or  intention are regarded as similar, 

while those that are not are regarded as dissimilar. As noted by Fillenbaurn and Rapoporr 

(1 Wl) ,  this approach is essentially cognitive, and "assumes than an individual can 

meîningfully organize a set of rerms having psychological referent values according to the 

subjective significance of their relationship" (p.4). Furthermore, for the purposes of data 

înnlysis, no distinction need be made benveen measures of simiiarity and dissimilarity, as 

' A distance is considered tnetric if it satisfies the following conditions, where the funcrion d(x,y) 
represents the distance between nvo points: 

i. d(x,y) 2 0; d(x,y) = O if x = y; 
ii. d(s,y) = d(y,x); 
i i i .  d(x,z) + d(y,z) 2 d(x,y) 

Everitt Sc Rabe-Hesketh (1997) state that it is the absence of the third condition (i-e., the triangular 
inequrilir).) which distinguishes measures of dissimilarity and similarity from fully metric distance 
rneasures. 



one crin easily be represented as the other through any number of simple transformations 

(Gordon, 198 1 ; Everirt, 1993). 

The mrinner in which similarity data are collected from smdy participants varies 

depending on the purposes of the research, available resources, and time. Millei lists four 

different methods commoniy used. AH have the advantage that no a priori structure need 

be specified for the stimuli, and are thus consistent with the requirernenrs of an exploratory 

study such as this one. The specific method adopted in this research was the fourth of 

these: classification. This method is both economical and well-suited to the major data 

analysis techniques used in the present study. 

The predominant technique employed in collecting proximity data for classification 

is the card sorting procedure, where participants are asked to arrange stimuli into groups 

based on the perceived similarity of the stimuli. The specific card sorting procedure 

employed in this research was the 'single-sort' described by Rosenberg and Kim (1975). 

The essential feature of the single sort procedure is that "each respondent is given only 

one opporrunity to sort the termsn (p. 490). This procedure has a well-tried history in 

psychoIogica1 research, and was usefully employed in such landmark studies as Fillenbmm 

and Rapoport (1971), and Chaffin and Herrmann (1987, 1984). 

The single-sort procedure used in the current study was based on a template of 

rhose in each of the aforementioned studies. Each of the items to be classified (i.e., the link 

According to Miller (1971, p. 570), "There are four general methods that psychologists have used 
to investigate similarities benveen semantic atoms: (1) scaling, (2) association, ( 3 )  substitution, and 
( 4 )  classification. " 



y p e  relritionships) was represented on a 3" x 5" index card.' Participants were instructed 

to rerid rhrough the cards and sort thern into groups on the basis of participants' attribution 

of similariry of meaning.' The attribution of meaning was left to each participant to decide 

on his or her own terms. Each participant was also allowed to sort the cards into as many 

groups as they felt necessary, with no restriction placed on the number of cards that could 

be placed in each group. At the completion of the procedure, the cards were collected 

irom the participant and the results recorded in a single proximity matrix. 

Both similarities and dissimilarities are often referred to as proximities, and it is the 

construction of a proximity matrix containing the mesures of simiiarity or dissimilarity 

thar rire the grist of the data analytic miIl. Essentially Uobson, 1992), "a proximity rnatrix 

is an (n x n) mritrix that summarizes the degree of similarity or dissimilarity arnong al1 

possible pairs of profiles in X" (p. 484). The proximity rnatrix used ro record the 

outcornes of the card sorting procedure conducted in this research was nvo-way, one- 

mode,' with each individual ceIl representing the frequency of occurrence of nvo cards in 

the srime pile. Since individual differences were not being considered in this analysis, the 

outcomes for each participant were added to a single proximity matrix6. The individd 

ceIl entries, then, represented the cumulative number of occurrences of two cards 

appearing in the same pile across al1 participants. Following from this, we can see that 

' Fricsirniles of the cards used in a preliminary study are shown in Appendix 1. 

' The instructions given to participants are contained in Appendix 2. 
' A niatrix recording the proximity (similarity or distance) between each pair of stimuli (e.g., link 
y p e  relarionships) is generally described as two-way, one mode. It is "truo-way because the data 
mxrix is 'nvo-dimensional' (i.e., has both rows and columns) and one-mode because both the rows 
and columns represent the same (single) set of entities or objects" (Carroll & Arabie, 1998, p. 185). 

Individual differences, as used here, are interpreted as characteristics of individual participants that 
could be used to establish dependencies in outcomes. As will be seen later, group proximity 
matrices were created for each set of participants according to their discipiinary affiliation. 



although the unir of observation was the individual participant, the unit of analysis was 

actually an aggregate score representing the frequency with which nvo link type 

rehtionships were grouped as similar. 

The frequency wirh which al1 participants identified two link rypes as belonging 

together was used as the measure of similarity benveen the types, i.e., the more participanrs 

placing two rypes in the same group the greater the attributed similarity benveen the nvo. 

Although this might be considered an indirect measure of the actual degree of similarity 

perceived by individual participants, it is an accepted compromise to other, less 

econornical, alternatives'. The underiying assumption made in accepting the frequencies as 

similariry measures is provided by Miller (1971) who proposed that "the more similar two 

items are, the more often people will agree in classifying thern together" (p. 575). 

Furthermore, Rosenberg and Kim (1975) regard the "degree to which 3 sample of 

respondents does not sort anv nvo objects in the same group [as] a measure of the 

psychologicd distance benveen the nvo objects" (p. 490), where, in rhis case, dissimilarity 

corresponds to psychological distance. 

As Rosenberg and Kim (1975) point out, asking participants to anribute similarity scores for each 
pair of stimuli (Le., an example of a scaling procedure) is a time-consuming process. Consider, for 
example, rhar for thirry link type relationships, the number of direct cornparisons judged would be 
(30 X 29) /2  = 435. 



3.3 Stage 1 - Preliminary Studies 

3.3.1 Prelirninary Study 1 

A firsr preliminary study was conducted to test the instruments for the card sorting 

procedure. T h e  study was also intended ro validate the elimination of redundanciesS from 

among the link types in the initial composite set of fifty-four types. To obtain this result, 

ihe card sorting task was administered to  seven volunteers recruited from within the 

Faculty of Information Scudies and the Department of Mechanical and Industrial 

Engineering ar the University of Toronto. These seven individuals were volunteers in the 

true sense, as  no  pecuniary incentive was offered. The large majority of participants were 

col leqpes of the researcher. 

The  cards used in the sorting task were standard 3" x 5" index cards with one  link 

rype relationship printed o n  each card. One  card was constructed for each of the  fifty-four 

link type relationships from the initial composite list. The  wording used to express the 

relationship for each link rype was kept as close to the source description as possible (Le., 

as described in the original studies from which the link types were taken). The  exceptions 

involved rhose cases in which no  definition, o r  an inadequate description, was given in the 

original study (e.g., Trigg does not  define what he means by his Generalize/Specialize, and 

Abstracrion/Example links), o r  when the description of the link type used a specific label in 

the description o r  definition itself (e.g., information in A sztrnmarizes information in B). 

This latter srep was taken to prevent participants from matching types based simply on  

keywords, rather than on  the meaning of the underlying relationship being described. 

Two link types were considered redundant if they were, in their intention, identical. For example, 
Baron's 'Summary,' Prirunak's 'Summary,' and Trigg's 'Summarizrition.' 



Additionally, some consistency was attempted in the form of presentation of the 

relationships and accounts for, among other things, the use of the term "Noden in the 

relritionship definirions. A facsimile of these cards is presented in Appendix 1. 

At the beginning of each session, participants were given a short introduction to the 

narure of rhe task, and presented with the deck of fifty-four cards containing the link y p e  

relationships and written instructions for completing the task. The written instructions are 

prçsented in hppendix 2. Participants were also given several sheers of paper and a pencil 

and were asked to note down any comrnents they might have concerning the task, 

including the identification of ambiguities and vagueness. Participants were also told that 

they shouid try to complete the task within one hour. 

3.3.2 Preliminary Study 2 

A second preliminary study was held with six new volunteers from the Faculty of 

Information Studies and the Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. The 

purpose of this second smdy was to assess the changes in the procedure and instruments 

made based on the results of the first preliminary study, to gauge the effect of a reduced 

number of link types, and ro determine if these changes yielded any significant benefit to 

the participants concerning the cognitive effort required of them9. The reduced set of types 

consisted of the edited versions of 35 types from the original composite list. The reduction 

in rhe nurnber of types was accomplished by removing the obvious (and confirmed) 

redundancies, and by removing those types that were grouped together with higher 

frequencies in Preliminary Smdy 1. 

- - 

These issues are referred to in greater depth in the discussion of results in Chapter 4. 



The procedures followed in administering the task were identical to those of 

Preliminary Study 1. 

3.4 Stage 2 - Main Group Study 

3.4.1 Procedures 

For the Main group study, nventy-seven participants were recruited from the 

Faculcy of Information Snidies and the Department of Mechanical and Industrial 

Engineering at  the University of Toronto. Posters adverrising the study were disrributed 

throughout the buildings at  each of the two locations. The posters described the nature of 

the study, advertised an honorarium of 520, and provided pull-off tabs with the 

researcher's name and e-mail address. A copy of the poster is presented in Appendix 3. 

The srudy was also advertised on electronic bulletin boards and listerservs frequented by 

students in each discipline. Prospective participants were screened on first conract and 

invited to participare in the research only if they were Information Snidies or  Engineering 

students, and wers farniliar with hypertext (i.e., could give examples, in addition to the 

Web, of hypertext applications used). In al1 cases, arranged sessions were held at the 

FacuIt). of Information Snidies. 

As advertised in the poster, the sessions were designed to continue no longer than 

one and one-half hours, and this tirne limit was respected in al1 cases. Each session began 

with a short introduction in which the general nature of the research was explained, and 

the tasks to be carried out during the session were described. Participants were then given 

an  opportunity to ask questions. The introductory section was concluded by apprising the 



participant of the confidentiality of the research results gathered, at which time they were 

requested to complete and sign a consent form (A copy of this form is attached as 

Appendix 4). 

3.4.1.1 Card Sorting 

Participants were then asked to complete the card sorting task. Verbal instructions 

were given on how the task should be done'', and a practical demonstration was given of 

3n  efficient merhod for working through the cards. Participants performed the task on a 

large, clear work surface in a quiet location in full view of a clock. Before beginning the 

task, participants were told that they would have fifty minutes to complete the task. The 

researcher rhen Ieft the room, returning every fifteen minutes to check on progress. A 

facsimile of the cards used in the Main group smdy is presented in Appendix 5. 

At the forty-five minute mark, participants who had not yet completed the task 

were requested to do so in the remaining five minutes allotted to this section of the session 

At completion the researcher conducted a short interview, soliciting cornments from the 

participant concerning any difficulties they might have had with the task. The groups of 

cards created by the participant were then recorded by tabulating the card numbers for 

those in each group on a separate sheet of paper. 

'" Alrhough writren instructions were used in the preliminary studies, experience from those studies 
indicated that participants were better served by verbal instruction. The written instructions were 
used by the researcher as a script, and a copy was left with the participants during the performance 
of the task. 



3.4.1.2 Link Type Ranking 

In addition to the card sorting task, participants were asked to perform a second 

rîsk which required them to select and rank the link type relationships that they felt would 

be "usrful" in helping them make a decision about viewing the contents of a related piece 

of information. The  participant was provided with a list of the types chat included the 

relotionship definitions (long and short forms) and spaces in which to place a check mark 

and a ranking. A copy of the ranking list for the 30" type set is presented in Appendix 6. 

Prior to  beginning the task, participants were given the foliowing verbal instructions: 

You have in front of you a list of the same link type relationships 
rhar appeared on  the cards in the sorting task. What 1 would like you to d o  
is read rhrough the list and place a checkmark next to  those that you would 
iind useful in the normal course of your information use. Information use 
could include things like searching for information, reading, o r  smdying. 
For example, if you were reading a hypertext and came across a link, which 
of the link type relationships would help you decide whether o r  not 
following the link would be useful, relevant, o r  interesting to you? 

Once you have gone through the Iist and made your selections, 
choose the nvelve" most useful of rhese, and rank them. Rank the most 
useful as 1, the second most useful as 2, and so on until you have ranked al1 
nvelve. If you d o  not select twelve types as useful, rank only those that you 
d o  select. 

Participants were allowed fifteen minutes for the completion of this task. 

Results from the ranking task were recorded, and a cumulative total kept of the 

weighted ranking scores for each of the link type relationships. The weights given were in 

' '  A result of the Preliminary Study 2 was a h n h e r  reduction in the nurnber of  link types from 35 to  
30, The ranking sheet for the 30 link types is shown in Appendix 6. 
" Twelve, though somewhat arbitrary, was judged a tractable nurnber of  link types for participants 
to judge. 



direct proportion to the ranking received. A first place ranking received a score of nvelve, 

a second place ranking a score of eleven, and so on with the nvelfth place ranking receiving 

a score of one. 

3.4.1.3 Background Questionnaire 

Upon rhe conclusion of the ranking task, participants were asked to complete a 

short background questionnaire. The questionnaire solicited basic demographic 

information, including age and gender, and included a series of questions probing the 

degree of use and familiari. with hypertext (including Web) materials. A copy of the 

questionnaire is presented in Appendix 7. 

3.4.2 Data Analysis Methods 

3.4.2.1 Cluster Analysis 

The object of cluster analysis is to "partition a set of objecrs inco groups or clusters 

in such a way that the profiles of the obiects in the same cluster are very similar, whereas 

the profiles of objecrs in different clusters are quite distinct" (Jobson, 1992, p. 5 18). -4s a 

generalized approach, cluster analysis comprises a set of rnethods, and a sequence of steps 

that provide the conditions for the use of the rnethods and the inrerpretation of the 

clustering results. The former are algorirhmically based, while the latrer depend, to a large 

degree, on judgement and inrerpretation. Proper regard for the latter make it quite evident 

w h y  Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1990) refer to cluster analysis as the "art" of finding groups 

in data. 



The distinction between methods and steps is an important one. MiIligan (1996), 

Romesburg ( 1  W O ) ,  and Jain and Dubes (1988) al1 make reference to this distinction, and 

each provides a recipe for successfully framing a valid and reliable cluster analysis. 

Although the frarning steps described by each of these authors are sirnilar, those of  

Romesburg were rnost resonant and were the ones followed most closely in the cluster 

analysis of dam in this research. The steps, and consequent actions, pertinent to the 

themes of this chapter are outlined following. 

1) Define the attributes and scale of attribute mezsurement. 

As previously described, the units of observation for this analysis were the similarity 

judgements of individuai participants who were asked to group various link rype 

relationships based on  perception of semantic closeness. As such, only one anribute is 

defined, that being the binary estirnate of similarity benveen individual link types. The unit 

of analysis is the aggregate frequency with which each combination of link rype 

relationships was judged sirnilar. Consequently, the scale of the attribute used in the 

analysis was the raw frequency of CO-occurrence" of pairs of link types across al1 

participants. 

2 )  Standardize the data matrix. 

The proximiry matrix created from the attribute measuremenrs was a symmetrical, 

two-way, one-mode matrix with each ceil containing one frequency. Since only one 

attribute was defined, and only one scale used, standardization of the data matrix was not 

required. 

" Co-occurrence is defined for al1 two-combinations of link types appearing within a single group. 
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3) Select a resemblance coefficient. 

A resemblance coefficient is ordinarily required if the underlying attributes in the 

analysis are not direcrly scaled as measures of similarity o r  dissimilarity. Typically, a 

derived resernblance coefficient will be expressed as, for example, a Euclidean distance 

where similarity is calculated as the distance between nvo objects measured in terms of 

point CO-ordinates in a nvo-dimensional space. Nso required is a decision concerning 

whether the coefficient should be a measure of similarity or  dissimilarity. 

As suggested by both l), and 2) above, the raw frequencies of CO-occurrence were 

used directly as estimates of similarity, and transformation of these values into resemblance 

coefficients was nor required." However, the similarity rneasures were converted to 

dissimilarities for the purposes of the analysis. This was done to facilitate the use of the 

dam by a variety of clustering methods that are described below. At least one of the 

merhods required that the data be dissimilarities. Thus, to maintain consistency in the use 

of the data, î corresponding rneasure of dissimilarity was used in al1 cases1*. Although any 

number of procedures are available for converting similarities to dissimilarities, the one 

chosen wris rhat provided by the CiustanGraphics clustering application used in the 

analysis. This particular procedure conformed to accepted practice, and consisted of 

subtracting each cell value from the largest ce11 value (e.g., highest frequency) within the 

matrix. 

'' 1 rhank Dr. David Wishart of Clustan Lirnited for his advice in this maner. 
'' A cornparison was made of the clustering solutions, using both the original similarity data and the 
derived dissirnilarity data, for the two non-dependent methods. In each case, the solutions were 
identicaI. 



4) Select a clustering method. 

At the heart of every cluster analysis is the selecrion and use of a particular 

clustering method. Essenrially, these rnethods are heuristic algorirhms which seek structure 

within the data based on the application of specific rules which are defined by the heuristic. 

The available methods are legion, but for the purposes at hand, we only discuss those that 

have been generally described as hierarchical, agglomerative. 

Overall, hierarchical agglomerative techniques are the mosr comrnon of al1 

clustering methods, and are especially useful in the development of hierarchical 

classifications (e-g., taxonomies) of abjects". They are hierarchic in the sense that they 

proceed by creating a series of partitions in the data rhar yield a nested arrangement of 

elements into clusters. They are agglomerative because rhey begin by regarding each 

element as its own cluster, and proceed by fusing rhese individual elements into larger 

clusters at each subsequent stage of the partitioning. In other words, the process begins 

with N clusters, each containing a single element, and ends with one ciuster containing al1 

elements. Typically, the cluster soIution of a hierarchical agglomerative method is 

represented visually in a tree diagram" which illustrates the clusters formed at each 

successive stage of the partition. 

The selection of elements and clusters to be fused at  each stage is determined by the 

heuristics of the individual clustering method employed, and is based on the criterion used 

'" A k-rneans method was initiaIly considered for use in the analysis, but it was rejected since the 
hierarcliical arrangement of link types (both within and beween  groups) would have been Iost, i.e., 
the k-means analysis would only have created non-hierarchical clusters. Furtherrnore, a k-means 
analysis requires a pre-established number of clusters to be specified. 
" These are also referred to as dendograrns, or phenograms. 



for determining "closenessn. Typically, though, the process followed by each method is 

sirnilx". At each stage of the agglorneration a frrsion ualue or clustering criterion is 

caIculated to determine which of nvo items are to be joined. This criterion is ordinarily 

based on the values represenred in the proxirnity matrix (e.g., similarities or  distance 

measures). The process begins with the selection of the two closest elements, which are 

joined into the initial cluster. Before proceeding to the nexr fusion, the criterion values x e  

revised to reflect the proximities benveen the newiy formed cluster and the remaining 

elements. In the second ireration, rhe next BVO most proximate elements are joined, Ir is 

clear that beginning with the second ireration it is also possible that an element may join 

with an cxisting cluster. This process repeats until al1 elements have been joined into one 

cluster and the process terminates. 

Ir is important to note that the fusions made at each partition are irrevocable 

(Everirt, 1993). Once joined into a cluster an individual objecr cannot be reassigned to 

another cluster at subsequent stages of the partitioning. As Kaufman and Rousseeuw 

(1990, p. 44) somewhat ruefully point out, "A hierarchical rnethod suffers from the defect 

that ir can never repair what was done in previous steps." This issue wiil be returned to in a 

later discussion of Multi-dimensional scating. 

iMiIligan (1996) suggests that the choice of  a specific clustering rnethod should be 

determined by the types of clusters that are suspected to exist in the In an 

exploratory study such as this, with little precedent offering guidance as to the nature of 

che data, the choice of a specific clustering merhod is problernaric. To minimize the 

'"The description of this process is modelled after that of Jobson (1992). 
19 Cluster types, for example, may be spherical, elongated, compact, or dispersed. 



probability of an inappropriate choice, three different clustering methods were chosen for 

this study. The use of several methods not only minimizes the likelihood of poor results 

based on inappropriate assumptions, but provides a useful indication of the vdidity of 

structure found within the data. As Everitt (1980) notes, 

[t]t should be clear that no one technique can be judged to 
be 'best' in al1 circumstances. In general a number of techniques 
shouId be used; if al1 produce very similar solutions then i t  
would perhaps be justified in assuming that this solution is worth 
further investigation; widely different solutions might be raken 
as evidence against any cIear-cut duster structure, or  thcy might 
profitably be taken as each representing a different aspect of the 
strucrure in the data. (p. 104) 

The three hierarchical agglomerative clustering methods chosen were: the Average 

Linkage method; the Complete Linkage method; and Ward's Method. The choice of these 

rhree methods wris based on advice from the existing literature,'O and their ability, as a 

group of techniques, to cope with a variety of cluster rypes. 

Average Linkage method - The Average Linkage method is perhaps the most 

widely used of al1 methods of cluster analysis. I t  is aimed at finding spherical clusters 

within the data, but "being relatively robust, this method can even deal with rather potato- 

shaped clusters" Wufman & Rousseeuw, 1990, p.17)." As its name suggests, the revision 

of the resemblance rnatrix through each partitioning requires that inter-cluster distances 

(i.e., dissirnilarities) be calculated on the basis of the average distance between elements of 

each cluster. Consequently, each subsequent join is made between the nvo clusters 

'" See, for esample, Milligan, 1996; Eveïitt, 1993. 
'' Sre also Romesburg (1990) who describes Kaufrnan and Rousseeuw's potatoes as "sausagelike 
islands." 



exhibiting the smallest average dissimilarity. Since the distances are averaged, the Average 

Linkage method is also less prone to the distorting effect of outliers within the data. 

Cornplete Linkage Method -The Complete Linkage method is best suited to 

recovering compact, small diamecer clusters. Unlike the Average Linkage rnethod, 

Complete Linkage calculares inter-cluster dissimilarity as the distance benveen the nvo 

mosr dissimilar pairs of elements. Subsequent joins, therefore, are made benveen clusters 

\vhose most dissimilar elements are closer than the mosr dissirnilar element in any other 

cluster. Because the heuristic involved bases clustering decisions on maximum distances, 

Complete Linkage is alternately referred to as the "Furthest Neighbour" method. 

Ward's Method - Ward's Method selects partitions based on a minimization of the 

"information loss" (Everitt, 1993, p. 65) associated with each new cluster formed. 

Informarion loss is defined as the change in the error sum of squaresx when each potential 

join is considered. Consequently, joins are formed on the basis of the lowest value of the 

error sum of squares (ESS) at each partition rather than a direct measure of the change in 

dissimilarity. Using the ESS rather than dissimilarity measures typically resulrs in the 

recovery of distinct hyperspherical clusters that minimize the ESS. As the clusters become 

Iarger, and the artribute differences between clusters increase, the fusion values (ESS) 

increase non-linearly according to  the square of the errors. 

7 7 -- The error  surn of squares is calculated by finding the sum of the squared differences bensreen the 
average dissimilarity within each potenrial cluscer, and the individual elernents within those clusrers- 



5) Select a Partitioning Method 

Since the goal of cluster analysis is to recover reiatively homogenous groups from 

within the data, ir is important to consider a means by which we can determine a level of 

homogeneity that will suffice in helping us to decide on an optimal number of groups. As 

Aldenderfer and Blashfield (1984) observe "the nested tree structure of a dendogram 

suggesrs that many different groups may be present in che data, and the obvious question is 

where to 'cut' the tree so that the optimal number of groups is found" (p.52). 

Although this "obvious" question has no simple answer, rwo general approaches are 

ofren considered. Heuristic approaches are the most common (Aldenderfer & Blasshfield, 

1984), and at the most rudimentary IeveI the "hierarchical tree is 'cut' by the subjective 

inspection of the different levels of the tree." A more forma1 alternative to this kind of 

intuitive inspection is to plot the number of clusters formed throughout the agglomeration 

against their corresponding fusion valuesu. A flattening in the curve described by these co- 

ordinates is raken to indicate that subsequent clusters are representing noise more than 

implicit structure. 

Although these techniques have the advantage of simplicity, and are frequently 

helpful, the): are often criticized for "carrying with [them] the distinct possibility of 

influence from a priori expectations " (Everitt, 2993, p. 73). In their stead, a large number 

and variety of statistical techniques have been suggested. Milligan (1996), for example, has 

identified over 3 0  published papers describing techniques for determining the correct 

number of underlying clusters. Yet , despite the many attempts in the literature to solve 

'' This is similar to the scree tests used in factor anaIysis and multidimensional scaling. 



the partitioning problem through a more formalized approach, Everitt (1993) maintains 

that no completely satisfactory solution is available, and that "perhaps the problem is in 

fact incapable of any forma1 solution in a truly general sense simply because there is no 

universally acceptable definirion of the term cluster" (p. 66).  

In the investigation nt hand, this problem was solved in a very practical way. The 

clustering application used in this analysis provided a partitioning solution based on the 

Mojena (1975)" stopping rule. Simply described, it is a formalized analogue to the 

graphing procedure described nbove, and seeks to find a significant "jurnpn in the fusion 

levels at each partition in the cluster s o l ~ t i o n . ~  Milligan and Cooper (1985), and Milligan 

(1996) found that the application of the Mojena nile to a set of simulated data placed it 

ninth among the thirty different merhods evaluated in their research. On the basis of the 

klilligan and Cooper snidy, it was judged sufficient to accept the partitioning results 

provided by the clustering application used in the current onalysis, i.e., those based on the 

Mojena stopping rule). 

6 )  Assess the Validity of the clustering solutions 

Assessing the validiry of a clustering solution requires answers to three questions: 

'Does the solution make intuitive sense?'; 'Does the hierarchy imposed correctly represent 

the data?'; and, 'Does the selected partition reflect the 'true' number of clusters?' 

Concerning the first question, we would do well to note Milligan's (1996) admonition that 

'" This wris discovered through persona1 correspondence (passim. 15-18 June, 1999) with Dr. D. 
Wisharr, the developer of the ClustanGraphics application used in this analysis. 
" The Mojena (1977) stopping rule calculates the rnean and standard deviation of the sample of 
fusion values (N- 1) and defines as 'significant' those fusion values which lie in either the upper tail 
or the lower tail of the distribution. 



"the bottorn Iine is that any clustering or classification will be useful only i f  the results can 

be substantively interpreted* (p. 365). For most cluster analyses, this is the acid test of 

validity. In this study, liberal use was made of this particular method of validity assessment 

in the interpretation of clustering results. 

The second and third questions can be answered by employing a validating 

criterion appropriate to the requirernents of each. These criteria can be either external, 

internai, or  relative'" External crireria assess validity by matching the solution to some a 

priori information such as an existing or  hypothesized classification. Interna1 criteria 

assess the validity of the solution by using only the data themselves. Relative criteria are 

used for assessing validity by providing an objective standard for comparing various 

solutions for consistency or superiority. Since the use of an external criterion depends on 

the existence of a priori information, none W ~ S  used in this analysis, and validity was 

assessed using interna1 criteria. 

A description of the validating criteria used in the study follows. 

Validity Assessment of the hierarchy - With cluster analysis, validicy assessment of 

the hierarchical cluster formation entaiIs judging whether or  not the tree diagram produced 

by a clustering rnethod portrays a reasonably accurate picture of the underlying similariry 

data. AS Everitt (1993) reminds us, because these methods impose a hierarchical structure 

o n  the data, "ir is usually necessary CO consider whether this is merited or  whether it 

' h  This description is largely based on Jain and Dubes, 1988. 



introduces unricceptable distortions of the original relationships among the individuals, as 

implied by their observed proximities" (p. 72). 

The interna1 validity measure most commoniy used in cissessing the accuracy of the 

tree diagrarns in portraying the proximity data is the cophonetic correlation coefficient 

(rS,Y)'-. The coefficient is determined by correlating the proximiry matrix (consisting of 

the original similarity data) with the resemblance, or  cophonetic rna t r i~ . '~  The values in 

the cophonetic rnatrix corne directly from the tree diagram, and are the fusion values 

corresponding to the join of any two variables into a common cluster. Since al1 variables 

eventually join in a hierarchical tree, there is of necessity, a corresponding fusion value 

between al1 variables in the analysis. The correlation coefficient, r,., , mesures the Ievel of 

agreement (or, alternativeIy, the Ievel of distortion) benveen the original proxirnity data 

and the surrogate proximiry data reflected in the fusion values taken from the hierarchical 

clustering results. 

Everitt (1993) suggescs a second way in which the validity of the clusters produced 

by ri particular clustering method can be assessed. In short, he advises that "several 

clustering techniques, based on different assumptions, could be used on the same set of 

data, and only clusters produced by al1 o r  by the majority of the methods accepted" (p. 75). 

As three different clustering methods (techniques) were used in this analysis, a secondary 

validity assessrnent was carried out by comparing the three sets of clustering results. 

2- The coefficient is simply the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient renamed to reflect 
its purpose. 
'%omesburg ( 1  990) gives an excellent account of  the procedure for decermining both the 
cophonetic matrix, and the cophonetic correlation coefficient, and it is his suggested prrictice that 
was used in this analysis. 



Calculation of the Rand Index (5) is a generally accepted procedure for comparing 

the cluster results of different clustering methods. The index seeks to measure the degree 

to which individual elements are found in the same clusters at any point (i.e., number of 

clusters) in the solutions being compared. The resulting Index value is then "interpreted 

as the probîbility thnt nvo [link types] are treated alike in both solutions."" The 

underlying îssumption made in using the Rand Index to assess the validiry of the cluster 

hierarchy was that substantial agreement between the results of two or more of the three 

solutions obtained would provide evidence for the validity of common structure within the 

data. 

Validity Assessrnent of the partition - This issue was addressed in part, in the 

earlier discussion on partition selection. As a means of selecting the optimal partition, the 

blojena stopping rule is considered as a de facto relative measure of validity. In the context 

of rhis study, the partitions selected by the Mojena stopping rule for each of the solutions 

from the three methods employed, were used as a target around which a range of 

potentially valid cluster partitions was determined. 

In further assessing the partition, Rand Index values were compared at various 

intermediate partition levels. These comparisons were used as addirional validaring 

criteria, and aided in determining the range of potentially acceptable cluster partitions. 

'' Everim (1993, p. 146). Everitt gives a good account of the calcuiation of the Rand Index values 
based on the Fowlkes and Mallows (1983) interpretation of the original Rand (1971) procedure. 
Essentially, the Index is calculated by summing the number of elements found in common clusters in 
ench of rhe two solutions, and the number of elements that are found in different clusters. The sum 
is then divided by the total number of element pairs. The Index values are bound by the interval 
(0,l) with 1 indicating complete agreement beween the two clustering outcornes. 



3.4.2.2 ~Multidimensional Scaling 

In the previous section, several validity assessrnent techniques were described that 

aided in the evaluation of the various clustering outcornes. Even with these precautions 

taken, the possibility remains that the partitioning of the proximity data into the clusters 

idenrified is unwarranted, especially ar higher levels of the tree structure where excessive 

noise within the data may hinder the identification of the larger, terminal clustering. h 

strategy commonly used in reducing the prospect of this occurring is to represent the 

proximiry data using an alternative method. As Fillenbaum and Rapoport (1971) observe, 

"While îny particular technique for data analysis will tend to impose a certain structure on 

the data, the concurrent application of techniques based on quite different assumprions 

should yield results which may guide us in selecting that structural representation which 

îppears ro be the most, or more, appropriate one" (p. 4). An alternative method 

commonly used in conjunction with cluster annlysis for this purpose is Mulitimensional 

Scaling (Everitt, 1993 ; Kruskal, 1977). 

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) is a data analysis method that represents the 

dissimilariry measures between pairs of elements as distances berween points in a low- 

dimensional space. Borg and Groenen (1997) list four uses of MDS, of which wo were 

specifically relevant to the purpose at hand: to make the data accessible to visual 

inspection and exploration; and to facilitate the discovery of dimensions that may underlie 

the judgements of dissimilarity. 



In its capacity as a method of exploration, MDS is especially efficacious as it 

provides a means to represent proximities spatially, in a visually inrerpretable manner. 

Typically, MDS solutions are rendered as n-dimensional spatial plots that represent the 

proxirnities as distances benveen points (e-g., link types) in a CO-ordinate space. The points 

are distributed in the CO-ordinate space so chat the distances between the points correspond 

as closely as possible to the original proximities. Thus, by visual inspection we can observe 

wherher any specific "regions" or  "neighbourhoods" of points are manifest within the 

proximities, and these can be cornpnred directly to  the clusters suggested by a cluster 

analysis. 

The use of MDS in conjunction with cluster analysis is a particularly suitable 

pairing of techniques since each technique approaches the underlying similarity data from 

opposite directions. This is explained by Jobson (1992). 

-4 cluster analysis concentrates on accurately fitting the small 
dissimilaricies or  proximities. At the early stages of the hierarchical 
process the group proximities are "close" to  the original proximities. As 
the clusters grow in size however the group proximities are much less 
comparable to the original proximities. Thus a hierarchical cluster 
analysis does not tend to provide reliable proximities at the large end of 
the scale. In contrast, a scaling procedure such as [MDS] tends to  
concentrate on the large dissirnilarities and does a very poor job of fitting 
the small dissirnilarities. (p. 579) 

In other words, cluster analysis is more adept a t  representing 'local structure', while 

MDS is better at representing 'global structure' (Kruskal & Wish, 1978; Kruskal, 1977). 

Although the decermination of regions, o r  neighbourhoods, within the proximities 

is often sufficient reason for using MDS, it can also be used to uncover underlying 



dimensions that may help explain the basis upon which individuals make their judgements 

of similariry. Dimensions, used in this sense, correspond to attributes that individuats may 

use when comparing rwo objecrs. For example, a study by Kniskal and Wish" on the 

perceived relatedness of various societal problerns found that participants' similarity 

judgements could be explained on three perceptual dimensions: large vs. srnaIl effecr; 

technological vs. non-technological problem; and, local vs. non-local government 

responsibiliry. Although no perceptual or arcribute dimensions were hypothesized in the 

currenr srudy, a procedure (Schiffman, Reynolds, & Young, 198 1, p. 22) was carried our 

to examine the MDS solutions for the presence of interpretable dimensions. 

The procedure by which the MDS representations are xhieved is relarively 

straightforward in its logic. First, the proximity data is given an initial configuration that is 

produced by a transformation of the original proximity data into distances benveen points 

(e-g., link rvpes) in a n-dimensional space. Small dissimilarities are shown as small 

distances, and large dissimilarities as correspondingly large distances. An objective function 

is rhen applied that measures how well the distances between points in the configuration 

represent the original proximity data. The degree of fir benveen the proximities and 

distances is summarized by a sing!e number cailed stress, where a large stress value indicares 

3 poor f i r  benveen the proximities and the distances3. In this sense, stress is often referred 

CO 3s a measure of "badness of fit"(Kruska1 Sc Wish, 1978, p. 49). If the stress value is 

large, the points are reconfigured3' and stress is again calculated. This iterative procedure 

'" This was a 1972 study rcported in Kruskal and Wish (1 978, p. 37). 
" R' (RSQ) values are also sometirnes used as indicators o f  fit benÿeen the dissimilarities and 
distances. 
'' There rire a nurnber of optimization methods available to  accomplish this. Two  of  the more 
popular ones are ALSCAL (Alternating Least-Squares sCALing), and INDSCAL (Individual 
Differences multidimensional SCALing). 



continues until a pre-defined number of iterations is carried out, or a pre-defined stress 

level achieved, at  which time the procedure stops. The configuration portrayed at the end 

of this iterative process is taken to  best represent the original proxirnities 

hlrhough there are a number of different procedures available for carrying out an 

MDS înalysis, they are generally of nvo types: classical, or metric MDS, and non-metric 

MDS. They differ on the basis of assumptions about the measurement level of the 

underlying proxirnities. Metric MDS requires that the data be either interval or ratio scale. 

Non-metric MDS requires only that the data be at the nominal or  ordinal level of 

measurement. in the case of non-metric MDS, onIy the rank order of the proximities is 

fitted to the distances. In general, "Ratio [metric] and ordinal [non-metric] MDS solutions 

are drnost always very similar in practice," (Borg Sc Groenen, 1997, p. 26). and there is 

little analytic power lost in rhe use of non-merric MDS procedures. Furthermore, non- 

merric solutions often provide solution spaces "with better fit in low dimensionality thon 

metric ones" (Schiffrnan, Reynolds, Sc Young, 198 1, p. 6). 

In this research, a non-metric form of MDS was employed. This was done since the 

group similariries (Le., aggregate frequencies) collected across al1 participants was judged to 

not fully support the assumption of continuous measurement required by metric MDS 

solutions." The specific non-metric MDS procedure used was that provided by SPSS V.8, 

which is a variant of the ALSCAL MDS model. 

" Thar is, tliis measure may not support the triangular inequality specified in iii) of footnote 1 .  



3.5 Stage 3 - Focus Group Study 

The data collection and analysis techniques described, to this point, were largely 

bosed on individual responses to specific cisks. In most cases, little opportunity was given 

ro parricipants to explain their actions (e-g., card sorting), or to describe the criteria they 

mny have used in completing the tasks. To provide insight into these more interpretive 

aspects of participants' actions, a focus group interview was carried out. This particular 

qualitative method was chosen for its strength in eliciting responses based on "the evplicit 

use of group interaction"(Kitzinger S( Barbour, 1999, p. 4). Group interaction was judged 

important as it enables the articulation and elaboration of views and interpretations, 

through debare, char would nor otherwise be forthcoming in individual interviews. Focus 

groups have the further advantage (Berg, 1998) of being an economical way of collecting 

this kind of data. 

The focus group interview conducted was a variant of the extended focus group 

method described by Sussman et al. (1991)j4, and had four objectives: nvo major, and two 

minor. The nvo major objectives in conducting the focus group were to assess the integrity 

of the nine sets of link types shown to the participants, and to gain insights into the 

differenr ways in which the link type relationships were interpreted by participants. The 

rninor objectives were to canvass participants for possible labels for each of the clusters 

'' This is also described in Berg ( 1  998). According t o  Berg, preliminary questionnaires "aliow 
participants to develop a commitment to a position before any group discussion beginsw (p. 1 1  1) .  
Furtherniore, a preliminary task, such as a questionnaire, provides participants with cues about what 
issues are important in the focus group, and allows them initial private thoughts about their 
position. As will be described shorrly, written comrnents were solicited from participants in place of 
a srructured questionnaire. 



represented in the sets of link types used in the focus group, and to determine whether 

specific link types could be identified as group exemplars for each of the sets. 

The focus group was conducted with eighr" participants who had previously 

completed the card sorting task. The "re-use" of participants was judged a superior 

opproach to participant selection since participants were already familiar with the nature of 

the research. Furthermore, the previous experience of each parricipant with the link type 

reiorionships would result in an efficient use of the nvo hours alloned for the session. Four 

of the eight participants were students from the Faculty of Information Studies, and four 

were students t'rom the Faculty of Engineering. The group was split evenly by gender. 

Each participant was offered an honorarium of twenty-five dollars for their participation. 

During the focus group session, participants were asked to complete a number of 

tasksj6. The tasks al1 involved the examination of a nurnber of sets of link type 

relationships, with each set consisting of between nvo and five types. Set rnembership wîs 

based on the results of an earlier cluster analysis. The instrument distributed to the 

parricipmts, and showing the nine sets of link types, is presented in Appendix 9. For 

each set, participants were requested to read over the relationships shown in each set, 

provide a label that would describe the set, and write down any cornments or  observations 

concerning their choice of label. The initial written tasks were common to al1 sets, and the 

instructions for these tasks were shown on the instrument. Participants were instructed to 

give their written responses for ail nine sets, prior to any group discussion. Upon 

3 i There is extreme variation in the "best" number of participants to include in a group, but Kreuger 
( 1  998) believes that, for complex problems (e-g., those requiring a degree of  analysis), around seven 
participants is ideal. 
'' The focus group script in included in Appendix 8. 



cornpletion of the written task, a group discussion was held. Each set of link types was 

addressed individually, and in the same order of presentation as in the instrument. At the 

end of the discussion for each set of link types, participants were requested to choose an 

esemplar for the set from among those link types comprising the set, and to indicate (e-g., 

with an X) any individual Iink types that they felt did not belong in that set. 

The session was held in a comfortable meeting room, with a large conference table, 

in the Faculry of Information Studies. A package consisring of the instruments, consent 

forrn, debriefing sheet, honorarium receipt, pencils, and erasers was provided to each 

participant. Seat assignments were made so thar participants from each of the two 

Faculties were evenly distributed around the table. The researcher acted as the facilitator, 

and was îssisted by a colleague who ensured the proper audio-taping of the session, and 

noted the order of participation of the discussants by recording first names and the first 

line of each comment. During the session, each set of Iink types was addressed in mrn. 

For each set, the facilitator called on a different participant to begin the discussion by 

askinç what label they chose for that set, and why rhey chose it. 

At the completion of the focus group interview, a verbarim transcripr was made of 

the session from the audio-tape recordings. Participants' first names were anributed to 

e x h  comment, and validated against the order of participation recorded by the assistant. 

The labels atrributed to each set by participants were also recorded and analysed by 

tabularing the frequencies of occurrence of the difierent labels suggested. The exemplars 

were aIso recorded and tabulated. 



The analysis of the transcript was accomplished through a simple form of content 

sndysis based on the crelition of initial inductive categories that were lacer collected into a 

number of chemes representative of the participants' comments for each set. Each set was 

used as a separace case of analysis. The procedure used was that described by Franklin & 

Bloor (1999). The transcript was first read through, and marginal notes made for each of 

the sets. The transcript was then read through again, and initial inductive categories were 

made based on rhe manifest content (Berg, 1998) of the transcript information. These 

categories were, initially, ad hoc, and labels reflecting these categories were attached to 

comments as they were encountered. This process was repeated until the researcher was 

satisfied that a11 pertinent comments had been recorded under an appropriate category 

label. This process comprised the descriptive phase of analysis recommended by Kreuger 

(1998). The categories were then interpreted (Kreuger, 1998) by forming a smaller 

number of chemes comprised of specific, and related, categories. These themes were 

identified on the basis of their usefulness in indicating specific anributes that: participants 

identified in their assessments of the similarity of the link type relationships within each 

set, and between the sets. 



Chapter 4 

Ressr lts 

This chapter presents the results of several analyses performed on data collected 

through the application of the methods and procedures outlined in the Chapter 3. We 

begin with a discussion of the outcomes of two preliminary studies. The purpose of these 

studies was nvo-fold: to provide a means by which the initial composite list of fifty-four 

link types could be reduced and refined; and, to provide a means for evaluaring the  data 

collection instruments and procedures to be used in the main body of research. 

Outcomes from the analyses of the quantitative data collected from the nventy- 

seven participants of the Main' participant group are then presented. The reporting of 

these outcomes is divided into three major sections: analyses of the link type rankings; 

cluster analyses of the card sorting data; and multidimensional scaling analyses of  the card 

sorting data. For each section, results are reporred for the aggregated Main group of 

nventy-seven participants, and for the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups. 

Also reported for each section are results from a secondary analysis of a subset of fourteen 

link types. 

The Main group consisted of the twenty-seven participants who were involved in the central data 
collection stage. The Main group does not contain participants involved in the preliminary studies, 
nor in a smaller study that empIoyed an additional eight pamcipants that was carried out subsequent 
ro the Main scudy. 



Concluding this chapter is a report of results obtained frorn a qualitative analysis of 

data collected in a focus group study. Results were obtained through an interpretive 

analysis of a transcript of participants' views on nine exclusive sets of link rypes. Themes 

for each set of Iink rypes were identified, and are reported as the main outcome of the 

analysis of the focus group data. 

3.2 Preliminary Studies 

4.2.1 Preliminary Study 1 

The first preiiminary smdy \vas conducted to test the data collection procedures 

and instruments described in Chapter 3 - Procedures and Methods. The study was aIso 

intended to validate the elimination of redundancies' frorn among the link types in the 

initial composite set of fifty-four. Toward these ends, the card sorting task was 

administered to seven volunteers recruited from within the Faculty of Information Studies 

and the Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering. 

The resuIts of this prelirninary study were insightful, and lead to a number of 

changes in rhe instruments and procedure. For example, the link relationship statements, 

where possible, were shortened, and noted ambiguities were removed from several of the 

statements. Also, an icon was construcred for use in place of the repetitive phrases "The 

informarion in A," and "The information in B" on each of the cards. Furthermore, a 

longer version of the relationship statement was piaced on the back of each card for those 

Link types were considered redundant if they were, in their intention, identical. For example, 
Baron's 'Summary,' Parunak's 'Summary,' and Trigg's 'Summarization.' 



participants either preferring a more text oriented statement, or requiring more detail. 

Lasrly, it became clear in the course of these preliminary sessions that the participants 

found it difficult to quickly assimilate the procedure based on the written instructions 

done. Consequently, it was decided to accompany the written instructions wirh a verbal 

description of the task, and a demonsrration that led participants through the procedure. 

A set of link types were considered redundant if they consistently appeared in the 

same groups formed by participants during the card sorting task. Although a majority of 

participants identiiied these redundancies, approximately fifteen percent of the participants 

did not group al1 identical types together. 

What was clearly evident from this preliminary smdy was the heavy cognitive load 

placed on participants in carrying out the sorting task. In the short debriefings held at the 

end of each session, al1 seven participants remarked on how diffi cult it was to deal with 

such a large number of relationships. Furthermore, only one participant completed the 

esercise in Iess than one hour, with three of the seven participants taking considerably 

longer (e.g., nvo of these three participants were asked co srop after 1.5 hours). These 

rimes were substantially beyond the 1 hour maximum that was planned for the card sorting 

task in the Main group sessions. 

4.2.2 Preliminary Study 2 

A second preliminary study was held with six new volunteers. The purpose of this 

second study was to assess the changes in the procedure and instruments, and to determine 

if  these changes yielded any signifiant benefit to the participants concerning the cognitive 



effort being required of thern. The reduced set of link types consisted of the edited 

versions of 35 link types frorn the original composite list of 54. The reduction in the 

number of types was accomplished by removing the redundancies (i-e., seven), and by 

rernoving those rypes that were grouped together with higher frequencies in Preliminary 

Snidy 1 (Le., nvelve). The high frequency link rypes were considered "good candidates" 

for the Main Group study, and their removal from Preliminary Study 2 enabled the 

remaining link types to be evaluated a second tirne under the new conditions (i.e., fewer 

link rypes). 

The results of rhis second study showed a signifiant improvement in the rime taken 

to complete the rask. The rimes ranged from 40 minutes to 1 hour. 

To ensure thac the card sorting task could be completed within 1 hour in the Main 

group sessions, it was judged necessary to reduce the number of rypes to a level similar to 

the number used in this second preliminary study. This was accomplished in two ways: by 

mnintîining the elimination of identificd redundancies, and by selecrion. In the first 

instance, the elimination of redundancies accounted for the removal of seven types. 

Secondly, an expert panel, consisting of members of the researcher's dissertation 

commirtee, exarnined the remaining types (from the original composite list of fifty-four), 

and made recommendations for the elimination, or  combination, of a further number of 

individual types. The selection of types for combination was based on an examination of 

the type relationships occurring together wirh the highest frequency in the first preliminary 

study. Furthermore, types chat were judged to be either ambiguous or  esoteric were 

recommended for elimination. The large majority of these types were from among those 

type relationships used in the second preliminary study (i.e., many of the types rhat were 



ieft ungrouped, o r  weakly grouped, tended to be obscure). Twelve link types were 

recommended for elimination. 

With the removal and combination of types, the revised composite list was reduced 

to rhirty-five link type relations. These thirty-five types were used by the first eight 

participants in the Main group study. 

4.3 Link Type Rankings 

In addition to card sorting, participants in the Main group were asked to perform a 

second task which required them to select the link type relationships that they felt would 

be "useful" in helping them make a decision about viewing a related piece of information- 

They were also îsked to rank the nvelve "most useful" relationships irom among those that 

the. selected. This task was performed by al1 twenty-seven participants in the Main group 

study. 

In a effort to further reduce the number of link types used in the analysis, ranking 

scores were calculated after the firsr eight parricipants of the Main group had completed 

this task. These scores were then used to eliminate those types chat were judged least 

useful. Figure 4.1 shows the ranking results from the first eight participants. As we can 

observe from Figure 4.1, the last five link type relationships received no rankings and show 

a score of O. These five types were eliminated from the card sorting task, leaving thirty 



Figure 4.1 - Ranking of 35 Unk Type8 - Fimt 8 Pîréidpant, 



types for use by the remaining nineteen participants- 

Figure 4.2 shows the ranking results for al1 twenty-seven participants across the 

reduced number of thirty link type relationships. The rankings indicate which of the 

relarionships participants viewed as most useful. For example, Pre-requisite (i.e., "Must be 

known beforehand to ensure understanding or  use ofn) received the highest overall 

rînking, indicaring irs relative utility to participants. We also note the gradua1 decline in 

perceived usefulness over the first twelve types. By the thirteenrh ranked typed 

(Correction, Le., "Corrects errors in*), the score is reduced to approximately one-rhird rhat 

of the highest ranked type (Pre-requisite), at which point the distribution flattens out with 

another drop occurring over the last few types. The higher scores for the top rated link 

types suggests agreement on the gresiter utility of this smaller number of types. Ir is more 

difficult ro specify an attribute thar is common among them. For a number of types, it is 

possible that participants found analogues to information relationships that are frequently 

found in common hyperrext resources (e.g., the Web) and judged them based on actual use. 

For esample, Updates and Graphical lllustrations are common targets for source links. 

hlternntively, other link types may have been highly ranked based on their grenter 

interprerability. Explains and Summarizes, for example, are more straightfonvard in their 

everyday meaning when compared to Part/Kind of (e-g., "Describes a subclass of a more 

general class." 

A comparison of the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups is also 

informative. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the results from a separate analysis of the rankings 

of these w o  sub-groups. We note that in both, Pre-requisite and Summary rank highly. 

Of the nvelve highest ranked link types in each sub-group, eight are common to both. 







Figure 4.4 - hnking d 3ô Unîc T y m  - Infonnrtiori Sfudios 



Concerning differences, we note the relative importance of Graphical 

Representation and Definition in the Information Sudies sub-group compared to the more 

highly ranked "procedural" types (e-g., Procedure, Usage) in the Engineering sub-group. 

Overîll, n o  statisticaIly significant difference was found bencfeen the rwo groups (Wilcox's 

Signed Rank Test, p>.05). In both cases, there was reiative agreement on what was not 

useful, with both sub-groups having three of the four lowest ranked types in comrnon. 

These rhree lowest ranked types were removed from the composite list, leaving a tord of 

nveny-seven link types. Only these nventy-seven link types were used in the remaining 

analyses. 

4.4 Cluster Analyses 

Ali cluster analyses reported in this smdy were done using ClustanGraphics, 

Version 3.0.' ClustanGraphics is a fully graphical, Windows cornpliant application offering 

eleven different clustering methods. Additionally, CIustanGrriphics is capable of accepting 

both r îw and proximity data, enables cinssificarion, outlier, and k-means analyses, and 

provides ri variety of graphical data analysis and display options. 

4.4.1 Main Croup Aggregate 

The purpose of the various cluster analyses carried out kvas to group the ncfenty- 

seven primitive link types according to participants' judgements of the similariry benveen 

them. Accordingly, a proximiry matrix constructed from the results of the card sorting task 

' 0 1999, Clustan Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland. 



performed by the 27 participants of the Main group was analysed using three different 

clustering methods: Average Linkage, Complete Linkage, and Ward's Method. For the 

solutions frorn each of these three methods a judgement was made on the optimal cluster 

prirtitioning level using a recognized partitioning procedure. 

The solutions produced by each of the three clustering rnethods were then 

examined to confirm whether the solutions validly represented the underlying data 

contained in the proxirnity matrix. This was accomplished by calculating their respective 

cophonetic correlation values. In a separate evaluation, Rand Index scores were also 

cdculated to determine the level of agreement benveen the outcomes from each of the 

three clustering methods. This comparison hnctioned as a secondary validity assessment 

of the individual clustering solutions. Lastly, the cluster results were examined for 

substantive validity, and a descriptive analysis is given of the individual clusters produced 

by e x h  of the three clustering methods. 

4.4.1.1 Card Sorting Data 

Prior to presenting the results of the Main group cluster analysis, it is useful to 

briefly discuss the card sorting data gathered from the participants. Dokg  so may indicate 

the consistency of the sorting outcomes and provide some broad sense of the types of 

clusters to be expected from the cluster analysis. 

Descriptive statistics were calculated for both the number of 'piles' into which 

participants sorted the cards (Le., link types) during the card sorting task, and for the 

number of cards in each pile. The statistics were calculated based on the group of twenty- 



seven participants as a whoIe. The mean number of piles created by participants was 8.33 

(standard deviation 1.69), with a median of 8 and a mode of 7. The number of piles 

ranged from a minimum of 4 to a maximum of 11. From this we can judge that, typicalIy, 

participants sorted the cards into 7 to 9 piles. 

From the descriptive statistics calcuIated for the nurnbers of cards (i.e., Iink types) 

in e x h  pile, we observe chat a large proportion (44 percent) of the overall number of piles 

contained nvo cards (mode = 2) ,  with 78 percent of al1 piles containing either two, three, 

or  four cards. The mean number of cards per pile was 3.29 with a standard deviation of 

1.86. The number in each pile ranged from 2 to 12 cards. The relatively large standard 

deviation reflecrs the effect of 3 smdl number of piles with counts at  the high end of the 

range. This may indicate the presence of a larger cluster, or  alternatively, the inability of 

some participants to make finer grained distinctions between the link types. 

From these data we might generally conclude that, as a group, participants did 

perceive similariries between the various link types, and were able to sort them into a 

smaller number of piles. The high frequency of nvo, three, and four card piles gives a gross 

indication that potenria1 clusters based on these data are likeIy to be small and generally 

well-defined. Underlying this conjecture is the assurnption that the 'clusters' indicated by 

the raw card sorting data have common membership across most participants, and that 

there is a relatively small variation in the link types cornprising these clusters. 



4.4.1.2 Cluster Partitioning and Validity Assessrnent 

4.1.1.2.1 Partitioning 

Every complete hierarchical clustering solution will produce 1 to N-1 clusters. But, 

3s Everirt (1993, p. 73) notes, it is quite often the case that the investigator is not ultimately 

concerned with the complete hierarchy, but only with the clusters at an intermediate level. 

In this srudy, for exîmple, it became increasingly difficult to interpret the meaning of the 

clusters townrd the terminal, one cluster solution. The question, then, becomes one of how 

to best "cut" or "partition" the tree to reveal the "optimaln number of clusters. 

In this study, this particular conundrum was solved in a very practical way. The 

clustering software used in this analysis provided a partitioning solution based on the 

Mojena (1 975)' stopping rule. Since a specific goal of the research was to determine a 

minimal number of clusters that validly represented the data, the Mojena partitions were 

viewed as o "baseline" against which a range of optional cluster partitions could be 

assessed. This range of partitions was established through a further validity assessrnent of 

the viirious cluster solutions, and judged, ultimately, by :he interprerability of the clusters. 

The partition results using the Mojena stopping rule are displayed in Figures 4.5 - 

4.7. The optimal cluster partition for each of the three methods is indicated by the yellow 

coloured areas in each of the three tree diagrams. The underlined link type names indicate 

the exemplar seiecced by the clustering software. An examination of the trees shows that 

' A description of the Mojena rnethod was given in footnote 25 of Chapter 3. 



Figure 4.5 - Cluster Sd-n for Aven- Linkago Mmthod - Mah Group 



Ftgure 4.6 - Clustw Sdutkii for CompîoW Lkikaga Mothod - Main Group 



Figure 4.7 - Ckislmr SoLi(kn for Wmid's Malhod - Ylh Gmup 



10 clusters were chosen as the optimal number using the Average Linkage method, 11 

clusters for the Complete Linkage method, and 8 clusters using Ward's Method. ' These 

results are reasonably consistent in light of the differences that could be expected when 

using three different clustering techniques. 

4.4.1.2.2 Validity Assessment - Cophonetic Correlations 

With cluster analysis, validity assessment entails judging whether o r  not the 

hierarchical tree diagram produced by a clustering method portrays a reasonably accurate 

picture of the underlying similarity data. The method most commonly used in assessing the 

accuracy of the tree diagrams in portraying the underlying proximiry data is the cophonetic 

correlation coefficient ( T ~ , ~ ) .  In accordance with Romesburg's (1990) suggested practice, a 

cophonetic matrix was calculated for each of the tree diagrams produced by the three 

ciustering methods. A cophonetic correlation coefficient ( r , , )  was subsequently 

determined for each of the three trees by comparing their cophonetic values to the original 

prosimiry data. The derived coefficie 

nts are presented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 - Cophonetic Correlation Coefficients for Three Hierarchical Clustering Methods 

Method 

Average Linkage Complete Linkage Ward's Method 

Coefficient (rx. y) .827 .794 -699 

' Unjoined elements a r e  treated as single element clusters (e.g., Solution). 



There is no absolute minimum threshold below which we can unequivocally state 

chat the cophonetic correlation coefficient indicares that the cluster analysis poorly reflects 

the underlying data. But, an r,, value of -8 is generally indicated as the minimum cutting 

off point." Given this standard, we can see from Table 4.1 thac only the results from the 

Average Linkage method, at  -827, meet the criterion. The cophonetic value for the 

Complete Linkage method is marginally below the critical value ar .794, and that from the 

Ward's Method anal ysis, considerabl y below at -699. 

If, from Figures 4.5 and 4.6, we compare the clustering outcome from the Average 

Linkage method to that of the Complete Linkage method we see that their mapping is very 

close, except for the manner in which the Causation/Purpose pair joins to other clusters in 

e x h  of the analyses. In exarnining the results from the Average Linkage method we 

observe that the Causation/Purpose pair joins with the Definition/Explanation pair at the 

snme position (Le., the 1 6 ' ~  join) as that of the Definition/Explanation and 

Exnmple!Illustration pairs in the Complete Linkage results. Cluster differences beyond this 

level are the result of a ripple down effect that adjusts remaining joins on the basis of 

already existing dusrers. Why the nvo outcomes differ in the order of precedence of the 

joins is likely due to the differing algorithms used in each method. 

The low r-value for the Ward's Method result is more difficult to interpret. A 

There seerns no forma1 agreement on what constirutes a minimum value for the cophonetic 
correlation coefficient. This reflects the highly interpretative nature of exploratory techniques such 
ris cluster analysis, and the view that absolute standards of  significance (statistical or otherwise) 
should not dtimately determine whether results are rneaningful for not. However, Romesburg 
( 1  990), and Rohlf and Fisher (1968), both suggest rhat a coefficient value greater than or equal to  -8  
is an adequate benchmark. 



simple comparison at  the 10 cluster partition shows this result to be identical with that for 

the Average Linkage method except for the treatment of the "Solution" link type. What 

likely accounts for the lower r-value, at least in comparison to the Average Linkage result, 

is the manner in which the clusters are formed using Ward's Method. Unlike both Average 

Linkîge and Complete Linkage, Ward's Method calculates cluster membership based on 

the lowest value of the error sum of squares (ESS) at each partition rather than distances, as 

do the other nvo rnethods. This typically resdts in the early onset oi distinct clusters that 

minimize the ESS. As the clusters become larger, and the attribute differences berween 

clusters increase, the fusion values (ESS) increase non-linearly according to the square of 

the srrors. From Figure 4.7 we can see that the fusion values (partition ievels) become 

increasingly large relative to the earlier partitions as the rree advances from left to right. 

These high fusion values toward the terminus of the tree may misrepresent the degree of 

relationship benveen these clusters in the cophonetic matrix, yielding a low r-value. 

Although none of the three cophonetic correlation coefficients are high by existing 

standards, this does not mean, necessarily, that the hierarchical approach inherent in these 

methods is unsuirable to  the data. If, for example, the initial primitives (e.g., individual 

link types) represent a wide array of relationship types it is likely that there will be very 

wéakly perceived similarities benveen many of the clusters at  the global level. What may 

be betrer advised is an interpretation of results at  an intermediate level of clustering where 

each of the clusters represent the commonly unique characteristics of its individual 

members, and which, therefore, serve also to differentiate thern from elernents in other 

clusrers. Table 4.2 presents the cophonetic correlation coefficients at  various intermediate 

clustering levels. 



Table 4.2 - Cophonetic Conelation Coefficients for Three Clustering Methods (8 - 12 Clusterr) 

Method 

Averaqe Linkage Complete Linkage Ward's Method 

Coefficient (rx, Y)  

12 clusters 
1 1 dusters 
10 ciusters 
9 clusters 
8 clusters 

We observe that the coefficients improve substantiaIly a t  this level of clustering, 

tvith a maximum value for each method occurring at the twelve cluster mark. High 

coefficient values are maintained to the nine cluster point, where both the Average Linkage 

and Ward's Method values drop below .9. The CO-phonetic correlation coefficient for the 

Complere Linkage results dropped to .853 at eight clusters. We can see from these results 

that, indeed, each of the cluster solutions "fits" the underlying proximity data much berter 

within this range of clustersi. This confirms the earlier speculation that the last few joins in 

each solution were likely responsible for the lower overall coefficienr values. These results 

are also consistent with the Mojena partitioning results, and indicate that the range of 

optimal cluster partitioning is likely in the neighhourhood of nine to nvelve clusters. 

- The choice of these particular clustering levels is, of course, somewhat arbitrary. For example, it 
tvas the crise that for al1 three methods the coefficient values remained high beyond the welve 
ciuster mark, and at some point wouId have achieved a value of 1. This is expected since as we 
move toward the initial 27 cluster solution the clusters formed a t  these earlier stages will reflect the 
higher proximities in the data, and the corresponding fusion values wilI provide a closer match. 
Sincet we are looking to minimize the number of clusters, the nveIve cluster partition was chosen as a 
local maximum, based on the coefficient values within an optimal range of the level suggested by the 
LMojena partition. Nine was chosen as the minimum number since it was at this point that the 
coefficients for rwo of the three methods dropped below -9. Careful observation of Figure 4.7 will 
show rhat, for Ward's Method, the partition suggested by the Mojena stopping rule is actually 
outside of this range (Le., eight clusters). 



4.4.1.2.3 Validity Assessrnent - Rand's Index 

Everitt (1993) advises that "several clustering techniques, based on different 

assurnptions, could be used on the same set of data, and only clusters produced by al1 or by 

the majority of the methods accepted" (p. 75). As three different clustering methods were 

used in this analysis, a secondary vaiidity assessrnent was carried out by comparing the 

three clustering resutts using the Rand Indexs. 

Six Rand (RJ index values, representïng six different clustering partitions, were 

cdculated for each of the nvo combinations of the solutions presented in Figures 4.5 - 4.7. 

The selection of the six partitions was based on the range of the optimal number of clusters 

suggested by the results form the partitioning and cophonetic correlation analyses. The 

Rand Index results are presented in Table 4.3. 

Two important observations can be made from a comparison of the Index values 

for the three methods shown. First, as the number of clusters increases, the Index values 

generolly increase toward 19. The exception to this is Ward's Method which reached a 

local maximum value of 1 at the 10 cluster mark. This trend indicates a stronger simiIarity 

in the clustering solutions between the three rnethods in the initial and intermediate level 

joins, and provides additional evidence that the cluster analyses validly represent the 

structure in the data at  this level of clustering. Since each of the three ciustering methods 

* The Rand Index is described in Chapter 3. 
y This is consistent with the findings of Milligan and Cooper (1986, p. 454) in their comparison of 
five variations of the Rand Index where they observed that the "rnean Rand index value increased as 
the number of clusrers in the hierarchical solution increased." 





compare distances in the data in a different manner, there is a Iow probability that weak or 

non-existent relationships would manifest themselves in a similar way across al1 three 

methods. 

Of course, this claim of valid srructure within the entire hierarchy is limited by a 

second observation: that agreement benveen the clustering solutions reaches a critical 

point at around the 9 cluster mark. From Table 4.3 we can see that there is a steady 

decrease in the & values as the number of clusters decreases". For exarnple, at  the 3 

cluster mark (not shown in Table 4.3) the Rand Index values for the same combinations of 

methods are: .795 for Average and Complete Linkage; -718 for Average Linkage and 

Ward's Method; and, .615 for the Complete Linkage and Ward's Method cornbination. 

This is likely due to the increasing effect of noise in the data at lower levels of perceived 

similarity, where the aggregate similarities identified in the proximity manix are largely 

random. In other words, the high level joins made for the last few clusters reflect low 

proximities that result from a few anomalous relationships perceived by a srnall nurnber of 

participants in the-card sorting task. As a result, it is difficult for the cluster analyses to 

consistentiy represent structure in the data at these higher clustering levels. 

Based on the Rand Index comparisons, the results from the earlier cophonetic 

validity assessment, as well as the initial Mojena partitions, the ten cluster partition from 

the Average Linkage method was chosen 3s providing the single best overall approximation 

'" I t  is unlikely that the decline is rnonotonic in a11 cases. It may be, for example, that a join at Xt Z 
rnay increase the similarity benveen nsro solutions when cornpared to the Rand Index value at X, if 
identical clusters at X are joined into comparable groups at X+ 1 .  Of course in the extreme case of 
one large cluster (the terminus), al1 solutions will be identical. 



for the clustering of the original proximity data. Consequently, the ren cluster Average 

Linkoge solution will be used as the baseline for comparison in the remainder of the 

înalysis. Furthermore, and based o n  the same results, we can conservatively estimate the 

ronge of the optimal number of clusters to be benveen 9 and 12. 

4.4.1.3 Descriptive Analysis 

4.4.1.3.1 Cornparison of Solutions for the Three Clustering Methods 

As reported in the previous section on validity assessrnent, there was reasonably 

strong agreement benveen the three methods concerning the clusters formed a t  levels 

below the last few joins. A visual inspection of Figures 4.5 - 4.7 reveals this consistency, 

and lends support to the conclusion chat the clustering solutions achieved through each of 

the three methods indicate non-spurious structure within the data (Everitt, 1993, p. 142; 

Gordon, 1981, p. 132). 

Table 4.4 makes this comparison easier. Here, the clusters are arrayed in tabular 

form, corresponding to the tree diagrams in Figures 4.5 - 4.7. Each column shows the link 

types that were identified as forming a distinct cluster for each of the three methods. 

Where possible, clusters that are common to each method are aligned vertically. Each 

column is also numbered, and labelled" according to its exemplar. The exemplars are 

artifacts of the clustering sofnvare used in the data analysis, and identify a representative 

" The nurnbers heading each colurnn are rirbitrary and used only ris referents to the clusters in the 
discussion. They do not represent the order in which clusters were formed in the various cluster 
analyses. 



Table 4.4 - Comparison of link type membership of clusters resulting from three alternative clustering methods. 

(a) Link types by cluster membership for Main Group - Aggregate Frequencies, Average Linkage Method 

(1 1 (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

Enemplars Jpdate Usage Warning Alternate View Evidonce Summary Background Explanatlon Enample Solution - 

Update Usage Warning Alternate View Evldence Summary Background Explanation Enample 
Correction Procedure Future Comparlson Condition Generalization Argument Definition Illustration 

Content Appllcation Causatlon Comment 
Cltatlon Purpose Contlnuatlon 
Pre-requislie 

Solution 

(b) Link types by cluster membenhip for Main Gtoup - Aggregate Frequencies, Complete tinkage Method 

Enemplars Update Usage Warnlng Alternate View Evidence Summary Background Causalion Example Comment Solutlon 

Update Usage Warnlng Alternate View Evldence Summary Background Causation Example Coriinieiit Solutlon 
Correction Procedure Future Comparlson Condltlon Generalization Argument Purpose lllustratlon Coriliriiiaiiciii 

Content Application Explanntiori 
Citation Definilion 
Prerequisite 

(c) Link types by cluster m e m h h i p  for Main Group - Aggregate Frequencies, Ward's Method 

Enemplan Update Usage Warnlng Alternate View Evldence - Summary Ewplanation Example 

Update 
Correction 

Usage Warning Alternale View Evldence Summary 
Procedure Future Comparison Conditlon Generalization 

U i i ~ k ! l ~ ~ i i r i d  Content 
Aryriieril 
Applic,a!iori 
Citation 
Prc-rcqiiisilc 
Soliitian 

Enplanatlon Enample 
Definltlon lllustratlon 
Purpose Comment 
Causatlon Contlnuatlon 



member of each cluster for a given cluster model. Technically, they are defined as the 

variables (cases) which have the minimum within-cluster average dissirnilarity (or the 

maximum within-cluster average similariry) of the variables comprising a cluster. In rhe 

case of clusters with only two members, exemplars are calculated using maximum berween- 

cluster dissirnilarity. The link types identified as exemplars are shown as cluster labels in 

place of any more substantial naming convention for the various clusters formed in each of 

the separate analyses. Note also, that exemplary link types may change according to the 

clustering method used, even though corresponding clusters benveen each method are 

Irirgely the same. 

Using the ten clusters shown under the Average Linkage method as 3 baseline, we 

observe that five of the clusters are identical for a11 three of the methods: Clusters 1 - 4, 

and CIuster 6. An additional five are identical for at least two of the three methods: 

Cluster 5, 7, and 11 for the Average and Complere Linkage methods, and Clusters 8 and 9 

for the Average Linkage and Ward's methods. 

Furthermore, the major difference benveen the results frorn the Ward's method 

anaiysis and chose of both the Complete and Average Linkage analyses is the collapse of 

Cluster 7 into Cluster 5. This is Iikely the result of the lower fusion values that are 

generally exhibited in Ward's Method clustering, combined with the somewhat arbitrary 

display of clusters (Le., the yellow coloured clusters) that is based on a measure of staristical 

significance. For example, from Figure 4.7 it is clear that if we increase the number of 

clusters in the Ward's method results by one ( i x . ,  an increase from eight to nine clusters), 

Cluster 5 separates into the same cluster sets found in both the Complete and Average 

Lin kage resul ts. 



Concerning the difference between the clustering outcomes of the Complete 

Linkage method and the other nvo methods, no definitive statement can be made. We 

should note, though, that rhe differences are based wholly on the differing arrangement of 

pairs of link types, and nor on wholesale differences in the individual link types forming 

the clusters. For example, for each of the three methods al1 of the following pairs were 

identified as distinct clusters at Iower fusion values: CausationPurpose, 

Comment/Continuation, Example/Illustration, and ExplanationIDefinition. In this sense, 

al1 three methods are in agreement. Varying combinations of these pairs Iriter joined at  

higher fusion values to form the larger cluster patterns exhibited in Figure 4.6. Given the 

relarively high values at which these last joins took place, it is likely that the variable 

outcomes are the legacy of the different partitioning criteria used by each of the methods, 

and the weaker similarities exhibited in the underlying data at the higher joins. In other 

words, these differing outcomes may simply reflect an exaggerated effect of the different 

heuristics on weakly perceived sirnilarities. 

Alternatively, rhe differences could be attributed to the shape of the clusters 

involved. As Kaufmann and Rousseeuw (1990) explain, Complete Linkage dustering rules 

are best suited ro small, compact clusters. In the case of Causation, Example, and 

Comment, Complete Linkage rnay be misidentifying a potential cluster that rnay have a 

large diameter, or an elongated shape. Both the Average Linkage and Ward's methods are 

more capable of detecting larger diameter clusters". 

'' Kaufmann and Rousseeuw (1990) point out that Complete (Furthest Neighbour) Linkage, "tends 
ro produce very compact clusters, which means that they have a small diameter. In other words, 
every mernber of such a cluster must be close to every other rnernber of the same cluster and 

Footnote C U ~ ~ Z I I J I ~ ~ .  . . 



4.4.1.3.2 Interpretation of Cluster Solutions 

Following from these general observations on the differences benveen the results of 

the three different clustering techniques, it is worthwhile to consider interpretations of the 

link types that may have contribuced to the clustering patterns exhibited. Accordingly, 

each of the eleven clusters shown in Table 4.4 is discussed based on identifiable attributes 

cornmon to the link types within a cfuster. 

Cluster 1 (UpdateKorrection) 

Correction: corrects errors in. 
Update: updates or makes more current. 

Cluster 1, comprised of the Update and Correction link types, was the first cluster 

formed by each of the three methods. Each indicates new information that is in someway 

intended to improve upon the condition of the previously given information. Update 

indicates recency, and may be viewed as providing new information reported since the 

object information was given. Correction, though i t  does report new information, is more 

directed in the sense that the new information is not expansive, but strictly ameliorative. 

Of the nvo, Update is the more comprehensive of the nvo, and could subsume the 

Correction relationship under the rubric of "new information." 

outlying points will not be incorporated. The resulting clusters are not necessarily well separated, 
because clusters will not be joined when they contain at least one pair of too distant points" (p. 48). 
(That is, they will only br merged in a much later stage of the agglomeration.) 



Usage: indicrites where, when, or how to invoke an action stated 
Procedure: provides the procedure for an action 

Cluster 2, comprised of the Usage and Procedure link rypes, was the third clusar 

formed by e x h  of the three methods. Again, there is face validiry in the joining of these 

nvo relîtionships. Both provide some kind of instruction with the purpose of achieving 

some specific outcome. Usage, in the sense used here, expresses a more general 

relarionship in that not only is instruction given for an action, but also given are the 

conditions (when), or environment (where) under which the instructions are appropriate. 

Cluster 3 (WarningEuture) 

Warning: warns of undesirable consequences. 
Future: provides an alert to forthcorning work. 

Cluster 3 ,  comprising the Warning and Future link rypes, was the fourth cluster 

formed by each of rhe three methods. A completely meaningful interpretation of this 

particular cluster is less easily achieved. Warning, for example, indicates a direct 

connection benveen actions and consequences, whereas Future indicares a condition of 

expecrntion. Joining at such an early srage, though, provides some evidence that 

participants did see a significant resemblance benveen the two. This could be interpreted 

in, at  least, two ways. First, it may be that participants viewed both of the relationships as 

result: orienced, either as a consequence of a particular action, or as an indication of a result 

espected at some point in the future. Alternatively, both relationships rnay have been 

interpreted more generalIy as signalling some future event. Regarding the latter of these 



nvo interpretations, use of the terms 'warning' and 'alert' may have predisposed 

participants to interpret the two 3s similar based on the intention of drawing attention to 

something important. 

Cl uster 4 (Alternate View/Comparison) 

A l t e m ~ t e  View: contains an alternate view to thar expressed. 
Cornparisorr: is compared to. 

Cluster 4, comprising the Alternate View and Comparison link types, was ried with 

nvo other joins as the fifth cluster forrned by al1 three methods. Noteworthy in the 

interpretation of this pair is the sense of difference or opposition implied in each. An 

alternate view requires a difference in interpretation or viewpoint that may conflict with 

the view or staternent at  hand. In the most general case, it at least implies the presentation 

of information that varies from that currently being attended to. Comparison is more 

specific in its requirement for opposing information. Whereas an Alternate View requires 

only chat different and relevant information be expressed, Comparison requires that the 

differences be addressed specifically in pointed opposition. It is through the juxtaposition 

of otherwise different objects that the similarities are made prominent. Of these nvo link 

types, Alternate View appears the more general as Comparison requires that an alternate, 

or opposing, view be presented in the cornparison. In other words, comparing requires an 

dternative, whereas the simple statement of an alternate view does not require comparison. 



Cluster 5 

Evidence: provides evidence for. 
Condition: a condition that ensures the truth of 

Clusrer 5, cornprising the Evidence and Condition link types, was tied with two 

other joins as the fifth cluster formed by al1 rhree rnethods. A similarity benveen the two 

mernbers of this cluster is apparent although there are obvious differences as welI. 

Providing evidence for  a statement rnay be necessary for assessing the truch value of the 

st3teme11t, but it  is no t  necessarily sufficient. Alternatively, a Condition is sufficient if the 

condition is held ro be mue. One  might question why Pre-requisite was not included in this 

cluster, o r  indeed why it did not  form a cluster with Condition since both use very similar 

language in their presentation (e.g., both use the verb "ensure"). But, given the 

cornparatively strong clustering of this pair we must conchde  that substantial similarity was 

perceived between the Evidence and Condition link types. I t  is clear that in each case a 

prior piece of information is brought fonvard in support  of an  assertion being made. This 

prior piece of information is used to  support the truth of the assertion in a direct way. In 

the case of a Condition, the truth value becomes unequivocal. For  that of Evidence, the 

rruth value is made stronger but not unequivocal. By- cornparison, rhe Pre-requisire Iink 

type does not imply an evaluation of tmth  value, only that the prior information is 

necessary for the understanding o r  use of the information object at  hand.13 

I i  The  long definition on the back of the Pre-requisite card rnay have been a factor in reducing any 
perceived similarity since it broadens the scope of application of the information that is presented to 
include 'use' and 'performance' ie . ,  "A provides information which must be known or performed 
before use can be made of  the information in B." 



Cluster 6 (Surnmary/Generalization/Content) 

Strrnmary: summarizes 
Generalization: makes a generalization about 

Content: names what is contained 

Cluster 6 ,  comprising the Summary, Generalization, and Content link types, was 

the sevenrh cluster formed by the Average Linkage method, and the eighth cluster formed 

by both the Complete Linkage and Ward's Method. It is important to  note that in al1 three 

cases, this parricular cluster is the result of a join benueen a single element (Content), and a 

previous clusrer (Summary/Gener3lization) occurring earlier in the agglomeration. 

Surnmaryl Generalization joined very early (the second cluster formed) indicating that 

participants judged the two as very similar. Ir is apparent that each of the pair represents 

information that is an abstraction or more general form of the object information. Put 

another way, each represents the most salient aspects of the object information. Obviously 

rhere are difierences as well that are largely left unaccounted for in the participants' 

judgement. Clerirly, a generalization is more than a summary. Even though it abstracts 

the important aspects of the object information, it also implicitly applies these aspects ro a 

wider range of objects. Whereas a summary is specifically related to the information which 

it summarizes, a generalization seeks to cast an implied conclusion over a range of objects 

manifesting sirnilar conditions. In this way, Content is more akin to Summary, as Content 

seeks to make no wider appeal than to the objecr which it is naming. 

Based on the relative strength of this cluster it was concluded that the salient 

characteristic common to al1 three link types composing it was one of abstraction. 



Cluster 7 ( Background/Argument/Appiication/Citationre-requisite) 

Background: provides background for 
Argument: contains the premises of an argument whose conclusions 

are in (B) 
Application: contains a cheory rhat is applied in (B) 

Citation: identifies as the source of concepts or ideas 
Pre-requisite: must be known before to ensure understanding or use 

Cluster 7 was the fifteenth cluster formed by al1 of the methods used. An 

examination of Figures 4.5 - 4.7 reveals that this cluster was formed through the joining of 

a number of smaller ciusters created earlier in the agglomeration. Specifically, and in 

order of join, cluster 7 is comprised of the Background/ Argument cluster, the 

Citation/Application cluster, and the three element cluster formed by the addition of Pre- 

requisite to the Background/Argurnent pair. This parrern of cluster formation is identical 

across d l  three methods. Note that Cluster 7 appears as part of Cluster 5 in the Ward's 

hderhod results. Recall, as well, rhat Figures 4.5 - 4.7 portray the "significant" cluster 

partitions as yellow in colour. In the case of the Ward's Method results, the cluster formed 

by Clusters 5 and 7 was identified as "significant" and the cluster is portrayed in its entirety 

(i.e., Cluster 7 is included with Cluster 5 in the Ward's Method results as shown in Table 

4.3). Ir is important to note that if this late join were not included, che clustering resulrs 

for 311 three methods would be identical through Cluster 7 (as ordered in Table 4.3), 

providing further evidence for the consistency of these clustering results. 

A straightforward interpretation of Cluster 7 is difficult to make. Ir is clear that the 

complete formation of this particular cluster appears at a relatively high fusion level (i.e., 

11.5) indicaring a weaker relationship between the individual cluster elements forming 

Cluster 7. An interpretation of the sub-clusters forming the Iarger Cluster 7 is also 



problematic. For example, Background/ Argument was identified as the earliest forming 

pair, yet there is no completely adequate substantive explanation of why these two would 

join with each other rather than with any of the other elements contained in Cluster 7. 

Background, after all, expresses a general relationship that has no specific anribures that 

are esclusively in common with any of the other elements. This is reflected in the 

Background Iink rype acting as the exernplar in this Inrger group.14 What can be said, 

perhaps, is that both Background and Argument represent relationships chat reflect 

important information that is "prior* to the information a t  hand. lnrerpreted this way, 

Brickground is viewed as providing information that is antecedent to the object 

information, with details that help establish the context of the object information. 

Likewise, Argument may be viewed as important prior information ("premises") required 

for understanding the conclusions presented in the object information, The joining of Pre- 

requisite to Background/Argument fits with this interpretation as pre-requisite information 

is required prior to the object information to ensure full understanding. This 

interpretation does not explain why Condition or Evidence from Cluster 5 were not 

included in this group, as each of these nvo Iink types nlso have anributes that bear on the 

antecedent quality of the information being given. 

The joining of Application and Citation is similarly problematic. At a broad level, 

chere is the sense of each of these link types providing "prior" information. How they 

differ from ocher members of this cohort might be explained by the specific rype of 

information they represent. Both provide information rhat brings fonvard theoreticaI or 

'') Recall chat the exernplars were chosen by the clustering application used in this analysis by virnie 
of hriving the minimum within-in cluster average dissimilarity, and are thus "the most typicai 
members of each cluster for a given clusrer model." See Wishart (1999, p. 22). 



conceptual information: Citation provides the source of ideas and theories, while 

Application directly employs a theory to support an assertion o r  claim made in the object 

information. 

Taken as a whole, the dominant feature of Cluster 7 appears to be the sense of 

prior information that is required for a bener or complete understanding of the object 

inforrnntion. Ir might also be noted that this cluster is composed of link types that are 

often used in the formulation of an argument that is typical of many scholarly pursuits, 

e.g., n research article. Viewed in this way, it may not be the specific anributes of each link 

type that dominate their relationship as much as their common use in a parricular genre. 

Cluster 8 (Explanation/Definition/Purpose/Causation) 

Explanation: explains 
Definition: defines or otherwise restricts the meaning of 

Purpose: describes the purpose of 
Catrsation: describes the cause of 

Cluster 8 was the sixreenth cluster formed by the Average Linkage method, and the 

seventeenth cluster formed by Ward's Merhod. As shown in Table 4.4, only the Average 

Linkage and Ward's Methods included al1 of the four Iink types listed above. The 

Complete Linkage method joined only the Purpose and Causation link types, leaving the 

Expiamtion/Definition pair to join with the Example/Illustration in Cluster 9. This 

difference in clustering between the three methods is likely an artifact of the different 

heuristics used in each of the three methods. For example, the distance between the two 

most dissimilx elements in the Causation/Purpose pair and the Example/Illustration pair 



may have been greater than any of the corresponding distances berween the 

ExplanatiodDefinition and Example/Illustration pairs. This condition would account for 

the joins exhibited for the Complete Linkage method. The difference between the three 

methods, combined with the higher fusion values attached to  the last join in the formation 

of Cluster 8 rnay also ind ia t e  a deterioration in the ability of the clustering algorithms to 

render meaningfui cluscers from the data at  this level of the hierarchy. Of the two pairs 

forming this cluster, Causation/Purpose showed a stronger sirnilarity appearing as either the 

eighth or  ninth cluster formed by each of the three methods. By cornparison, the 

ExplanatiodDefinition pair joined to form either the eleventh o r  nvelfth cluster for each of 

the three methods. 

The results for cIuster 8 are similar to those for Cluster 7 in that no obvious or  

c l e x  cut rittribute is comrnon to each of the link types forming this cluster. Explanation is 

possibly the most comprehensive of the four link types in this cluster, and was identified as 

the exemplar by the clustering application. T o  the degree that an explanation seeks to 

clxify meaning, each of the three remaining link types describe ways of achieving this: 

through limiting the scope of a term or concept (Definition); through stating the reason for 

an event o r  action (Purpose); o r  through stating the cause of an outcome (Causation). 

The task is only slightly less difficult when the pairs are examined individually. 

Causation and Purpose are sirnilar to the degree that each provides the conditions, reasons, 

or motivation for an eventuality described in the object information. A cause described in 

A xcounts  for the outcomes in B. Likewise, stating the purpose in A indicates why an 

action is undertaken o r  a state achieved in B. Consonant with the general interpretation 

given of Cluster 8, Explanation and Definition perhaps more closely involve the 



clrirification of 3 concept in, or the rneaning of the object information. A definition 

clarifies by lirniting the scope of the term or concept being defined, while an explanation 

clarifies by delineating the possibilities of meaning of the objecr information toward 

mriking it more intelligible. 

Cluster 9 (Example/Illustration/Comment/Continuation) 

Example: provides an example of 
Illrrstration: provides a graphical representation of 

Comment: gives additional information about 
Continuation: continues the train of thought 

Cluster 9 was the seventeenth cluster formed by the Average Linkage merhod, and 

the sixreenth duster forrned by Ward's Method. As shown in Table 4.3, only the Average 

Linkage and Ward's Methods joined al1 of the four link types listed above. As reported 

previously in the discussion of Cluster 8, the Explanation/Illustration pair replaced the 

Comment/Continuation pair in this cluster for the Complete Linkage solution. Again, the 

difference in clustering beween the three methods for chese four link types is Iikely an 

artifact of the different heuristics used in each of the three methods. 

Clearly, as shown in Figures 4.5 - 4.7, the Exampleiillustration pair exhibit the 

srrongesr perceived similarity, joining cit the lowest fusion point from among the four link 

types inciuded in Cluster 9.  Significant!~, this join occurs quite early in the aggiomeration 

(rhe fifth and sixth joins made) indicating a strong association in more absolute terms (i.e., 

when compared to al1 clusters formed). There is face validity to this pairing as well, as 

Example and Illustration both represent relationships between a general case and an 



instance of that case for the purpose of clarification. Viewed in this way, an example is 

perceived as a specific representation of a more general concept, group, or  type. In a like 

manner, an illustration (graphical representation) depicts significant artributes of a more 

gcnerd case (exemplifies) in a visual manner. 

A reasonable interpretation of the Cornment/Continuation pair is more illusive. 

This is particularly so concerning its join into the larger Cluster 9, and any perceived 

sirnilnrity benveen it and the Example/lllustration pair. Whereas Example and Illustration 

relate the object information to a specific instance, Comment and Continuation seem more 

process oriented. "Giving additional information about" and "continuing a train of 

thought" carry a narrative" forward rather than exempli@ing specific anributes. In this 

regard, the join of Example/Illusrration pair wirh Explanation and Definition, as in the 

Complete Linkage results, seems more apt. 

Cluster 10 (Comment/Continuation) 

Comment: gives additional information about 
Continuation: continues the train of thought 

Cluscer 10 was the eleventh cluster formed by the Complete Linkage method. As 

shown in Table 4.3, only the Complete Linkage method identified this pair as a separate 

cluster at the maximum significant fusion levels indicated in Figures 4.5 - 4.7. As reporred 

above in the discussion of Cluster 9, the CornmendConrinuarion pair joined with Example 

'' Narrative is used here in the most general sense to represent many sorts of rhetorical structures 
including arguments, stories, points of view, etc. 



2nd Illustration in both the Average Linkage and Ward's Method results. Again, this 

difference in clustering between the three methods may be attributable to the different 

heuristics used in each of the three methods. But, i t  is well to note that Continuation and 

Commenr joined separately in the formation of Cluster 9 for the Average Linkage method, 

indicaring a weakly perceived relationship between the two. This ambiguity makes any 

concIusions about the strength of similarity berween this particular pair tentative. As 

suggested above, both reflect a quality of ongoing process. More specifically, they carry 

the process forward by contriburing elucidating insight o r  interpretation (Comment), or by 

carrying a thought, concept, or  idea towards some conclusion (Continuation). 

Cluster 11 (Solution) 

Solution: contains a solution to a problem 

Cluster 1 1 is comprised of a single Iink type in both the Average and Complere 

Linkage methods, and is joined at the sixteenth fusion into Cluster 5 in the Ward's Method 

results. This ourcome clearly indicates that Solution is an outlier, weakly related at best, to 

any of the other Iink types in the analysis. Solution's relationship with the ProcedureLrsage 

pair in the Ward's Method results seems particularly uncornmon, as a solution usually 

indicares a specific response or answer to a reasonably well-defined problem. In this way, 

the high level join of Solution with the Update/Correction pair in the Average and 

Complete Linkage results is less surprising. Although tenuous, the similarity between 

Solution and this latter pair may be based on the notion that a solution is the ultimate form 

of "new informationn (Le., Cluster 1) that, in this case, cornpletes the object information. 



4.4.1.4 Summary - Main Croup Aggregate Cluster Analyses 

Cluster solutions, using three alternative methods, were obtained for the nvenry- 

seven link types used in the Main group analysis. Each of the solutions was partitioned 

xcording to the Mojena stopping nile. Application of this rule indicated ten significant 

clusters for the Average Linkage method, eleven significant clusters for the Complete 

Linkage method, and eight significant clusters for Ward's Method. 

The cluster solutions were further assessed for validity by calculating the 

cophonetic correlations for each solution, as well as the Rand Index scores between each 

pair of solutions. The cophonetic correlations revealed that the Average Linkage solution 

provided the most accurate representation of the complete hierarchy of link types. 

Cophonetic correlations were also examined at interrnediate levels of clustering for each of 

the solutions. I t  was shown that the correlations improved substantially at these 

interrnediate levels, indicating a strong negative effect from the higher Ievel joins likely due 

to the presence of noise in the data at these higher levels. The cophonetic correlations also 

suggested that the range from which to choose a valid partition lie benveen nine and twelve 

ciusters. 

Rand Index values were calculated for each pair of alternate methods to assess the 

similarity of their solutions. Comparisons were made at six intermediate clustering IeveIs. 

The results frorn these cornparisons indicated a strong similarity between the solutions at 

levels above eight clusters. The similarity of the solutions at these levels provided further 

evidence that structure within the data was being vaIidly represented by the clustering 



solutions. 

A descriptive analysis of the ten clusters representing the optimal solution from the 

Average Linkage solution was also presented. Overail, cluster mernbership for the 

signifiant clusters identified in this solution provided interpretable results. 

Brised upon these outcomes, the ten cluster solution of the Average Linkage 

Method is used for identification of local structure in the developmenr of the final 

taxonomy. 

4.4.2 Engineering and Information Studies Sub-groups 

Separate analyses were crirried out for the Engineering and Information Studies (IS) 

sub-groups. Although no formal hypothesis was tested, the nvo groups were compared for 

differences in their perceptions of sirnilarity between the various link type relationships. 

Since we might expect that there could be differences in, for example, training, or in the 

form or manner of use of information in different disciplines, it was judged worthwhile to 

discover if any differences were manifestcd in the similarity judgements of the NO sub- 

groups. 

The analysis of the sub-groups followed the pattern established in the previous 

anrilysis of the aggregate Main group data, and are reported in full in Appendix 10. A 

vaiidity assessrnent of the Engineering sub-group indicated that the Average and Complete 

Linkage solutions provided a valid representation of the underlying proximity data. Ml 

three methods were found to be valid representations at intermediate levels of clustering. 



A corresponding assessrnent of the Information Studies sub-group indicated a valid 

representîtion of the data only at intermediate levels of clustering. Application of the 

Mojena partitioning method revealed the minimum number of significant clusters to be 12 

for the Engineering sub-group, and 11 for the Information Studies sub-group. These 

numbers are within the range of optimal clustering reported in the Main group results. 

The Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups were compared directly by 

way of a paired t-[est beween the linearized proximity matrices for each of the groups. 

The result indicated a staristically significant difference (p<.01) was present, and suggesred 

that the link type combinations selecred by the Information Studies sub-group did differ 

from rhose of the Engineering sub-group. 

Although the cornparison of the linearized proximity matrices indicated a 

significant difference between the nvo sub-groups, it is noted that six of the clusters are 

identical in e x h  of the nvo sub-groups. Further similarities in clustering are apparent if we 

consider clusters formed at  higher, non-significant partitions (i.e., higher level joins result 

in the formation of sirnilar clusters). 

A notable difference between the nvo sub-groups concerns the Explanationl 

Definition/ Purpose/ Causation link types. The clustering of these types in the Engineering 

sub-gioup is similar to thnt of the aggregate Main group, with Explanation/ Definition, and 

Purpose/ Causarion forming distinct pairs. For the Information Studies sub-group, 

Erplanation clusters wirh Purpose at  a comparatively low fusion Ievel, while Definition 

remains unjoined with any other link type until very Iate in the agglomeration. Although 

no substantive explanation is forthcoming for this difference, i t  is important to note that 



the differing relationship between Purpose and both Explanation and Causation in the two 

sub-groups would account for the anomalous grouping of the Explanariocd Definition, and 

Causarion/ Purpose pairs into a single cluster in the Main group analysis. 

4.4.3 Analysis of Subset of Link Types 

From the Main and Sub-group analyses of the twenty-seven link types it was 

apparent thar several of the clusters comprised a large number of link rypes, o r  displayed 

variations in cluster membership across the three clustering methods employed. These 

characteristics were most evident in Clusters 5, 7, 8, and 9 (Table A1O.l - Main Group 

resulrs, reproduced following as Table 4.5). T o  address these problems, a secondary 

analpis was carried out using only the link types found in these clusters. Consequently, 

the fourteen'" link types comprising these clusrers were used in a separate card soning task 

performed by eight new participants. 

The procedure for the card sorting task was aIso aitered. The tree construction 

method (Fillenbaum Sr Rapoport, 1971) was used in place of the simpie card sorting 

procedure employed in the Main group analysis. The tree construction method asks 

participants to not only sort the link types into groups of sirnilars, but to also order the 

rypes according ro the perceived strength of the similarity. The purpose in employing this 

particular technique was to obtain a more finely grained distinction between the similarities 

attributed to various type combinations by the participants, with the objective of reducing 

'' The Continuation link type was not included in the link type set for this secondary analysis, 
primarily due to the weak association exhibited in the Main group analysis. 



Table 4.5 - Cornparison of Cluster Membership for Average Linkage Solution - Aggregate, Engineers, and IS 

(a) Link types by cluster membership for Main Group - Average Linkage Method 
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(b) Link types by cluster m e m b h i p  for Main Group - Engineera - Average Llnkage Method 
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the rirnbiguities present in the clusters of the Main group analysis. Although the cognitive 

demand on participants was much greater using this technique, it was iudged that the 

reduced number of link types employed would make ics use feasible." 

In al1 other ways, the analysis of the sub-groups fotlowed the pattern established in 

the previous analyses of the aggregate blain group and sub-group data, and are reported in 

full in Appendix 1 1. 

Although the main goal of this secondary analysis was to provide further 

discrimination between the link types in several of the larger clusters, no additional clusters 

were formed. Hence, n o  further indication ivas given that parricipants were able 

discriminate benveen these link types at a finer level of granulari.. This outcome rnay be 

explained in a number of ways. First, the smaller number of participants used in the 

andysis of the subset of link types may have been insufficient ro produce a reliable result. 

Secondly, the Tree Construction Merhod used in pIace of the simpler card sorting 

procedure of the Main group and Engineering and Information sub-groups, may have 

plxed  too great a cognitive burden on participants. 

4.5 Multidirnensionai Scaling 

This section reports rhe resuits of several multidimensional scriling (MDS) analyses 

that were performed upon the same secs of proximity data used in the previous cluster 

'' Participants did, in facr, express some difficulties in carrying out the task. This is the primary 
rciason for not employing it in the Main group analysis where participants were asked to  sort twice 
ns many link rype reIationships. 



analyses. These MDS analyses were carried out to accomplish two major objectives. The 

firsr of these was to enhance the interpretation of the results from the cluster analyses by 

presenting the data in a spatial, as opposed to hierarchical, manner. Presenting the link 

types as points in a low dimensional space is recognized18 as a useful and complementary 

way of demonstrating "regions" o r  "neighbourhoods" within the proximities that can be 

compared to the clustering results. Furthermore, MDS is recognized as often providing a 

more accurate solution for the proximity data at the points of greatest dissimilarity (Lorr, 

1983; Kruskal, 1977) and thus better represents the relationship beween these regions of 

poinrs at the global Ievel. 

Secondly, the MDS analysis can be used to explore the presence of underlying 

dimensions in the data. Alrhough it is true that no underlying dimensions for the dam have 

been hypothesized, it is still worthwhile to investigate if a dimensional interpretation might 

be sustained. This may give some insight into whether specific qualities o r  anributes cf the 

link types were used by participants when making their similarity iudgements. 

4.5.1 Main Group Aggregate MDS 

A lMDS analysis was performed using the aggregate Main group proximity data. A 

derived distance matrix was calculated from the original proximity matrix to satisfy the 

data requirement for the non-metric MDS application used.I9 Solutions were generated for 

'* See Kruskal and Wish (1978); Schiffman, Reynolds and Young (1981), and; Jobson (1 992) 
among orhers. 
I y  The ALS'ZAL procedure used in SPSS V.8 required dissimilarities. This is aIso consistent with the 
use of derived dissimilarities in the cluster analyses. 



dimensions 1 through 6" yielding the STRESS and RSQ d u e s  presented in Table 4.6. 

Table 4.6 - STRESS and RSQ Values for 1 - 60 Solution - Main Group 

STRESS RSQ 

Dimensions 

A scree plot of the number of dimensions vs. STRESS for the values in Table 4.6 

uras obrained in order to estimate the number of "trueW dimensions within the data. The 

elbow in the scree plot indicated that the number of true dimensions was likely four. 

Furtherrnore, a t  four dimensions, the STRESS value of -053 indicates a reasonribly good" 

lrvel of fit between the MDS proximity estimates and the data proxirnities. Consequently, 

four dimensions were assumed as  the true number for the remainder of the anaIysis. 

One of the objectives in conducting the MDS analysis was to present the data as 

distances between the stimulus points in a form that could be interpreted sparidly. This is 

not easy to d o  in four dimensions. We must also consider that interpreting the dimensions 

'" The rule of rhumb (Jobson, 1992) for calculating the maximum number of dimensions the data 
will support is that n > (46 - l ) ,  where n is the number of stimulus points, and 6 is the nurnber of 
dimensions. Six dimensions was judged adequate in the case at hand. 
" KruskaI's (1964) criteria for "verbal evaluation" of the stress levels indicates that a STRESS of 
.O53 represents a "good" fit between the projected distances from the MDS analysis and the original 
dissimilarities. The literature (see, for exarnple, Borg and Groenen, 1997)) generally warns that 
these criteria should not be applied too strictly in the interpretation of the STRESS values. 



without any a priori notion of what the dimensions might be makes it difficult to 

conceprually label the dimensions beyond the first one or  nvo. A workable compromise 

was achieved by representing the four dimensional soiution as a two dimensional plot. The 

MDS application used (SPSS v.8) was capable of rendering any high dimensional solution 

(i-e., greater than 3D) in three dimensions. In this manner, a 3D plot was obtained of the 

four dimensional solution of the aggregate Main group data. This plot was then rotated to 

eliminate the third dimension (Le., Iine of sight was established down the third dimension 

axis). The outcome of this manipulation is to show the spatial configuration of the 

stimulus points in two-dimensions, where the displacernent berween points has been 

adjusted for the effect of the remaining dimensions. Figure 4.8 presents this IWO 

dimensional solution space. The unroiated three dimensional plot is also shown in Figure 

4.9. 

T o  allow comparison benveen the MDS and clustering solutions, the results of the 

Main group Average Linkage clustering analysis have been mapped ont0 the two 

dimensions1 MDS plot. The clusters shown approximate the 10 cluster solution shown in 

Figure 4.5. 

4.5.1.1 Descriptive Analysis 

4.5.1.1.1 Conformity of MDS and Cluster Analyses 

We observe from Figure 4.8 a reasonable level of dispersion of link types over the 

cornplete solution space, indicating that participants did make disrinctions between various 

types on the basis of their similarities (shown here as dissimilaricies). Furthermore, it is 

clear that while some regions are distinct, and map closely to the results of the cluster 







anrilysis, others are less so. In one case (i.e., Condition/ Evidence, and Application/ 

Citation/ Background / Argument/ Pre-requisite), the clusters overlap. These are 

represented as the single large cluster to the left of the MDS CO-ordinate space in Figure 

4.8. 

Turning ro the overlapping clusters we see that the ConditionlEvidence pair 

occupies a similar position with respect to Dimension 1, but shows significant separation 

dong Dimension 2. I t  is the relative positioning of this pair on Dimension 2 that produces 

the overlap with the larger Background cluster. This overlap may be an effect of the 

differing criteria used by the two techniques in esrablishing relationship between various 

data points. 

Recall thar in cluster analysis, initial clusters are formed that reflect strong 

similarities between either pairs of elements (link types), or pairs of objects composed of 

elernents. Cornparisons a t  later stages of the agglomeration are then made beween the 

average similarities (for Average Linkage method) of the clusters, not the sirniIarities 

between individual elements already within the clusters. Furthermore, in hierarchical 

cluster analysis a data element remains in the first cluster it joins for the duration of the 

agglomeration. If an initial join is made between highly similar elements, both elements are 

effecrively elirninated from joining individually to any other element or cluster even though 

they rnay possess reasonably strong similariries with these other elernents o r  clusters. In 

effect, the element with strong second and third order similarities must always "carry 

dong" its mate in subsequent joins. 

MDS, conversely seeks to maximize the distances between dissimilar elements (i.e., 



minimize stress). Rather than drawing together like elements through the duration of the 

procedure, MDS is constantly pushing aparr the rnost dissimilar points. This process is 

iterative, and positions are constantly adjusred based on recalibrations in the underlying 

algorirhm. Furthermore, the final positioning of points in the space is unencumbered by 

the initial pairings or  joins that are characteristic of cluster analysis. 

T o  return to the ConditionIEvidence pair, the overlap likely characterizes a strong 

sirnilarity between Condition and Evidence, but also a strong similarity between one of the 

pair and various other elements. The strong similarity would account for the early join of 

CondiriodEvidence in the cluster analysis. The consequent averaging of similarities would 

significantly dirninish the effect of the strong secondary similarities of the globally related 

element, and any consequent joins would occur ar higher fusion levels, and include the 

locally associated element. In a separate analysis not reported, correlations were calculated 

between the profiles of al1 nventy-seven link types. The profiles consisted of the frequency 

with which each type was combined with each of the other types in the card sorting task. 

Confirrning the expectation that one of the EvidenceKondition pair was significantly 

rehted co other link types, the resuIts of the analysis showed that while Condition was 

significantly (p<.OS) correlated with only Evidence, Evidence was significantly (p<.O5) 

correlated with four other types in addition to Condition. While the high correlation 

benveen Evidence and Condition accounted for their early join in the duster analysis, in 

the MDS analysis the strong secondary similarities with other types placed Evidence in 

ciose proximity to these types, while at  the same tirne "pushing" Condition away from this 

position, maximizing the distance benveen Condition and these other elements. 

Of the rernaining clusters, there are a number of other seeming anomalies to 



consider. For example, although grouped as a single cluster in the Average Linkage 

clustering solution the CausatiodPurpose/ and Definition/Explanation pairs show a distinct 

bifurcation d o n g  Dimension 1. This does not fundamentally conflict with the outcorne of 

the cluster analysis when we consider chat the join between Causation/Purpose and 

Definition/Explanation occurred a t  a relatively high fusion point (Le., 10.5118). In a 

rnmner similar to that of Evidencelcondition, a significant correlation (r=.538, pc .01)  

exists berween Purpose and Explanarion, and this may accounr for the join forming the 

large clusrer benveen the two pairs. Characteristically, the benveen pair correlations of t h e  

remaining elements are low and insignificanr. T h e  position of the Causation/Purpose pair 

does indicare a closer relationship with large 'Background' cluster directly above it, and i n  

many ways this affiliation has more substantive appeal than that with Definition/ 

Explanation. Again, reference t o  the 3D representation in Figure 4.9 shows a rnuch closer 

proximity of CausatiodPurpose with Background thnn to Definitionl Explanation. It 

would seem that the integriry of the group formed by the cluster analysis rests on  a 

perceived sirnilarity benveen Purpose and Explanation. Although the statement of a 

purpose is a form of explanation, the relationship between the nvo, a t  a more general, 

intuitive level, is difficult to sustain. 

Noteworthy, as well, is the position of Future in relation ro CommentlExample. 

The appearance of such a close proximity is difficult to interpret. T h e  solutions for each of 

the three different methods used in the cluster analyses al1 indicated a very tight 

relationship behveen Future and  Warning, with very high fusion values for joins with o ther  

clusters. Furthermore, no  high o r  significant secondary sirnilarities were found for either 

element in the correlational analysis. It must be assumed here that the  relative positions o n  

the MDS s o l ~ t i o n  space are the result of some aggregate effect that "pushed" these points 



together, rather than a result of some low level similariry. This is somewhat supported by 

the outcomes of the cluster analyses which show chat both the Future/Warning pair, and 

the Example/Illustration/ Comment/Continuation cluster only joined with other clusters 

very lare in the agglomeration, indicating that they were distinctly different from other 

clusters. In the course of the MDS analysis, it is possible that these wo clusters were 

compressed into a common area of the space that was more a reflection of this dissimilarity 

w-ith the other clusters chan with a sirnilarity benveen them. Furthermore, reference to the 

3D representîtion in Figure 4.9 shows a very large separation berween these two clusters 

d o n g  the Dimension 3 axis. 

In al1 other cases, the results of the MDS analysis generally conform ro those of the 

cluster andysis. 

4.5.1.1.2 Interpretation of Dimensions 

AIthough the primary reason for conducring the MDS analysis was to aid in 

inrerprering the initial clustering solutions, it is also worthwhile to consider if dimensions" 

in the MDS solution spnce can also be interpreted at the psychological or  conceptual leveI. 

We might ask, for example, if there are any characteristic features of the overall 

distribution of the data points in the solution space that indicate specific qualitative 

- -  ~ -- 

L' .b Kruskal and Wish (1978) point out, there are many different meanings to the term 
"dimension," and "dimensionality." So far in this analysis, the term dimension has been used t o  
indicare the number of CO-ordinate axes, or CO-ordinate values, used in providing the best solution 
for Iocating points (link types) in the stimulus space. Dimension can aIso be used ro represent 
"somc underlying characteristic of the obiects under study." Schiffman, Reynolds, and Young 
(1 98 1) refer to this as the "perceptual space." It is this latter meaning that is understood in the 
following discussion. 



attributes that might have been used in participants' judgements of similarity. 

In interpreting the data in this manner, Schiffman, Reynolds, and Young (198 1, 

p. 12) advise that the researcher begin by looking "at the properties of stimuli at  each end 

of the dimensi~n to determine i f  there is some attribute that changes in an obvious 

fashion." Again, we are not especially concerned with the distances benveen individual 

points in the space, especially between those elements in recognized clusters, o r  

neighbourhoods, but in the ovrrall distribution of points. 

For example, in Figure 4.8 if  we follow the arrangement of points from left to 

right, pnrallel to the Dimension 1 CO-ordinate mis, we make note of the types at  the wo 

esrremes of the space: Background/Pre-requisite/Evidence, and 

CorrectionNpdate/Illustrarion/Surnmary. A distinction can be made between these points 

based on the precedence of information reflected in each type (e-g., Anrecedent and 

Consequent). BackgroundIPre-requisite/Evidence are al1 forms of information that are 

antecedent to the information in an object node. A statement may be made, and 

information is brought to bear that is necessary to understand the statement, or  to establish 

the truth value of the statement. Likewise for other types such as Causation and Purpose, 

i.e., a purpose is ordinarily anrecedent to an action. At the other extreme are chose types 

that reflect information that ordinarily follows from the information in the object node, 

based either on perceived relevance or  necessity. Corrections and Updates are ordinarily 

made to existing information at  a rime following the first appearance of the information. A 

summary is made of existing information, and an illustration is generally used to enhance 

understanding after contemplation of some information. Comparison and Alternare View 

may not be so easily interpreted in this manner, but it is clear that the relevance of an 



alternate view, or of a comparison, is contingent upon the existence of some object 

information. 

If, in Figure 4.8, we follow a vertical direction parallel to  the Dimension 2 co- 

ordinate axis, we note a separate set of extremes. Here, the points are slightly more 

compressed, and the extrernes not as distant as they were dong the horizontal a i s .  But, if  

ive compare CorrectionNpdate to Generalization/Summary/Content, a distinction can be 

made concerning the level of specificity, in both detail and scope, involved in the type of 

information brought to bear in the link relationship (e.g., Specific and General). 

CorrectionRlpdate are specific in themselves and also to the information they apply to. 

Alrernatively, Generalization/Sumrnary represent information that either abstracts detail, 

or  forms very general statements based on  underlying detail (the place of Content in this 

dichotomy is not so clear). A similar distinction may be made between, for example, 

Procedure/Usage/Warning which would provide specific conditions or  instructions relevant 

to the object information, and Purpose or  Explanation which may provide more general 

starements. It is noted that a purpose or  an explanation can be quite detailed, but that they 

cari d so  embody a relatively high level discourse, e-g., statement of an overall purpose, or 

an explanation that is not limited to the object information, or  may provide some general 

context. 

These proposed dimensions are subjective, and based on a relatively small sample of 

subjects. Nevertheless, they do provide some evidence that participants based their 

judgernents of similarity on more than one attribute or quality. 



4.5.1.2 Summary of Main Croup Aggregate MDS 

A Multidimensional scaling analysis was performed to aid in the further 

inrerpretation of the link type groupings found in the previous cluster analysis of the 

Aggregate Main group data. Generally, the spatial display of the proximity data 

conformed to the resirlts of the cluster analysis rit higher levels of clustering (i.e., fewer, 

larger clusters). Some differences were noted, and interpreted in light of the different 

procedures and criteria used in each of the nvo techniques. Differences were also 

explained o n  the basis of a separate correlational study, and i t  was suggested that the 

overlrip of elements in the Condition/Evidence cluster could be explained on the basis of 

significant secondary correlations between Evidence and several other elements within the 

large 'Background' cluster identified by the MDS. Furthermore, it was proposed chat the 

Causation/Purpose/ Definition/ Explanation cluster be redefined into two separate clusters, 

with the potential of integrating the Causation/Purpose pair with the large 'Background' 

A post-hoc dimensional analysis was also conducted. These results suggested that 

underlying conceptual attributes, or dimensions, were exhibited in the results of the MDS 

analysis. Two of these were proposed: an AntecedentKonsequent dimension, and a 

Specific/General dimension. 



4.5.2 MDS Analysis of Engineering and Information Studies Sub-groups 

4.5.2.1 Engineering Sub-group Analysis 

An MDS analysis was also performed using the Engineering sub-group data. The 

procedures followed were identical to those of the Main group analysis. A cornplete report 

of the results is contained in Appendix 12. 

A scree plot of the STRESS values indicated three dimensions within the data, and 

this value was assumed for the remainder of the Engineering sub-group analysis. Overall, 

the MDS analysis confirmed the results of the corresponding Cluster Analysis at the ten 

cluster partition. As in the Main group results, a large 'Antecedent' cluster is present, with 

the Evidence/ Condition pair in close proximity. A major difference benveen the 

Engineering sub-group and Main group results is the positioning of the Examplei 

Illustration/ Continuation, Cornparison/ Alternative View, and Correction/ Update clusters 

in close proximity in the upper right quadrant of the Engineering solution space. This 

provides a clearer indication of the high level clustering arnong these types when compîred 

to the corresponding Cluster Analysis which showed very weak relationships existing 

benveen these smaller clusters. 

4.5.2.2 Information Studies Sub-group Analysis 

A third MDS analysis was performed using the Information Studies sub-group data. 

The procedures followed were identical to those of the Main group, and Engineering Sub- 

group analyses. A complete report of the results is contained in Appendix 13. 



A scree plot of the STRESS values indicated three dimensions within the data, and 

this value was assumed for the remainder of the Information Studies sub-group analysis. It 

is noceworthy that although the STRESS value o f .  113 for the three dimension iS solution 

is acceptable by the standards used, it is marginally so, and indicates a certain amount of 

noise wirhin the data. in most respects, the MDS analysis confirmed the results of the 

corresponding Cluster Analysis at  the ten cluster partition. As in both the Main group and 

Engineering Sub-group results, the large 'Antecedent' cluster is present, although there is 

some separarion beween the Condition, Argument, and Pre-requisire types and this large 

cluster. Furthermore, the position of Causation and Purpose in this large cluster, and the 

prosimity of Definition and Explanation to each other generally supports the clustering 

results of the Main and Engineering Sub-groups more so than for its own corresponding 

clusrer solution. This provides some evidence that the Definition/ Explanation, and 

Causarion/ Purpose pairs were misrepresented in the Information Snidies Average Linkage 

clustering resul ts. 

4.5.2.3 Comparison of MDS Solutions for Engineering and IS Sub-groups 

In the previous two sections, the correspondence between the MDS and clustering 

solutions were compared for each of the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups. 

It was found that, with some variations, the mappings benveen the nvo solutions were 

reasonably consistent. In this section, the MDS solutions of the two sub-groups are 

compared with the intent of discovering any differences benveen the nvo solutions that 

would add to our understanding of the Main group results. The two sub-groups are also 

compared for the degree to which each supports o r  contradicts the presence of the 



perceptud dimensions suggested in the Main group analysis. 

Concerning spatial distribution, the nvo most striking differences benveen the 

Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups is the reversal in position of the Example 

cluster and the FutureNarning cluster dong the Dimension 2 CO-ordinate axis. Of the two 

clusters, the change in position of the Example cluster is more significant. Both placements 

of the Example cluster are consistent with their respective positions in the corresponding 

tree diagrams of the cluster analyses. What we also see from the tree diagrams is that the 

fusion levels at  which the Exarnple cluster merges into a larger cluster with either Summary 

(Information Studies), or  with CorrectionfUpdate (Engineers) are extremeIy high. It is 

likely, then, that a stronger dissimilarity between elements of the Example cluster, and say 

the Summary cluster, forced the two clusters to move away frorn one another in the 

Engineering plot, and this accounted tor the different positions of the Example cluster in 

each of the nvo MDS sub-group anaIyses. There is no correlation evidence in the prof les 

ro suggest any obvious secondary associations. The movement of the Futurewarning 

cluster was likely a reaction to the movernent of the ExampIe duster, as several small (and 

non-significant) negative correlations were found benveen Fumremarning and the 

Example cluster. 

The movement of Alternate ViewIComparison is also significant. In the case of the 

Information Studies sub-group, it is more likely that perceived similarities between the 

Comparison/Alternate View and Exarnple clusters accounted for the difference, and 

Cornparison/Alternate View moved in tandem with the Example cluster. This is less clear in 

the Engineering sub-group, where the cluster analyses show Comparison/Alternate View 

joining the complete cluster solution in the very last join, and showing no strong 



relationship with any other cluster including Example. 

T h e  Iast few differences discussed are reflected in the neutral positioning of both 

the Warning/Future and Example clusters on the origin of the Dimension 2 CO-ordinare 

axis. The resutt of this leavening in the aggregated data may mask group differences. 

The positioning of points, for both groups, along the Dimension 1 CO-ordinate axis 

is rnuch the same. Although there are variations in the posirioning of points within 

clusters, the positions of the clusters themselves express the sarne general order  in both of 

the sub-groups. This similarity is even more pronounced if we consider rotating the co- 

ordinate axes for the Information Studies sub-group. This is an accepted practice in MDS 

analysis, as the placement of the CO-ordinate axes by the MDS application is somewhat 

arbitrîry.= As in the Main group results, both sub-groups show the Dimension 1 co- 

ordinate axes anchored o n  the Ieft by the large Background cluster, and  o n  the right by 

CorrectionLJpdate and Alternate View/Comparison. The  only major variation is in the 

positioning of the Definition/Explanation pair which is displaced positively d o n g  the 

Dimension 1 axis in the Engineering sub-group plot. 

4.5.2.4 Interpretation of Dimensions 

In most respects the position of the clusters d o n g  the horizontal CO-ordinate axis 

for both the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups is the same, alrhough a 

cornparison d o n g  the second CO-ordinate axis reveals some differences. Primary among 

'"ce Kruskal and Wish (1978, p. 34). 



these is the exchînge of position of the Warning/Procedure pair, and the Example/ 

Illustrrition/ Comment/ Continuation group. Although the displacemenc of the Example 

group in the Engineering results does not argue against the presence of the SpecifiJGeneral 

distinction made (e.g., it is reasonable to view an example, or  an illustration as specific), the 

move of Future/Warning toward Summary in the Engineering results does. No reasonable 

interpretation of this difference could be made other than that stemming from Future's 

îbiliry to be perceived as either specific or general, e-g., either providing specific details 

abour a future work, or  indicating that a work is forthcorning at some, undetermined, point 

in the future. 

4.5.3 Subset of 14 Link Types 

A fourth MDS analysis was performed on data resulting from the Tree 

Consrruction Method used by participants in their judgements of the subset of 14 link 

types. The data were analysed in the same manner as that of the Main group and Sub- 

groups. The results of the analysis of the Subset were inconclusive and provided linle 

confirmatory evidence for the cluster structure of the fourteen link types found in the 

cluster analysis. As a result, these MDS results are not reported. 

4.6 Focus Group Results 

4.6.1 Introduction 

A focus group was conducted with eight participants who had previously completed 

the card sorting task. The focus group study had four objectives: two minor, and two 



major. The minor objectives were to canvass participants for possible labels for each of the 

clusrers represented in the sets of link types used in the focus group, and to determine 

wherher specific link types could be identified as group exemplars for each of the sets. The 

rwo major objectives in conducting the focus group were to assess the integrity of the nine 

sets of link types shown to the participants, and to gain insights into the different ways in 

which the link type relationships were interpreted by participants. 

During the focus group session, participants were s k e d  to complete a number of 

iasks. The tasks al1 involved the examination of a number of link type sets, with each set 

consisring of benveen two and five link types. Set membership was based on the results of 

rhe earlicr cluster analysis, and consisted of five stable clusters from the analysis of the 

nventy-seven link types, and the four clusters from the analysis of the 14 type subse~?. 

Two of che link types were not included in these focus group sets, Le., Solution and 

Continuation. The instrument distributed to the participants, showing the nine sets of link 

rypes, is shown in Appendis 9. The initial written tasks were common to al1 sets, and the 

instructions for these tasks were shown on the instrument. The completion of the written 

rasks was followed by a group discussion. 

Not reported are the results from the iabelling task. Overall, participants 

encountered signifiant difficulty in providing an unambiguous label for each of the sets. 

'' The focus group was carried out prior to  the full analysis of the results from the card sorring task, 
and prior to any MDS analysis. In retrospect, the use of the results from the analysis of the subset of 
14 link types was not optimal. Further, more intensive analysis suggested the use of the clusters as 
they appeared in the original analysis of the twenty-seven link types, especially those of the Average 
Linkage solutions. Ir should be pointed out that Sets 6 and 7 were the two affected most adversely. 
Nine sets were useci as this was the minimum nurnber established for the range of valid cluster 
partirions. 



No interpretabk results were forthcoming. 

The results of the remaining tasks are presented following. For eîch set, several 

themes are reported that emerged from participants' comments and discussions, and reflect 

tlither dominant group views o r  insightful, individual interpretations. 

4.6.2 Discussion of Sets and Themes 

Set 1 

X is compared to Y. (Comparison) 

X contains an alternate view to chat expressed in Y. (Alternate View) 

Although several important distinctions between these IWO types were noted by 

participants, none suggested a realignment of either type with an alternate set. The choice 

of an exemplary type, also made in the initial, wrirren portion of the session, slightly 

favoured Comparison (4 votes t o  3, with 1 participant not indicating a choice). 

Themes 

Differences and similarities: The rnost ofren repeated distinction benveen 

Comparison and Alternate View was that Cornparison required attending to specific 

sirnilaritics and/or differences. Alternate View was less specific in this regard, possibly 

presenting information that was relevant, perhaps suggesting a different 'point of view," 

but without providing any analysis based on sirnilariries and differences. As one participant 

stated, "Comparison forces X and Y to have differences while Alt view can mean that X 

and Y can be the same but be expressed differently." Similarities and differences are judged 

based on a specific intention, where "you're aimirrg for a certain goal." Alternate View, on 



the other hand, "is just putting it out there and [sol you can look at it." 

Further discussion on this theme also led to a change of opinion on the relative 

cornprehensiveness of the two types, with most participants agreeing rhat Alternate View 

was a more general term, and Comparison more detailed. Effectively, Comparison was 

interpreted to be a form of Alternate View that was intended to make a specific point, and 

rhnt involved a discussion of specific similarities and/or differences. Alternate View was 

also understood to be prior or  precedent to Comparison, since "In order ro be able to 

compare something you need to have an dternate view which you can then compare your 

first view with." 

Comrnorz frarne of reference: Comparison was viewed as more directed than 

Alternate View, where differences and similarities were based upon "a common frame of 

reference" that reflects a specific intention in making the comparison. In this sense, the 

relevance of noting similnrities and dissimilarities lies in directing attention to a specific 

attribute, or  artributes, in common benveen the target and object information. There is an 

implicit criterion involved in a comparison that is not necessarily involved in providing an 

Alternrire View. "Comparison implies there is a criterion." 

Set 2 

X names what is conrained in Y. (Content) 

X summarizes Y. (Summary) 

X makes a generalization about Y (Generalization) 

There was strong agreement concerning the similarity of these types, and no 



participants suggested a realignment of any of the three types with an alternate set. The 

choice of an exemplary type, also made in the initial, written portion of the session, 

iavoured Sumrnary (6 votes to 2, wirh one vote each for Generalization and Content). 

Brief fonn: This was the dominant theme, and comments were Iargely based upon 

the notion of the target information providing a shorter, less detailed version of whst was 

contained in the object information, or alternatively, that the object information \vas an 

expanded version of that in the target node. Consistent, as well, was the view that the 

information involved did not change, and was "basically the same information being 

presented again, just in a different form. , . X is a shorter reiteration or  description of Y." 

Furthermore, the types were al1 viewed as "following" from the object information, since 

"X follows Y. You have to have Y before you c m  summarize it. O r  you have to have Y 

before you could name what's contained in it. Or, you'd have co have Y before you make a 

generalization about it." 

Generalization as implication: Although al1 three types were generally viewed as 

restating (in a less detailed fashion) the object information, there was further discussion 

concerning Generalization. T o  some, there was an implication associated with 

generalization that was not present with either Summary or  Content. As one participant 

stated, "One thing is . . . the third one [generalization]. It's a linle more influential. Like 

the first nvo sound like just straightfonvard. Here's a summary. But the third one sounds 

kind of like you're doing something to the perception of it as well . . . you're implying 

something." Although what was being implied was not clear from the cornrnents, it was 



assumed that a division was being drawn between Generalization and SurnmaryKontent 

bîsed on a logical distinction. In other words, making a generalization was also making an 

"inference" (e.g., by induction). 

Content as Table of Contents: In several cases the Content type was interpreted to 

be 3 table of contents, rather than a label naming the content of the object information. 

hlthough this did not significantly affect judgements about the type, it gave some indication 

chat a table of contents type was a "brief form" of the object information, and might be 

usefully employed in this cluster. 

Set 3 

X provides evidence for Y. (Evidence) 

X ensures the truth of Y. (Condition) 

X describes the cause of Y. (Causation) 

X provides background for Y. (Background) 

X describes the purpose of Y. (Purpose) 

There was some disagreement concerning the appearance of several of the types in 

this Set, with half of the participants indicating that a number of the types should be moved 

to one of the other sets (i.e., Set 5). For example, one participant stated in their written 

comments that: 

1 don't agree with this grouping. Evidence and Condition feel different, 
inconsistent with Causation, Background, and Purpose. ... But Background 
is the most general term which could include most of these. Background can 
include Purpose, Cause, and even some Evidence which will back up o r  
support the forthcoming. 



The choice of an exemplary type reflected this disagreement with three participants 

recomrnending Evidence, nvo recommending Background, and one recornrnending 

Causarion (four participants made no recommendation), 

Proof: At a general lever, participants viewed these types as providing information 

that would help prove, or lend support to the objecr information. One participant, in 

deciding on a label for the Set, commented that "When 1 read al1 those things 1 thought of 

court cases and Iawyers, and 1 chose my label as proof because the main . . . except for 

purpose, but then 1 saw purpose as maybe a motive, . . . and then the main goal of court 

cases and Iriwyers is to prove guilt o r  innocence, so that's why I chose proof." 

Provenance: CIosely allied with the above theme was that of provenance, where the 

types were viewed as antecedent t o  the object information, providing a sense of origin. 

This theme IabeI was coined following the remarks of one participant who stated: 

1 thought they [the types in Set 31 al1 provided a sort of provenance. They 
al1 showed you sort of where Y was coming from. It gave a sort of 
perspective. A perspective on the value or validity of Y. . . . 1 just had this 
professor, and he kept talking about provenance al1 semester, and it just 
stuck. And then I thought, you know, that's what this is. This is showing 
where it's al1 corning frorn. It's identifying where it started. 

In a related comment, another participant remarked that "It sort of seems like X leads to Y, 

and without X, Y is just a broken chain of thought." 

Scholarly paper analogy: Of some interest concerning the comments made for this 



Set, is the consistent effort made by participants to ground the types in some kind of use 

equivalent, or real world instance. We already have the previous analogy to a court case. 

In several ocher cases, comments were also made with reference to scholarly works (e-g., 

journal articles), or reports on experiments. For exarnple, 

1 thought, oh yeah, these are al1 the things 1 have to talk about before I start 
rîlking about the key experiment. Because they will al1 lead then to Y. 
Why am I doing this? What is the background? What is causing Y? And the 
evidence for Y. And then finally you sort of Iead to a conchsion. 

In e x h  case, thé key feature appears ro be one concerning the place and value of prior 

information, and the consequences this information has for the conclusions we make about 

the object information. 

Set 4 

X updates or makes Y more current. (Update) 

X corrects errors in Y. (Correction) 

There was strong agreement concerning the similarity of these types, and no 

participants suggesred a realignment of any of the three into an alternate set. The choice of 

an exemplary type, also made in the initial, written portion of the session, was unanimous 

in favour of Update. 

Cowzpleteness: Discussion concerning these two types centred on the degree to 

which each of these types included previous information with the new. Several participants 



noted thnt revision might also be used, i f  the "update" was a more recent, complete version 

of the previous information, and was not simply an addendum. The following series of 

comments helps to point out the distinction benveen update and revision. 

Joe: 1 wasn't sure if update necessarily meant you're just adding in the 
corrections, or you were giving a whole . . . like suppose you have 
somerhing, and you're giving everything included here. . . Or, are 
you just adding on to what's here. Do you know what I mean? . . . 
Sometimes on the Net, you click on something and you only get a 
tiny bit of it, and you wanted the whole thing, so you have to  go 
back to the other thing to get everything else. 

Mary: Yeah. There is no Çrame of reference for chat You just have this 
new thing sitting there and you go 'compared to what?' Because 
you haven't had a chance to keep up or something. Ir has no 
contextual meaning. 

Pete: That's why revision probably works better, because even addendum 
is only the little bits that were changed, so you don't see what 
wasn't changed. But revision brings the entire thing fonvard, so its 
current. 

Brian: Yeah, Revision means the entire thing. Update, just the changes. . . 
and Correction corrects errors. 

Set 5 

X contains the premises of an argument whose conclusions are in Y. 
(Argument) 

X contains a theory that is applied in Y. (Application) 

X identifies the source of concepts and ideas in Y (Citation) 

Therc was a moderate level of agreement concerning the integrity of this Set, 

although three participants suggested a reassignment of specific types (e-g. ,  remove 

Citation, send Argument to Set 3). The choice of an exemplary type, also made in the 

initial, written portion of the session, was inconclusive with only five of the participants 



indicating a choice (three choosing Application, and nvo choosing Citation). 

Themes 

So~irce of Ideas: In many respects, the types in this Set were interpreted in a 

manner similar to that described in the "Provenancen theme of Set 3. Here, though, the 

sense of origin was specifically concerned with the genesis of ideas rather than with the 

precedents of supporting o r  corroboraring information. In this sense, the object 

information was viewed as being derived from ideas o r  concepts either present o r  referred 

to in the target information. As stated by one of the participants in discussing their 

1abeIling choice for this Set, 

Well, first 1 wrote down 'source', because 1 thought that X presents the 
sources of Y. But, then 1 wrote down 'background' because 1 thought X is 
background information for Y, but then 1 wrote down 'derivation,' because 
X . . . is the point from which something i n  derived o r  obtained. And 1 kiod 
of like the third one  the best. 

Set 6 

X must be known beforehand to ensure the understanding of Y. (Pre-requisite) 

X de f  nes o r  otherwise restricts the meaning of Y. (Definition) 

There w î s  strong agreement concerning the dissimilarity of these types, with five 

participants suggesting a reassignment of each type to another set. Pre-requisire was judged 

t o  belong to Set 5 .  An example of a typical comment concerning this reassignment was: 

"Sornehow, the first one  [Pre-requisite], 1 thought could have been more  with one's we had 

seen before," i.e., with Set 5. There were no consistent, nor  unequivocal, comrnents on  the 

position of Definition, other than it did not belong with Pre-requisite. 



No suggestions were made concerning an exemplary type. 

Thernes 

Definitiorz as restriction: Concerning Definition, there were nvo distinct views on 

irs function. The first involved its use in restricting the meaning, or in "imposing" a 

merining, on the object information. As one participant stated, 

1 guess my argument. . . is that to me a definition, written in text, that is 
hvo lines long, and [is] defining sornething, it's a definition of something. 
It's more constrictive [restrictive] . . . . with a definition it's more of a 
constraint. It's more constraining. In nvo lines this is what it is, and that's 
it. 

It is clear from this comment, and other similar ones, that a definition provides 

specific limitations that detail the scope or meaning of the objecr information. It is in this 

sense that it is "constrained." 

Definition as expansion: The second dominant view on Definition was that it 

"expmded" the scope of application of the object information by providing a more 

generalized form of the object information. Definitions were viewed, in this case, as more 

"authoritative," and "comprehensive," or as "general staternents" that provide a framework 

within which the object information fit. As one participant stated, "defining . . . is an 

expansion of what you are looking at." 

No clear themes emerged from the discussion of Pre-requisite. Comments, for the 

most part, concerned its placement in another set (Le., Set 3 ) .  These suggestions for 



reassignrnenr were made on the basis that Pre-requisite " was information that was 

necessary for you to understand what was in Y," and that "Pre-req is X before Y," or  that 

"ir was more of a background sort of relationship." 

Set 7 

X provides an example of Y. (Example) 

X provides a graphical representation of Y. (Illustration) 

X esplains Y. (Explanation) 

X gives additional information about Y without further restricting the 
meaning of Y. (Comment) 

There was moderate agreement concerning the similarity of these types, and no 

participants suggested a reassignment of any of these four types CO an alternate set. The 

choice of an exernplary tvpe, also made in the initial, writren portion of che session, 

favoured Explanation (6 votes to 2, with one vote for Comment, and one offering no 

suggestion). 

Themes 

More specific fonn: This was a dominant theme in the discussion of Set 6, and 

cenrred on these types role in providing "more highly focrcsed information on a broader 

topic or ideri." For example, 

Say ÿou're reading a textbook, and you have a concept, and you don't 
understand it very well. They give you an example, or a picture, . . . that 
helps you narrow down the focus so that you c3n understand it better. . . Its 
getting rid of the rhings that confuse you, and maybe just narrowing [ir] 
down. That's how 1 see it. 



Clarification: A second, and related, dominant theme in the discussion of the types 

in this set, was that they clarify, and that "they make understanding easier." For example, 

Sometimes, when you're reading sornething, [you] find yourself clarifying it 
after the fact. You know, they'll sort of have an explanation, and then 
they'll provide supportive . . . illustrations and examples. 

Comment: Comment was the only type that was viewed as either non-critical, or 

not wholly belonging in this set. It was referred to infrequently in the discussion, and 

when ir W ~ S  referred to, the remarks were pointed. For example, : "Comment was sort of 

optionîl, and the [others] are not really optional." Or, "It doesn't really pertain." And, 

"Yeah. "Its like if you're cramming, you skip the comment, but you go to the 

explanation." 

Set 8 

X provides the procedure for an action in Y. (Procedure) 

X indicates where, when, or  how to crirry out an instruction in Y. 
(Usage) 

There was strong agreement concerning the similariry of these types (e-g., "it 

seemed pretty straightforward. They were both so similar"), and no participants suggested 

a reassignment of any of the three types with an alternate set. This unanirnity was reflected 

in the relatively short discussion of the types in this set. The choice of an exemplary type, 

also made in the initial, written portion of the session, favoured Procedure (5 out of 8 

votes, with one vote for Usage, and two participants making no suggestion). 



Themes 

Direction: This was the only discernible theme in the discussion of this set, and 

centred on the use of both types in providing specific directives for either use or  

application of the object information- In referring to a possible label for this set, one 

participant stated "1 chose directions because there's the where, when, and how, which is 

kind of iike directions, and if you're providing a procedure, its kind of Iike directions to go 

in a certain way." Aiso, they both provided "a rnethod to accomplish a task." 

The specific wording used in the statement of the Usage relationship was aiso 

brought into question. As one participant stated, 

1 just noticed this now. . . . It seems kind of funny that X indicares where, 
when, or  how to carry out an instruction in Y. That seems kind of unusual. 
You have instructions for instructions? 

In other words, the target information should not refer to an "instruction" in the 

object information. This comment was apt, and suggested a rephrasing of the 

relationship statement for Usage that would repiace the use of "instruction" in the 

statement with a terrn that refers more directiy to an activity being carried out in 

the object information. 

Set 9 

X provides an alert to a forthcoming work Y. (Future) 

X warns of undesirable consequences of Y. (Warning) 

There was strong agreement concerning the similarity of these types, and only one 



participant suggested a change to the set membership (Le., removal of Future). The choice 

of an esemplary type, also made in the initial, wrinen portion of the session, was equivocal 

(three chose Warning, two chose Future, three made no choice). 

It is noteworthy, that as a group, the participants interpreted Future to mean an 

expectation of "forthcoming work," in the iiteral sense of 'work as labour.' When this 

interpretation became evident, participants were instructed "forthcoming work" was 

intended to be interpreted as "a scholarly work, o r  work of fiction that was not yet 

completed." Comments referring ro Future are, consequently, of two types: those that 

refer to 'work as labour,' and those that refer to 'a work in progress.' 

Severity: Participants noted the disparity in the level of consequence benveen the 

nvo types. Warning was judged to be more severe in potential outcornes than Future 

which was viewed as more of a notification. As suggested by one participant, " the second 

implies much graver consequences if ignored than the first." Or, as another noted, "Like 

one is so much more important than the other. . . "Careful, or you'll catch on fire," as 

opposed to "you may have another report coming to you." 

Attention: Once informed of the intended inrerpretation of Future, participants 

focused iess on the warning o r  "alertingn aspect of the rwo types, and settled on a quality 

thrit \vas less negative in its connotation. After being inforrned of the alternate rneaning of 

Fature, the idea of "drawing attention" to the new information became the focus. As one 

participant remarked in reaction to the correction, 



Yeah. 1 can see that. If you're doing research, and you're online, and al1 of 
a sudden you see an 'attention' that there's a new paper coming, with new 
results, you'd probably want that to be brought to your attention. 1 just see 
this category as anything that should be brought to the attention of 
somebody. Not necessarily bad or good. 

4.6.3 Summary 

The stated purpose of the focus group smdy included four objectives: two major, 

and nvo rninor. The two major objectives of the focus group were to assess the integrity of 

the nine sets of link types, and to gain insights into the different ways in which the link 

Vpe relationships were interpreted by participants. Concerning the former of these w o  

objectives, participants suggested the reassignment of rypes to orher sets in only three of 

nine cases. Two of the three sets entailing type reassignrnent included many of the same 

tvpes that proved difficult to disambiguare in the earlier MDS and Cluster Analyses. The 

rhird set (i.e., Set 6 )  was one of the nvo sub-optimal sets forrned based on the outcome 

from the analysis of the 14 Iink type subset. Overall, the resulrs of the focus group support 

the intc-grity of the clustering solutions idenrified in the earlier MDS and CIuster Analyses. 

The second major objective of the focus group was to gain insight into the different 

attributes that participants perceived in the link rypes, and how they used these artributes 

to make their similarity judgements. Several themes were reported for each of the nine 

sets. These themes were grounded in the comments of the participants, and reflected the 

dominant group views on the types in each of the sets. Overall, the themes identified were 

useful in drawing out different qualities of the link relationships that were used by 

participants in rnriking rheir judgements of similarity. Concerning types that have proved 

problematic throughout the analysis (e-g., Background, Evidence, Condition, Causation, 



Purpose, Pre-requisite), themes were discovered that proved useful in rnaking final 

decisions about cluster membership (e-g., Provenance, Proof, Source of  ideas). 

The minor objectives were to canvass participants for possible labels for each of the 

clusters represented in the sets used in the focus group, and to derermine whether specific 

link types could be identified as group exemplnrs in each of the sets. In borh cases, rhc 

results were inconclusive. Overall, participants encountered difficulty in providing an 

unarnbiguous label for each of the sets. In most cases, participants chose either an existing 

label provided in the instrument, or offered a descriptive phrase or  sentence that was 

difficult to abstract into a one or  two word caption. 

4.7 Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented the results of several analyses carried out  on data collected 

from study participants through the application of several procedures and merhods. We 

began by describing the outcornes of w o  preliminary smdies whose purpose was to reduce 

the number of link types used in the study frorn an initial set of fifty-four to a final set of 

nvenry-seven types. These preliminary studies were folIowed by the Main group smdy in 

which nventy-seven participants were presented with the reduced set of link types, and 

asked to perform nvo tasks: to rank the link types according to perceived usefulness, and; 

to sort the Iink types according to the perceived similarity benveen them. Data collected 

from the card sorting task were analysed using two cornplernentary techniques: Cluster 

Analysis, and Multidimensional Scaling (MDS). LastIy, a focus group was conducted 

during which participants were asked to evalurire the outcornes from the Cluster and MDS 

analyses. 



The ranking results revealed a higher perceived usehlness for a selection of link 

ypes, with Pre-requisire, Summary, Background, Explanation, and Grnphical Illustration 

appearing as the five most highly ranked of the wenry-seven types. A gradua1 decline in 

the rank scores was observed over the course of the initial number of link types, with the 

rhirteenth highest ranked type obtaining a score that was approximately one-third that of 

the highest ranked type. 

Three different clustering methods were used to analyse the proximity data 

obrained from the card sorting task performed by the nvenry participants of the Main 

group. Validiry assessrnena were carried out on the overall solutions provided by these 

three methods. One of the three rnethods (Le., Average Linkage) was found to vaIidly 

represent the underlying proximity data according to a standard validity measure. A 

subsequent assessrnent showed the solutions for al1 of the three methods to be valid at an 

intermediate level of clustering. These assessments, in conjunction with the partitioning 

results obtained, indicated that the number of valid clusters was in the nine to tweIve 

ciusrer range. 

The ten cluster solution produced by the Average Linkage Method was used as the 

basis for a descriptive analysis of the clustering outcornes. Overall, the resulting clusters 

were found to be substantively interpretable. The solutions for al1 three methods produced 

a majority of significant nvo element clusters, with each pair bearing a reasonable degree 

of face validiry (e.g., Updatel Correction, Usage/ Procedure, Alternative Viewl 

Cornparison). The exception to this was the Cornmenr/Continuation pair which joined at a 

relatively high fusion value, and lacked substantive interpretability. 



The solutions from each of the rhree methods also resuked in several larger 

clusters. Although substantive interpretation of several of the early forming pairs 

comprising these larger clusters was problematic, the clusters as a whole meaningfully 

espressed common attributes. For example, the dominant feature of a large cluster 

containing the Background, Argument, Application, Citation, and Pre-requisite link types 

was one of prior information that is required for full understanding of the related object 

information. Differences between the elements comprising this cluster were attributed to  

variarions on rhis more general anribute. Application and Citation, for example, may 

provide prior information that indicates the source of concepts or ideas, while Argument 

and Pre-requisite provide information indicating prior conditions or assertions. 

A MuItidimensional Scaling analysis was performed on the Main group proximity 

data to assist in the interpretation of the clustering results. OveraI1, the spatial display of 

link types provided by the MDS analysis conformed to the resulrs of the corresponding 

Cluster Anaiyses. Several exceptions were noted. The MDS analysis further suggested the 

presence of underlying conceptual dimensions that distinguished the link types along nvo 

attributes: Antecedent - Consequent relationships, and; Specific - General relationships. 

The Engineering and Information Studies sub-group proximiry matrices were also 

andysed. Validiry assessments were carried out for boch groups, and intermediate 

clustering solutions were found that provided valid representations of the underlying 

proximiry data. The partitioning results indicated a minimum number of twelve 

signifiant clusters for the Engineering sub-group, and a minimum number of eleven for the 

Information Studies sub-group. A pair-wise comparison of the proximity matrices for each 



sub-group was also made, and a statistically significant difference was found between the 

perceived similarities benveen pairs of link types for participants in each of the two sub- 

groups. A cornparison of the clustering solutions for each o f  the two sub-groups revealed 

that the majority of clusters Çormed were identical, although several differences were also 

observed. 

MDS analysis were also performed on both the Engineering and Information 

Srudies sub-group data. T h e  results of these analyses generally supported the results 

obtained for each of the nvo sub-groups in the corresponding cluster analyses. In several 

insunces, the MDS analysis provided information that was useful in helping to resolve 

certain anomalies present in the clustering soIutions. 

Based on  the results from both the cluster and MDS analyses, the Continuation link 

type was removed from further analysis reducing the number of link types from twenty- 

seven to  twenty-six. This judgement was based, primariiy, o n  its tenuous connection with 

only the Comment link type. Substantively, participants rnay have viewed Continuation as 

describing any number of rhe other  link types from the composite list since most link types 

are 'continustions' of one  form o r  another (i.e., the target information carries forward, o r  

continues, the information presented in the source node. 

A focus group smdy was carried out  for the purpose of assessing the integrity of the 

clustering outcornes, and t o  gain insight into the different ways in which the link type 

relarionships were interpreted by participants. Overall, the results of the focus group 

supported the integrity of the clustering solutions identified in the earlier MDS and Cluster 

Analyses. Furthermore, a number of themes were identified that reflected the various 



artribures used by participants in their judgements of similarity between link types, and 

provided useful insight into the interpretarion of the clustering solutions. 



Chapter 5 

Link Taxonomy 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presenn a raxonomy of twenty-six 'link types derived from the results 

reported in Chapter 4. Figure 5.1 displays the taxonomy in tree form. From Figure 5.1 

w e  observe rhat the primitive link types (i.e., those used in the data analysis) are arrayed 

d o n g  the bottom edge of the tree. Each primitive type is numbered according to its 

ranking from the aggregate ranking task performed by participants. Those ranked in the 

top nvelve are shown in red. Furthermore, each primitive is linked to a first order superior 

group that provides a more generic representation of the primitive link types identified 

~vithin the group, and is based on  a substantive artribute common to the group. These first 

order groups correspondingly form into second and third order superior groups, o r  

alternatively function directly as a global group. The global groups represent link types at 

their most abstract IeveI, and consequendy are used to segment the total set of types into 

fundamental categories. The global groups number five, and are presented dong  the top 

edge of the tree. XII labels for superior and global groüps were attributed by the 

researcher. The superior and global groups are represented in blue in the taxonomy. 

Table 5.1 displays the full taxonomy in list form, with definitions provided for link types at 

al1 IeveIs. 

' Recall tiiat 'Continuation' was removed brised on the results from the cluster and MDS analyses. 
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Table 5.1 - List of Taxonomie Elements by Major Group 

(Underlines indicate primitive link types) 

1.0 Antecedent: Precedes in time o r  order. 

1.1 Support:  Supports assertions, observations, etc., through 
conventions of logical argument. 

1.1.1 Background: Provides background for. 

1.1.2 Pre-Condition: Provides essential information required to ensure 
understanding o r  3n action or  state. 

1.1.2.1 Argument: - Provides the premises for an argument or  conclusion. 

1.1.2.2 Pre-requisire: Must be known beforehand to ensure understanding. 

1.1.3 Proof: Provides direct support for assessment of truth value. 

1.1.3.1 Evidence: Provides evidence for. 

1.1.3.2 Condition: Provides conditions for. 

1.1.4 Provenance: Indicates source of ideas, concepts, etc. 

1.1.4.1 Citation: Provides citation to larger work. 

1.1.4.2 Amlication: Provides a theory that is applied. 

1.2 Reason: Denotes a specific dependence or  motivation. 

1.2.1 Causation: Provides the cause of. 

1.2.2 Pur~ose:  Gives the purpose for. 

2.0 Instruction: Provides direction. 

2.1 Usage: Indicates where, when, o r  how to use. 

2.2 Procedure: Provides the procedure for an action 



-- - 

3.0 Outcorne: Provides closure or gives consequences. 

3.1 Attention: Draws attention to important event to follow. 

3.1.1 Warning: Warns of undesirable consequences. 

3.1.2 Future: Alerts to a forthcoming work. 

3 2 Resoltrtion: Resolves outstanding issues. 

3 2 .1  Solution: Provides the solution to a problem 

3 -2.2 Addendum: Provides additional information 

3 .2.2.1 Correction: Corrects errors or omissions. 

3.2.2.2 Update: Updates or makes more current. 

4.0 Abstraction: Provides a more general form. 

4.1 Generalization: Makes a generalization about. 

4.2 Summarv: Surnrnarizes. 

4.3 Content: Names what is contained. 

5 .O Exposition: 

5.1 Perspective: 

5.1.1 Cornparison: 

5.1.2 Alternate View: 

5.2 Specification: 

5.2.1 Clarification: 

5.2.1.1 Definition: 

5.2.1.2 Exdanation: 

Furthers interpretation by providing additional 
information. 

Provides alternative information on common topic. 

Describes specific differences and si milarities. 

Provides a different interpretation or point of view. 

Provides context. 

Makes easier to understand. 

Defines, or othenvise resrricts meaning. 

Explains. 



5.2.1.3 Comment: Provides additional information without further restricting 
the rneaning. 

5.2.2 Instantiation: Provides an instance of. 

5.2.2.1 Exarnple: Gives an example of. 

5.2.2.2 Illustration: Provides a graphical representation of. 

The results from the cluster and MDS analyses of Chapter 4 constituted the 

primîry data source for the development of this taxonorny. In this regard, the formation 

and arrangement of the various groups (taxa) corresponded directly to the clusters and 

spatial arrangement exhibited in the cluster analysis and MDS solutions. Themes arising 

from the focus group data were used when they provided insight toward resolving any 

inconsisrencies within the primary data, or when they suggested labels for superior groups 

wirhin the taxonorny (e.g., 'Instruction,' 'Attention,' 'Clarification,' and 'Addendum' were 

d l  suggestions made in the focus group smdy). Ultimately, the dictates of common sense 

and intuitive nppeal urged certain limitations on strict adherence to the arrangement of 

elements based solely on indications from the data. As Milligan (1996) reminds us, "the 

bortom line is that any clustering or  classification will be useful only if the results can be 

substantively interpreted" (p. 365). In this regard, substantive interpretation acted as the 

final arbiter in chose cases where the data based analyscs were either inconclusive or 

contradictory. For example, the Causation/ Purpose pair was included in the Antecedent 

group even though the clustering results indicated a closer relîtionship to the Definition/ 

Esplanation pair, simply because, al1 things considered, it made more sense to put them 

there. 



In building the taxonomy, a bottom-up strategy was followed. First order groups 

were initially identified among the primitives (i.e., the initial set of link types), and 

correspond to the local solutions provided by the ciuster analyses. In al1 cases, the integrity 

of primary ciusters (Le., those forming a t  Iow fusion points in the cluster analyses) was 

maintained. The second and third order superior groups were then formed, based largely 

on the clustering results. When the membership of a second or third order group was 

uncertain, the global representxion offered by rhe MDS analysis was used to either 

confirm the arrangement suggested by the clustering results, or to provide an alternative 

i~rrringemenr if the clustering resuits were inconclusive. The derivation of the second and 

third order groups was problematic in many cases, and maintaining a constant balance 

between the solutions prescribed by both the cluster and MDS analyses was required. 

Global groups were formed based on an interpretation of the spatial solution offered by the 

MDS analysis. In several cases, failing the presence of a clear distinction offered by either 

the duster analysis o r  MDS results, higher order groups were formed through substantive 

interpretation (e-g., Outcome). 

Discussion and interpretation of the groups comprising the taxonomy follow. The 

discussion is presented in sections corresponding to the order of the global groups 

portrayed in Figure 5.1. Each section begins with a general discussion of the suSstantive 

characteristics of the global group, and is folIowed by further discussion of each of the sub- 

groups which comprise it. 

5.2 Antecedent 

As a globally inclusive term, Antecedent was judged useful in capturing the sense of 

"prior informationn that was indicated by the perceptual dimension identified in the MDS 



analysis, and in the comments of the participants in the focus group. The  term was applied 

based on irs most general meaning, and was intended to reflect the lireral, dictionary sense 

of ''a thing or circumstance which goes before or  precedes in rime o r  order; a predecessor 

in a chain of developmencn' 

Referring ro the results of the MDS analysis for the aggregate group of participants 

(here shown as Figure 5.2) we observe the concentration of the referent rypes toward the 

left extreme of the Dimension 1 CO-ordinate &?us. The large "Antecedent" cIuster was 

identified bîsed, prirnarily, on  the results of the MDS analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the global 

structure portrayed by the nine link types cornprising this large cluster. The focus group 

results indicated, as well, some conformity among the relationships expressed by these 

types. 

Antecedent, o r  preceding, information can be viewed in a t  leasr two ways. First, 

tirger information precedes object information by way of exisring prior to the object 

information. For example, a corroborative theory (Application), o r  a Citation referencing 

supportive information denotes exrant support for an assertion made, o r  conclusion 

reached in the objecr information. Alternatively, target information can precede objecr 

information as a. requirement for the acceprance of an assertion o r  staternent made, or  

conclusion reached in the object node. Condition, Pre-requisite, and Argument (premises) 

are exarnples of this kind of antecedent information. Causation and Purpose a n  be 

interpreted in this way as well (i.e., they precede the objecr information as a requirement 

for its acceptance), d though they are distinguished from the other Iink types in the general 

Oxford English Dictionary, 2"' Edition (Online). Oxford: Oxford University Press. 





Antecedent group based on their denotation of specific causaliry beween the target and 

object information. Causation does not support an assertion or state as much as it provides 

a direct, unconditional dependence between the object information and the target 

information. Likewise, a Purpose proposes causes for a course of action that is pursued. 

5.2.1 Support 

Support forms a sub-group of the Antecedent group, and refiects the sense of "prior 

information" characreristic of the superior group. Tt is more specific in terms of the types 

of prior information that are made available. Whereas h teceden t  includes al1 types of 

prior information, the Support sub-group represents those types that support an assertion, 

observation, conclusion, or position in the object information through the conventions of 

logical argument. We may note, for exarnple, that the Support group is composed largely 

of link types that are often used in the formulation of an argument that is rypical of many 

scholarly pursuits, e-g., a research article. 

5.2.1.1 Backgrozcnd 

This was somewhat of an anomaly in that i t  is relatively non-specific with regard to 

the remainder of the link types in this major group. Background could include information 

that provides context, or  seeks to relate significant, but perhaps non-essential detail about 

the object information. In this sense, it might more properly be situated in the 

"Exposition" group where the function of the Iink types is to signal an association to this 

kind of information. But, from the results achieved in both the cluster and MDS analyses, 

Background is shown as consistently appearing in close proximity with other types 

included in the Iarger Support group. Therefore, Background was included as an 

independent type in the Support group, and treated as a general term that provides non- 



specific, context bearing, support to the object information. Therefore, Background wu 

included as an independenr type in che Support group, and treated as a general term that 

provides non-specific, context bearing, support to the object information. 

5.2.1.2 Pre-condition 

The Pre-condition group consists of the Pre-requisite and Argument link type 

relarions. The aggregate cluster analysis results from al1 three methods consistently 

portrayed a strong perceived similariv between these two types, in addition to the 

Background type. R e d 1  as well that the sub-group results from the Information Smdies 

participants revealed a strong, independent association between the  ArgumendPre-requisite 

pair. 

Intuitively, the similarity attribute identified in this pair appears to be one of 

specific, essential information that is needed to understand ideas, actions, conclusions or 

assertions made in the object node. For example, premises are required to fully understand 

conclusions. Although we view Pre-requisite in the same way it is obvious that the level of 

specificiry it achieves is not equal to that of the Argument type, which is strictly bound to 

argument structure, i.e., premises lead to conclusions. Pre-requisite information, by 

cornparison, may manifest itself in a variety of wriys. I t  could include premises as pre- 

requisite to understanding conclusions, but, for example, might also refer to rules as pre- 

requisite to playing a game. In this sense it can be viewed as a more general type than 

Argument. 



5.2.1.3 Proof 

The Proof group consisü of the Evidence and Condition link rypes. The results of 

the cluster analyses showed a consistently attributed, and snong, similarity berneen 

Evidence and Condition. The MDS results, alternatively, suggested that the apparent 

similxity masks a less singular correspondence. Although the MDS analysis was not 

intended to substantially contribute to the identification of local structure between the 

types, it is clear that the results of the MDS analysis showed major white space betweet 

link 

1 the 

nvo. Furthermore, several other link types were shown to intercede causing a degree of 

overlap benveen clusters identified in the cluster analysis. Based on these results, there is 

good reason to suspect that the perceived relationship benveen the two was based on more 

than one attribute, with a single anribute dominating. This artribute has been identified as 

proof supporting, where proof is intended to indicate direct support for the assessment of 

rhe truth value of the object information. Although both of the elements can be seen as 

possessing attributes common to other clusters at this level of granularity (e-g., Evidence 

with Provenance; Condition with Pre-condition), they were assigned to a common cluster 

(i-e., Proof) on the basis of the strong relationship exhibited in the cluster analysis. 

5.2.1 -4 Provenance 

The Provenance group consists of the Citation and Application link types. The 

aggregate Cluster Analyses results frorn al1 three methods consistently portrayed a. 

moderately strong perceived similarity between these two types. The MDS analysis also 

positioned them in close proximity within the larger Support group. The Provenance 

group was formed based on an interpretation of the primitive elements' function in 

providing support with reference to more general, theoretical or  concepmal information 

that was influential in the genesis of ideas or statements contained in the object 



information. Citation provides the source of these concepts and ideas, and Application 

directly applies a theory or conceptual framework to  the object information. 

Differences were also observed in the scope of the individud link types forming this 

group. Citation, for example, is indeterminate concerning the specific "bit" of inforrnation 

that is being referred to. It is quite likely, as in an orthodox text citation, that the reference 

is to a complece document that generally supports the idea being addressed in the object 

information by a form of indirecr validation (e.g., "Smith and Jones in 'The Importance of 

Link Types' first mentioned this important idean). Application, alternatively, makes direct 

reference to a specific theory that is, or  can be, applied in the object information (e.g., a 

starement about the expanding universe can make direct reference to the Big Bang theory). 

Ordinarily, this theory may be contained in a larger work to which a citation refers. As 

noted in the focus group results, Application is based on a direct reference to a specific 

piece of supporring information, while Citation is indirect, or  non-specific (Le., "one step 

back") in its reference. 

5.2.2 Reason 

The Reason group is comprised of Causarion and Purpose. These w o  link types 

were consistently paired by al1 three clustering methods, although there were differences in 

the higher order clusters formed in subsequent joins. In subsequenr interpretation, based 

on  the results of the MDS analysis, a distinct bifurcation was observed between 

Causation/Purpose and Definition/Explanation with the former aligning itself more ciosely 

to the large cluster comprised of the Background, Evidence, Application, Citation iink 

types. 



With the inconclusive results concerning the position of CausatiodPurpose in 

relation to other eiements, a more subjective interpretation was relied upon. Based on the 

everyday (i.e., dictionary) meaning of the terms involved3, CausatiodPurpose was placed 

together with the other elements in the larger Antecedent group: a cause is prior to an 

event or circurnstance, and a Purpose is stated prior to the pursuit of an outcome. They 

are distinguished from the other link types in the general Antecedent group based on their 

denotation of a specific cause or  motivation exhibited benveen the target and object 

information, Causation does not szrppoe an assertion or  state as much as it provides a 

direct, unconditional dependence of the object information on the target information. 

Likewise, a Purpose proposes motivations that are causes for a course of action that is 

pursued. In this sense, Causation and Purpose are reasons for a state or  occurrence, and 

were formed as a separate, parallel sub-group within Antecedent. 

5.3 Instruction 

The Instruction group is a superior group with no subdivisions, and therefore 

functions as a global group. I t  is comprised of the Usage and Procedure link types. The 

similarity attribute used in the identification of rhis group is one of instruction. Both 

provide a kind of instruction for the purpose of achieving some specific outcorne. Usage, 

in the sense used here, expresses a more general relationship in that not only is instruction 

given for an action, but it can also express the conditions (when), or  environment (where) 

under which the instructions are appropriate. Although alternative labels were offered 

during the focus group interview (e.g., "direction," "implementationn), instruction was 

judged the most comprehensive, and least ambiguous. 

Note that the relationship definitions for each of Causarion and Purpose used the specific terrns 
themseIves, and involved no further articulation. 



The aggregate cluster analysis results, from al1 three methods, showed a consistent 

pairing of these nvo types, and was the third cluster formed in each of the methods. The 

MDS analysis also portrayed the pair as spatially proximare, although close to the large 

Support group. The results from the focüs group analysis also supported the perceived 

sirnilarity benveen these nvo types. 

5.4 Outcome 

As a global group, Outcome was judged useful in capturing the sense of 

"consequent informationn that was indicated by the "preceding-succeeding" conceptual 

dimension identified in the MDS analysis, and that was indicated by the sub-groups' and 

primitives' cîpacity to indicate that the information in the target is somehow based upon 

the objecr information. Furthermore, the term was inrended to indicate that the 

information is also specific in its reference to the object information, and often seeks to 

provide some form of closure. 

Referring to Figure 5.2, we observe the positioning of the referent types toward the 

right-hand side of the Dimension 1 CO-ordinnte axis. Also, there is a distinct migration of 

the types in this group toward positive space on the second Dimension. The aggregate 

cluster analyses also indicated a clustering of the types in this group. Update/Correction 

and WarninglFuture were joined, at a high fusion level, into a larger cluster in both the 

Complete Linkage and Ward's Method results, while Solution joined (at a high fusion 

level) with Update/Correction in the Average Linkage results. 



5.4.1 Attention 

The Arrendon group is a sub-group of Outcome, and is comprised of the Warning 

and Future Iink types. The aggregate cluster analysis results, from ail three methods, 

showed a consistent pairing of these two types, and was the fourth cluster formed by each 

of the methods. The MDS analysis was less clear concerning the integrity of this group, 

showing a significant white space separating the rwo dong  the Dimension 2 CO-ordinate 

The similarity attribute used in the identification of this group is one of signaling, 

or drawing attention to a significant consequence or event to follow. Although there is an 

obvious difference in the severity of consequences involved, both are oriented toward a 

specific result, either following from n particular action (Warning), or  as an indication of n 

result expected at some point in the future (Future). 

5.4.2 Resolution 

Resolution is a sub-group of the superior Outcome group, and was identified as a 

term that could be usefully applied to the underlying primitives based on the sense of 

closure or completion characteristic of the primitives. 

5.4.2.1 Soltition 

Solution, reflecting its solitary position in both the aggregate cluster analysis, and 

MDS solutions, is left as an independent link type within the larger Resolution group. The 

decision to place Solution in the Resolution group was based on a subjective interpretation 

of its possible role in relation to al1 of the other types, and the very weak clustering it 

exhibited with Correction/'üpdate in the Average and Complete Linkage clustering 



solutions. As a form of Resolution, Solution is viewed as the outcome of a stated problem 

that provides closure in the form of an answer. In this way, it completes the object 

information (i.e., the problem), resolving the uncertainty expressed in the posing of the 

problem. 

5.4.2.2 Addendurn 

The Addendum group is comprised of the Correction and Update link types. In the 

aggregate cluster analysis, the CorrectionNpdate cluster was the first forrned by each of the 

three methods. The MDS analysis also shows them as proximate, and separate from other 

types. The results from the focus group interview also suggest a tight coupling of these two 

links. 

Correction and Update each indicate new information that is in some way intended 

to improve upon the condition of the previously given information. In this sense, they are 

both interpreted as a form of Addendum, or addition, to previously given information. 

Updîte indicates recency, and may be viewed as providing new information reported since 

the object information was given. Correction, though it does report new information, is 

more directed in the sense that the new information is not expansive, but strictly 

arneliorative. Both function to resolve limitations of the object information through either 

correction or  augmentation. 

5.5 Abstraction 

Abstraction is a superior group with no subdivisions, and therefore functions as a 

global group. It is comprised of the Summary, Generalization, and Content link types. 



These three types consistently clustered together in each of the three clustering solutions 

The MDS nnalysis also pornays these three types as proximate and distinct from other 

types. 

The similarity anribute mlient to this group is one of synopsis or abstraction as it is 

apparent that each of the three link types represents information that is an abstraction o r  

more general form of the object informarion. Stated differencly, each represents the most 

salient aspects of rhe objecr information. On an intuitive basis, it is also clear that of the 

three types in this group, Generalization is different in degree from both Summary, and 

Content. As indicated in the focus group results, a generalization is more than a surnmary- 

Evrn though it abstracts the important aspects of the object information, it also implicitly 

îpplies these aspects ro a wider range of objects. Whereas a surnmary is specifically related 

to the information which it summarizes, a generalization seeks to implicate, or to cast an 

implied conclusion over a range of objecrs manifesring similar conditions. Generalization 

was not divided into a separate sub-group primarily on the basis of the strength of 

perceived similariry exhibited in the clustering and MDS results. 

5.6 Exposition 

As a globally inclusive term, Exposition was judged useful in capturing the general 

sense of "additional informationn that is important in furthering the interpretation o r  

descriprion of the object information. The term was applied based on its mosr general 

meaning, and was intended to reflect the Iiteral, dictionary sense of ^the action or  process 

of setting forth, declaring, or  describing, eicher in speech or  writing."" 

' Oxford English Dictionary, 2"' Edition (Online). Oxford: Oxford University Press. 



The formation of this group is largely a consequence of the earlier decision to 

include the Causation/Purpose pair in the Antecedent group. Removing Causation/Purpose 

"freed" DefinitionExplanation for inclusion in an alternate superior group. The 

subsequent grouping of Definition/Explanation with Example/lllusrration was done based 

on the significanr cluster formed, in the Complete Linkage solurion, by the joining of 

Definition/Explrination and Example/Illustration. Furthermore, Example/Illustration 

joined with Comparison/AIternate View in the Average Linkage and Ward's Method 

solutions. Thus, the Exposition group was formed based on these secondary cIusrer 

linkages, and the proximity of the referent link types in the MDS solution. 

5.6.1 Perspective 

The Perspective group is comprised of the Comparison and Alternate View link 

types. In the aggregate clusrer analyses the cluster formed by this pair was ried with two 

other clusters as the fikh formed by a11 three methods. The MDS analysis also shows 

Comparison and Alternate View to be proxirnate, and separate from other link types. 

Results from the focus group provided no evidence to suggesr thar this grouping was 

inordinate in any fashion. 

The similarity anribute signified for this group was one of differentiation that 

provides perspective on a view or statement made. In rhis sense, limitatiocs may be 

imposed on the object information by referencing opposing or alternative information on a 

common theme. Whereas an Alternate View requires only thar different and relevant 

information be expressed, Cornparison requires that the differences be addressed 

specifically in pointed opposition, or within a comrnon frame of reference. I t  is rhrough 



the juxtaposition of contrary information that the similarities are made prominent, and 

perspective given. 

5.6.2 Specification 

Specification is a sub-group of the superior Exposition group. A common anribute 

of a11 types in the Specification group is one of elucidation, or the ability to  make more 

specific by adding detail, either by providing parameters, further information, or specific 

cases. This group was assembled based on the significant cluster formed in the Complete 

Linkage solution, and compensates for the repositioning of the Causation/Purpose cluster 

into the Antecedent group. The MDS analysis also places Definition/Explanation and 

ExampIe/Illustration in the same proximity. 

5.6.2.1 Clarification 

The Clarification group consists of the Definition, Explanation, and Comment link 

types. Explanation and Definition involve the clarification of a concept in, or the rneaning 

of, the object information. Dcfinition clarifies by limiting the scope of the term or concept 

being defined, while explanation clarifies by delineating the possibilities of meaning of the 

object information toward making it more intelligible. 

The positioning of Comment in this group is problematic. The proper 

interpretation of the results from both the aggregate cluster analyses and the MDS analyses 

concerning Comment is unclear. Although some consistency was shown in the pairing of 

Comment with Continuation, the problem of Comment's correct placement was 

exacerbated by the removal of Continuation from the taxonomf. 

'Set: footnote 1. 



The resulting placement of Comment with Definition and Explmation in the 

Clarification group was somewhat arbitrary, but the most inmitively appealing of the 

options available. A comment may be used to clarify by adding relevant, but non-essential 

information. Like Explanarion, a Comment can clarify by delineating possibilities o r  add 

expository information that enhances understanding. As notcd in the Focus Group 

interview, Comment was perceived as "optional" and non-specific. O n  this basis, it was 

inconsistent with the specific information usually included in examples and illusrrations 

5.6.2.2 Instantiation 

The Instantiation group is comprised of the Example and Illusrration link types. 

This pair consistently clustered together across a11 three clustering methods, appearing as 

the  fifth cluster formed (tied) in each of the three aggregate solutions. The MDS results 

weakly confirmed this clustering, revealing some white space along the Dimension 1 co- 

ordinate axis. 

The similarity anribute identified for the Instantiation group was one of 

instsnriation of a concept or idea in the object information that specifies important aspects 

of the object information in descriptive manner. Viewed in this way, an example is 

conceived of as a specific representation of a more general concept, group, o r  type. In a 

Iike manner, an illustration (graphical representation) depicts significant artributes of a 

more general case (i-e., exemplifies) in a visual manner. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Conchsions 

6. i Introduction 

The goal of this smdy wns to empirically develop a taxonorny of functional link 

types that could be employed by both authors, in the creation of hypenexts, and by 

readers, in their use of a hypertext A taxonomy was developed that provides a breadth of 

choice in the variety of link types made available, and which distinguishes the basic 

ontological relationships between the types. Furthermore, the taxonomy was shown to be 

n valid representation of the relationships between the link types, as identified by users of 

hypertext who served as participants in this study. 

In this concluding chapter, the major outcomes of the snidy are summarized. We 

do so by highlighting these outcomes in terms of the overall research goal and sub-goals 

that were described in Chapter 2. We also review the theoretical basis for the significance 

and potential of link typing in hypertext. In light of the outcornes and the asserted 

theoretical significance of link typing, a nurnber of issues are raised that have implications 

for hypertext designers and researchers. A short reflection on the research procedures and 

techniques used in this snidy is also given, and their adequacy assessed. Finally, a number 

of recommendations are made for future research. 



6.2 Higbligbts of the Study 

The overall goal of this study was to create a taxonomy of hnctional link types that 

included an array of individual types that were expressive of a reasonably comprehensive 

set of information relationships. A sub-goal of the study was that the taxonomy be 

empirically derived by involving acmal hypertext users who were asked to  rank the types 

according to rheir perceived usefulness, and to assess the types in terms of the similarities 

between them. Furthermore, the study sought to elicit from participants appropriate and 

unambiguous labels for each of the individual link types a t  al1 levels in the hierarchy. A 

second sub-goal of the study was to arrange the taxonorny hierarchically to  provide a 

variety of link rypes applicable at different levels of granularity. The  review of various link 

typologies, and the analysis of the data collected from the participants in the study reveals 

the following noteworthy outcornes in relation to these goals. 

(1) The taxonomy created includes a tractable number of primitive link types that express 

3. comprehensive set of information relationships. The taxonomy was based on a 

selection of elements f r ~ m  several existing typologies that were judged representative 

of basic discursive relarionships. The final raxonomy rhus describes a rich set of link 

types that describe a variety of functional relationships. 

(2) The preliminary studies carried out  using the sorting task indicated that the cognitive 

effort required to deal with a large number (Le., fifty-four) of link types was excessive. 

We can conjecture from this that the set of twenty-six link types eventually used as 

primitives in the taxonomy represents an optimal balance between ease of use and 

comprehensiveness. 



(3) Users participating in the study were able ro group the rwenty-six primitives into a 

smoller number of superior categories. The resuln of the cluster analyses carried out 

show that the optimal number of these higher level groups is in the nine to twelve 

cluster range. Similar to the findings of Chaffin and Herrnann (1984, 1987) this 

indicates thît  participants were able to discriminate between the various link types on 

the basis of underlying attributes. This nurnber of optimal clusters (i.e., 9-12) further 

indicates thî t  the initial set of primitives represented a diverse cross-section of 

information relationships. 

(4) Users who were asked to participate in the study identified a ranked subset of link types 

that they judged potentially most useful. The top rwelve of these were, in order: Pre- 

requisite, Summary, Background, Explanarion, Illustration, Update, Example' 

Procedure, Theory, Purpose, Evidence, and Correction. Furchermore, these rwelve link 

types are disrribured throughout the taxonorny, indicating a balance in the perceived 

usefulness across al1 major groupings. 

(5 )  Some difference was shown in the link types that were selected as most useful by the 

nvo grorips of participants in the snidy. Engineers showed a greater preference for the 

Instruction link types (i.e., Usage and Procedure) when compared to the Information 

Studies participants, who showed a preference for Exposition types (e.g., Illustration, 

Example, Explanation, Definition). Selections across other general link types were 

similar. 



(6) The cluster analyses and multidimensional scaling results produced a hierarchy of the 

Iink types, and provided a basis on which to identify a smaller number of superior 

types. Since the hierarchy was developed based on an analysis of data from 

participants, it reflects basic informational relationships perceived by individuals. 

Hence, the more general types directly reflect the underlying similarity perceived 

benveen the more specific rypes of which ir is comprised. A multi-ievel arrangement of 

this kind provides different levels of granularity at which iink types may be used in a 

hypertext, and provides various levels at  which to engage the taxonomy depending on 

the cornplexity of the hypertext, or on the expertise and motivation of the user (i.e., 

borh authors and readers). 

(7) Two high-Ievel conceptual dimensions were identified that individuals may use in 

discrirninating between basic information relationships: Ceneral - Specific; and, 

hntecedent - Consequent. High-level attributes such as these are potentially useful in 

sstablishing a correspondence benveen the semantic and physical dimensions of 

information spnce, thus providing a way to achieve a 'tiphter coupling' between the link 

os a physical access mechanism, and in its role in representing the underlying 

information structure. 

(8) Ir was revealed that participants were unable to provide succinct labels that expressed 

the higher level attributes characteristic of the clusters formed. A number of 'themes' 

were discovered that were useful in aiding the researcher to apply labels to these 

clusters. The assigned labels provide a basis for the development of a more empirically 

grounded labeling convention. 



The research carries forward the important work of other scholars on the subject of 

link tvping. Several link typologies were relied upon in accumularing the working set of 

link types used in the course of this research. Table 6.1 outlines the contributions made by 

rhese scholars, and the additional contribution made in this research. 

Table 6.  1 - Contributions Made by Various Studies on Link Typing 

Empincal 
Validation of 
Link Types 

I 1 1 I 

1 i I I 

Kopak (2000) 1 

Testing of 
Link Type 
Use 
4 Trigg (1983) 

Parunak (1 99 1) 
I 1 1 

Development 
of a 

Taxonomy 

I 
Baron (1994) 1 1 

6. 3 Stimmary of Theorefical Assumptions 

Derivation 
of a 

TY PO~OW 

J 1 

The prrsent smdy is based on the assertion that a comprehensive and grounded set 

of link types will add a significant functionality to hypertext by enabling navigation 

rhrough the semanric space of a hypertext, and circumventing problems associated with a 

cornplere dependence on metzphors derived from navigation of physical space. 

ùnplementation 
of Typology 

4 

The published research lirerature on smdies of iink typing and its effects on 

hypertext use is spnrse. This has necessitared, in part, a more theoretical approach to be 

taken in this smdy. This approach argues that in electronic information environrnents 

physical navigation metaphors are limited in their ability to adequately support users' 

movernent through what is othenuise a semantic, not a physical space, and suggests that 



meaningful progress will be made in solving users' navigational "problerns" only when 

proper account is taken of the role that information itself plays in providing cues in aid of 

this navigation. 

Aspects of the pioneering work of van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) were also used, and 

an mempt was made to apply their views on the role of "global cohesion" in discourse 

comprehension to the notion of movement through semantic space. It is suggested that 

link ryping can be usehlly employed in anaining cohesion in network models of 

information like hypertext. This view was supported by Thuring et al. (1991, 1995) who 

applied the concept of cohesion in the development of working hypertext application. 

I t  was Çurther asserted that link typing provides a criterion to the user for the 

inrerpretation of the information in the target node, thereby affording coherence in the 

hypcrtext. This was viewed as providing the user with an appropriate "point of arrival," as 

described by Landow (1 991, 1997). Additionally, link typing was viewed as providing a 

simple 'look ahead' capability that will allow users to make a more informed decision about 

choosing whether or  not  to follow the link. I t  is asserted thar this will provide an 

appropriate "point of departure" for users, as also described by Landow. 

The initial set of link types used in building the taxonomy were selected from 

extant typologies that contained type elemenrs matching the functional requirement central 

to this research. Trigg's (1983) link types, for example, were based on the discursive 

attributes of scholarly work, where each part of the "work serves a different function" (p. 

39) in the communication of information to the reader. Parunak (1991), basing his link 

typing scheme o n  the relation of propositions, described various relationships that can exist 



benveen information on the basis of logical connection, implication, and correspondence. 

Baron's (1994) link rypology, provided several additional pragmatic and rhetorical link 

types thnt describe hinctional relations in terms of specific outcornes and ascribed learning 

goals. The final taxonomy, based on the contributions of these researchers, thus describes 

a fairly rich set of link types thac describe a variery of functional relationships. 

6. 1 Methodological Contribution 

The methodological approach adopted in this smdy, including the procedures and 

analytical techniques employed, was successful and is recommended for use in future 

sa~dies of this kind. The card sorting task proved an efficient and effective data collection 

technique. A future enhancement would include the use of the related "clumping" 

technique that allows participants to place a link type relationship in more chan one group. 

The advantage of this technique lies in its ability to provide finer grained distinctions in the 

clustering solutions, and possibly ameliorate some of the ambiguities present using the 

single-sort procedure (e.g., the secondary correlations present between several of the 

clusters). 

The cluster analysis and multidimensional scaling methods proved a very useful and 

flexible tandem for the analysis of the similarity data provided by the card sorting task. 

Together, they were effective in establishing the hierarchical scheme of the taxonomy by 

providing both ri bottom-up (local) solution, and a top-down (global) solution. The visual 

display of the data in both the cluster analysis and MDS solutions provided a level of 

interaction with the data that enhanced the researcher's ability to apply the judgement and 

interpretation necessary in a formative study of this type. This combination of techniques 



afforded the rigour of an objective, algorithm based approach, while at  the same rime 

allowing the flexibiliv to avoid ourcomes that lacked substantive validity. 

The focus group interviews were also useful, and provided insighr into the different 

attributes that participants used in comparing the link types. The focus group results also 

provided a means to validate the results of the clustering outcomes by allowing participants 

to directly examine these outcomes, and comment on the adequacy of these outcomes. 

6.5 Implications for Hypertext Design and Functionality 

The taxonomy presented in this research is not system specific, and could be 

ndopted by any existing hypertext systems that provide a link typing facility. At this point, 

it is worth considering in a general way how the link types might be implemented. 

First, it is evident that for readers, the link types should be represented in some 

obvious fahion that distinguishes them from other kinds of links (e.g., untyped links, 

organization links, etc.). As Carlson and Kacmar (1 999) suggest, "non-standard linkages 

should employ a distinct link marker style to clearly communicate to the user that such a 

link, when activated, is going to perform a non-standard navigation activity" (p. 396). It 

seems clear that in the early stages of use of such non-standard elements as functionally 

typed links that they be clearly differentiated from more "standard" links. Carlson and 

Kacmar suggest colour coding as one way of signaling specific kinds of links that could be 

adopred for this purpose. The advanrage of visually signaling the presence of particular 

kinds of links, including typed links, in this fashion is the ease with which users can identify 

these links while scanning for the purpose of either locating a typed link, or for the 



purpose of avoiding typed links if they are not relevant to the current task. For readers, as 

well, the link type labels should be clearly represented. One possible alternative that avoids 

the problem of increasing screen cluner is the use of roll-over captioning where typed links 

could be identified first according to colour coding, and then rolled-over to produce the 

link type label. 

For authors, a procedure for easily and efficiently creating typed links within a 

hypertesr is also important. It is clear from the results of the ranking task performed by 

the pcirticipanrs that not al1 users will be interested in al1 link types al1 of the time. For 

example, Engineers showed a slight preference for Instruction links, while Information 

Studies participants slightly favoured the Expository links. This is likely due to the 

differing purposes individuals bring to the creation of hypertext, and also reflects the 

effecrs of particular genres char individuals typically work within (Ellis & Haugan, 1993; 

Ellis, Cox, & HalI, 1997), e.g., Engineers may work with information that is more 

procedurally oriented, o r  are required to compose more technically oriented documents 

thac make certain of the link types more often used. Thus, an authoring system should 

make accessible the full range of link types within the taxonomy. Idealiy, the authoring 

system would make the taxonomy configurable to suit individual requirements so that 

authors could choose a subset of frequently used types, o r  choose a particular level of link 

type, i.e., to iist only the higher level link types. The link types could be presented, for 

example, via some easily accessible tool such a functional list box that enabIes a simple 

choice to be made from the list of link types. The Iink type could be implemented directly 

by identifying the anchors and choosing the appropriate link type from the candidate list. 



Ir is clear, as well, that some capacity must exist to provide the fuller link type 

relîtionship definitions, where appropriate, possibly with examples. This is especially 

important for novice authors and readers who may need more guidance in the use of 

unfamiliar cues such as link types, and "where added detail may help users derermine the 

correspondence benueen the information accessed by the link and that defined by [the 

source]" (Khan Sc Locatis, 1997, p. 1252). 

Both authors and readers of hypertext would benefit from training in the use of 

these link types. A study by Baron, Brown, and Chignell (1996), for examplr, found a 

difference in the kinds of link types preferred by authors in rhe creation of hypertexts, and 

readers in their use of hgpertext. This gives some evidence that the effective use of link 

types mîy require a more fundamental training that is concerned with establishing 

conventions for use, and forms of hypertext writing thac go beyond the application of types 

in a simple post hoc fashion. Bieber et al. (1997) suggest, though, that the investment can 

be w-orthwhile, and that in the use of hypertext, readers ofren make do with existing 

functionaliy without adopting new forms because they are not shown the value in, or 

techniques for, using better tools. Training viewed this way would require, for example, 

instruction in a form of hyperrexr syntax that provides authors and readers with a way of 

strucmring node relarionships, and applying and inrerpreting link types to maximize the 

cohesive aspect of the relationship. 

The use of link types in automated indexing applications is also important to 

consider, although problemaric in the context of lunctional link ryping where links are 

often purely relational, rather than semantic. Allan (1996) has identified a number of link 



type relationships that he suggesrs can be determined automatically. A number of these 

types are equivalent t o  the functional types in this taxonomy. Pattern-matching, for 

rxample, cou!d be used to idenrify link types through simple identification, e-g., from 

individual words to 'definitions' contained in a dictionary. Pattern matching could also 

be used to identify link relationships that typicaIly appear in document mark-up (e.g., 

'Citation'). Allan also suggests that automatic identification of link types can be achieved 

by simplifying the physical connection benveen rwo documents (i.e., the number and 

distribution of actual links) to a prototypical meta-link structure. For example, if the 

proportion of sernantically unlinked text is substantially higher in one node compared to 

another then a 'summary' link type is attributed to the relationship in the direction away 

from the node with the higher proportion of unlinked text. That is, the higher densiry 

node is judged to be a summary of the node with iess semantic link density. Allan 

demonstrates that this can also be done for, among others, a 'Cornparison' link type. 

Green (1999) proposes the use of lexical chaining' to automatically discover 

"cohesiv~" text units between documents. Although he makes no anempt to relate the 

discovery of cohesive text to  the typing of the relationship benveen the nvo texts, he does 

suggest that a pursuit of this is a valuable avenue of future research. 

Cleary and Bareiss (1996) review a variety of approaches to  sernantic and lexically 

based automatic link creation, and conclude that they are currently limited by virtuc of 

' h lexical chain is a set of semantically related words. For example, in a text the words 'dog' and 
'canine' will rippear in a chain together since a dog is a kind of canine. The lexical chains in a text 
are posited to delineate those pans of the tem chat are 'about' the same thing. Currently, the synsets 
(synonym sets) from Wordnet are frequently used for lexical chaining, although any resource 
monstrating the rneaning relationships between words is usable. See aIso Morris & Hirst, 1991. 



their inability to identify important concepmal and rhetorical relationships that cannot be 

determined on the basis of word similarity. They propose a semi-automated system of link 

creation that identifies a number of link relationships that are ryped according to a set of 

eight generic questions referred to as "conversation associative categories," many of which 

are simiIar to those proposed in the current taxonomy ( e.g., Specifics - "What are rhe 

derails of this situation o r  an example of it?;  Aiternatives - "What other approaches exist, 

or what did orher experts sayln; Causes - "How did this situation develop?; Results - 

"Whar is the outcorne of this situationw) (1996, p. 32). Their approach is semi-automated 

in the sense that human indexers are required to produce "just enoughn representations of 

various relationships to provide templates for an automated linker. They also recognize 

that different systerns are required for novice and expert authors, and propose two that 

offer varying trade-offs benveen ease of learning and use, and compiexity of 

representation. 

Although the significance of automated linking and typing is important, ir is 

difficuit to propose a solution that would be appropriate for the application of the full 

range of Iink types in the proposed taxonorny. The large majority of link types included in 

the trixonorny proposed in this study are what Ailan (1996) refers to as "manual links. . . 
which we are currently unable to locate withour human intervenrion" (p. 43). 

Aside from the issue of automatic link typing, it is also important to consider t h x  

link types may be used in automatically assembling a hypertext based on the type attribute. 

Sofnvare agents could assemble a hypertext based on a target criteria identified by an 

individual user. For example, the user might only want to see information related to a 



number of topics that summarizes the information in nodes (e-g., documents) concerning 

those topics. Or, a user may only want to be notified if a current text is 'updated.' 

One neur technology that does have immediate and significant application for the 

link rype taxonorny is the Extensible Markup Language (XML). Web based hypertext 

applications concinue to increrise in popularity, and are likely to be the dominant form of 

hypertext created and used. Current undertakings by rhe World Wide Web Consortium 

(W3C)  are aimed a t  developing specifications to enable even greater functionality for 

hypertext use on the Web (DeRose, 1999). Of these specifications, that for the XML 

Linking Language (XLink) is significant. A current limitation of HTML based hypertext is 

the lack of any standard means to link to an externa1 resource except by referencing the 

entire node. This is a serious shoncoming given that more specific text units within a node 

are the likely referents for the fine-grained linking that the use of link typing suggests. 

XLink provides two specifications, XPath and Xpointer, that enable fine-grained anchors 

to be estabiished between specific parts of linked nodes, thus further enabling "precise 

annotation and Iink attachment" (DeRose, 1999, n.p.). 

Perhaps the greatest potential offered by XLink for link typing lies in the link 

semantics employed. XLink not only aIlows finer-grained connections between text units, 

but also provides for descriptions of the links themselves via roles and tirles. It is 

understood that links provide conceptual relationships between information objects that 

have some significance to the author, and potential importance to the reader. Roles allow 

authors to identify the relationship berween the objects for machine interpretation and use 

(e.g., filtering). Titles enable additional descriptive information that is intended for human 

users, and are appropriate for the application of link type labels. The ability to connect 



specific elernents within an XML document, and to assign a descriptive label to  the 

relationship benveen the elements offers signifiant potential for the use of the proposed 

link rype taxonomy. 

Although not stated as an initial research goal, the evidence for perceptual 

dimensions underlying the participants' judgements of link reiationships, as indicated by 

the rnultidirnensional scaling analysis, is also potentially useful. This may, for example, 

indiate char users are cognizant of direction while moving through information space, e-g., 

"brick" for antecedent information, "forward" for consequent information, o r  "down" for 

more detailed information, and "up" for more general information. These distinctions may 

be useful in establishing a link benveen the semantic and physical dimensions of 

information space, thus providing grounds on which to achieve the 'tighter coupling' 

benveen the physical access devices and the underlying information structure that Dillon 

and Vaughan (1597) refer ro. The sense of direction indicated by these conceptual 

dimensions has obvious relevance, for example, to interface design and navigation through 

Vi rtual Real i ty spaces. 

6.6 Fut rire Research 

One obvious course for future research will be to develop an adequate set of labels 

for the link types in the taxonomy. If the purpose of ryping is to facilitate coherence 

within the content of a hypertext, then it is essential that the labels adequately represent 

the type's intention. Though srated as a research sub-goal, the outcomes for the labeling 

rask in the focus group study were not wholly successfu1, especially concerning the more 

general types. Ir is unclear whether this was a result of the locus group technique, o r  



indicated a more general inability of participants to articulate the higher order relationships 

established by the grouping of the primitives. At the level of the primitives, the focus 

group results did indicate that participants were generally satisfied with the exisdng labels. 

Any future study should seek to confirm both labels for the primitives, and more 

importantly, labels for the higher level types. 

Further specification of the relationships between types within the higher order 

groups is also an important issue requiring further smdy. Ir is clear from an examination of 

the individual primitives within a single group of the taxonomy, chat there are scope 

differences. For example, Citation is a fairly general term within the Support group, and 

can represent a wide range of possible supporting information. A citation to  a supporring 

target document could contain, for instance, a theory that was thought relevant to the 

source information. Yet, as represented in the taxonorny, it is at a level equal to Theory. A 

similar case could be made for Citation and Evidence, or Condition. One possibLe 

alternative in a future study would be to have participants r m k  link types within a group 

according to their relative comprehensiveness. 

Attention might also be given to expanding the taxonomy by including reciprocal 

types. Several of the types, for exarnple, are implicitly bi-directional. Generalization, 

Solution, and Causation are obvious candidates. Generalization implies a corresponding 

specification. Solution implies a problern. And, Causarion, o r  cause, implies an effect. It 

would be an interesting exercise to see how these reciprocal types would be grouped by 

participants in a card sorting task, and may indicate another dimension by which 

participants evaluate the similarity between the types. 



Esciting possibilities for future research lie in applying the taxonomy to an actud 

corpus. For, it is only by applying the link types to 3n actual hypertext that the true value 

of the taxonomy can be assessed. It is also the only way we can truly assess the relevance 

of these link types in facilitating coherenr representarions of hypertext content. It is clear 

that the conditions for a smdy of the link types in use musr meer certain criteria, Evidence 

of this was given in the review of existing link type studies. First, the corpus must be 

diverse enough to prove engaging for a wide range of users. The corpus must also be 

diverse enough to provide significant opportuniries for the link types in rhe raxonomy to be 

effecrively implemented. For example, many of the link types are most relevant to 

expository text (e.g., Evidence, Theory, Comparison, Alternate View), and are more 

suitable to text ernbodying a point of view o r  line of argument. Furthermore, the tasks in 

which the participants are engaged must be meaningful to thern. This could be 

accomplished by integrating the use of the link types into an activity that has real world 

significance for the participants, e-g., a chss  project. 

Lastly, and perhaps most imporrantly, the task activity must take place over a space 

of rime chat is adequate for participants to  absorb the meanings implied by the link types, 

and to become prof cient in their use. As Baron (1994) suggests, in consequence of her 

research into lin k typing, " [ f J  uture smdies should explore how people's navigational 

strxegies change when there are no tirne iimits and as they become more familiar with 

both the sysrem fcatures and the content of the document" (p. 135). 

Perhaps the real importance of this taxonomy is the role it might play in the study 

of genre development in hyperrext. This is especially cogent to the development of genre 

in large, distributed systems like the Web. The taxonomy, as it presently exists, reflects a 



certain bias toward traditional, linear text representation. This is so because it is the form 

we are most familiar with. Hence, it is possible that it rnay only be useful in conditions 

where the hypertext is derivative of a more linear, sequential form (e.g., representing a 

research article in hypertext form). Nevertheless, onIy by studying its use will we have a 

measure of its inadequacies, and its inadequacies may point to the new ways in which users 

rry ro comprehend, and construct coherent representations within a hypertext 

environment. 
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Appendices 



APPENDIX 1 - Example Cards Used in Sorting Procedure - Preliminary Study 1 

Node A contains the solution to a problem posed in 
Node B. 

Node A restates the most important aspects of the 
information in Node B in less detail. 

Node A provides a different view of the information 
contained in Node B. 



APPENDK 2 - Original Instructions for Card Sorting Task 

Instructions 

In front of you are 54 cards, each containing a sentence or two that describe 
different kinds of relationships that might exist berween two pieces of information (or 
rzodes of information). These nodes could consist of single words, sentences, paragraphs, 
whole documents, or even graphical images. Each card contains one relationship. 

Whnt 1 would like you to do is examine the cards and sort them into a number of 
piles. Make a separate pile for each set of w o  (or more) cards that you think exhibit the 
same relationship between the information in each of the nodes. ~Make one, separare, pile 
for al1 those cards with relationships you cmnot  match with thar on another card (the 
unique relationship pile). 

Be aware that nvo descriptions thar might be considered the same may use 
different words in each of the descriptions. Base your judgement on what you consider to 
be the underlying relationship described. 

There is no "correctn number of piles ro be made. Ir may be, for example, that you 
will find that none or  few of the descriptions match, and that you place almost al1 cards in 
the unique relationships pile. 

I've also provided a blank sheet of paper and a pencil. If you have difficulry 
mnking a choice, please feel free to jot down a note describing why you found the choice 
difficult, and how or why you made your decision. Prinr the card nurnbers of the 
descriptions involved next to your note. 

If you find that a description is difficuit to understand, o r  is ambiguous in a way 
thnt keeps you from making a judgement, print the card number on the note sheet with 
"Cm't Judge (Cj)" next to it. 

While working your way through the cards you might find it easier to lay rhem out 
in front of you. As you rnake your decisions, remove them to the appropriate pile. 

Work through the cards quickly, creating piles for the matches you find most 
obvious first. It is important that you examine al1 of the cards. 

When finished, please leave the cards in the piles you have created. 



.4ppendix 3 - Poster Advertising Research 

Research Project on 
Hypertext 

Participate in interesting research and receive 

As part of my dissertation research a t  the Faculty of Information Studies 1 am 
conducting a smdy of link typing in hypertext. 

1 am currently looking for interested Engineering students who would be willing to 
participate in the study. 

Involvement is limited to a session lasting about 1.5 hours. During the session you 
wili be asked to divide a set of index cards with definitions on them into groups based on 
sirnilarity. You will also be asked to rank order a list of definitions. 

Since a successful outcome requires participants to interpret slight differences in 
meaning benveen definitions, good English language reading ski11 is very important. 

If you are interested in participating, please e-mai1 Rick at: 



Appendix 4 - Participation Consent Form 

CONSENT FORM 

Please sign below if you agree with al1 of the following statements: 

I have Çreeiy volunteered to participate in this study. 

I have been informed in advance about the nature of the study, what my tasks would be 
and what procedures will be followed. 

1 have been given the opportunity to ask questions and have had my questions answered to 
rny satisfaction. 

I understand that the information chat 1 provide will be treated confidentiaily and that my 
identity will not be revealed in the reporting of the study results. 

i am aware that I have the right to withdraw consent and discontinue participation at any 
rime. 

Signature: Date: 

Prin ted Name: 



Appendix 5 - Facsimile of Cards Used in Sorting Procedure - Main Study 

Contains a solution to a problem 
posed in 

describes the purpose of 

+ 

Corrects errors in 

w 



Appendix 5 (coat'd) - Backside of Cards 

A contains a solution to a problem posed in B . 

A contains information that describes the purpose of the 
information in B . 

28 

A contains information that corrects 
B .  

the information given in 



Appendix 6 - Link Type Ranking List 

1s compared to A contains information largely 
different to that in B, but with 
some important similariries. 

Describes a place or location 
relevant ro 

Contains a theory that is 
applied in 

A contains a description of the 
place or location where 
information in B applies. 

A contains theoretical information 
that is applied in B. 

A condition that insures the 
truth of 

A contains informatior; that insurei 
the truth of information or 
outcome in B. 

I 

Describes the manner or 
style in which an event or 
state came about in 

Provides background for 

A contains information that 
describes the manner or style in 
which an event or state in B came 
about. 

A provides background for the 
information in B. 

Contains the premises of an 
argument whose conclusions 
are in 

A contains the premises of an 
argument whose conclusions are 
contained in B. 

Provides the procedure for 
an action 

A provides procedural information 
for an action described in B. 

Makes a generalization 
about 

A contains a generalization about 
information found in B. 

De fines or otherwise 
restricts meaning of 

A defines or otherwise restricts the 
meaning of information in B. 



Check 
if 

Useful 
Rank 

Warns of undesirable 
consequences 

Summarizes 

Provides an example of 

Provides evidence for 

- - -  

Explains 

gives additional information 
about 

- - -  - 

Narnes what is contained 

Updates or  makes more 
current 

Must be known before to 
ensure understanding or use 

Describes the cause of 

A warns of undesirable 
consequences following from a 
condition in B. 

A summarizes the more detailed 
information in B. 

A provides an example of a more 
abstract Çorm referred to in B. 

A provides information that 
supports or substantiates 
statements made in B. 

A gives and explanation of 
information in B. 

A gives additional information 
about a word or phrase in B that 
does not restrict its meaning. 

A contains a word or phrase rhat 
indicates what information is 
contained in B. 

A contains new information that 
makes the information in B more 
current. 

A provides information which 
must be known or perforrned 
before use can be made of the 
information in B. 

A contains information that 
describes the cause of a state or 
condition in B. 



Siplificd Definition 

Contains an alternate view 
ro that expressed in 

Provides an alert to 
forthcorning work in 

Identifies as the s i r c e  of 
concepts and ideas 

Indicates where, when, o r  
how to invoke an action 
stated in 

Continues the train of 
thought advanced in 

- -- 

Describes a subclass of a 
more generaI class 

Provides a graphical 
representation of 

Contains a solution to a 
problem posed in 

-- 

describes the purpose of 

Corrects errors in 

A provides an alternate view of thc 
information contained in B. 

A indicates forthcoming 
information that w'lll be found in 
B. 

A names or describes as a source 0% 

concepts and ideas (cires) the 
information in B. 

A provides information indicating 
rvhere, when o r  how an action in E 
is invoked. 

A contains information that 
idvances the train of thought in B. 

A describes a subclass of a more 
general class described in B. 

4 provides a graphical 
representation of information 
zontained in B. 

9 contains a solution to a problem 
posed in B. 

9 contaik information that 
describes the purpose of the 
nforrnation in B. 

9 conrains information that 
:orrects the information given in 
3. 



Appendix 7 - Background Questionnaire 

Background Questionnaire 

1. Sox: 

O Male 

2. Age: 

0 1 8 - 2 4  
0 25-34 
O 3 s - 4 4  
O 4 5 - 5 4  
0 5 5 - 6 4  
0 65 o r  above 
O Skip this question 

3. Which acadernic department are you currently enrolled in (e.g. Engineering)? 

4. How often do you use hypertext documents (e.g. encyclopedias on CD-ROM)? 

5. Whrit type of hypertext documents do you ordinarily use (Check as many as apply)? 

0 Encyclopaedias 
O Reference Books (e.g. alrnanacs) 
O Bibliographic utilities 
O Adventure garnes 
O Stories 
O Specinl purpose (e-g. Incorne Tax) 
O Other (please specify): 



6. On average, approximately how many hours in a week do  you spend on the Web? 

Q Never use the Web 
O 1 hour 
O 2 - 5 hours 
O 6 -  10 hours 
O 11 - 20 hours 
O More than 20 hours 

7. Ordinîrily, what kind of websites do you visit (check as many as apply)? 

People's homepages 
Course material sites 
Shopping sites (e.g. mail order) 
Consumer product sites (e.g. Ford Motor Company) 
Computer related sites 
Newspapers 
Magazines 
Academic journals 
University/College sites 
Research project sites 



Appendix 8 - Outline Script for Focus Group 

1. WeIcome and Introductions. 

2. General Explanation of tasks and completion of Consent forms (participation and 
audiotape) 

3. Instructions. 

i )  In front of you are eight forms. On each form is a set of link types that each 
describe a specific relationship benveen two pieces of information. The number of 
link types varies on each form. Those link types occurring in each set were judged 
by a large number of participants to  be very similar in terms of the type of 
information relationship that is characterized in each. What 1 would like you to do 
is examine the link types in each set and suggest a name or label that you think 
captures the significant relationship that is common to the members of each set. 
For example, on form 1 is a set of two link type relationships: 

A contains information largely different to that in B, but with some 
important similarities. (Comparison) 

A provides an alternate view of the information contained in B. 
(Alternate View). 

You might note that each refers to a relationship that denotes the presentation of 
different, but related, information. Thus, a label rhat describes this particuiar set of 
nvo fink type relationships might be "Different View." 

Alternatively, you might feel that one of the link type names associated a specific 
relationship in a set best describes the common relationship expressed by al1 the 
relationships in the set (e.g., in the above exarnple, you may feel Alternate View 
best captures the underlying reiationship). If this is the case, you can suggest this 
name as the label for the set. If you do so, please also suggest a new name for the 
relationship. 

i i )  On each form is an 'Comment' area where you can make notes. Please feel free 
to use this area to record any observations, remarks, or difficulties you have in 
deciding on a label for the set. You might, for example, describe what you see as 
the cornmon element in the relationships and how this determined the label that 
you suggesc for the set. 

Please try to complete each of the eight forms within a half hour. 



4. Discussion - Co around the table and ask each participant what label they suggested for 
Ser 1. Use flip chart at front of room to record labels as you go around table. 
Repezir for  each set. 

5. Break afrer 45 minutes. 

6.  Resume for another hour. Average 15 minutes for each set. 

8 .  Paymenr of honorarium and completion of receipts. 



Appendix 9 - Focus Group Sets (With instructions for written task) 

Set 1 - 

Below are 2 statements chat each express a specific relationship between w o  pieces of 
information (X and Y). 

What 1 would like you to do is compare each of the 2 relacionships, and suggest a label (a 
name) chat you think captures the more general relationship underlying both of the 
individual relationships. 

A space into which you can write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any comments or observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. Please use the back of this sheet if you need extra 
space to record your comments. 

* X is compared to Y. (Cornparison) 

X contains an alternate view to that expressed in Y. (Alternate View) 

La bel : 

Comments: 



Set 2 

Below are 3 statements that each express a specific relationship beween nvo pieces of 
information. 

What 1 would like you to do  is compare each of the 3 relationships to the others, and 
suggest a label (a name) that you think captures the more general relationship underlying 
a11 3 of the individual relationships. 

A space into which you can write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any comments or  observations you map have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. Please use the back of this sheet if you need extra 
s p x e  to record your comments. 

a X narnes what is contained in Y. (Content) 

X Sumrnarizes Y. (Summary) 

X makes a generalizacion about Y. (Generalization) 

La bel: 

Comments: 



Below are 5 statements that each express a specific relarionship between two pieces of 
information. 

What 1 would like you to do is compare each of the 5 relationships to the others, and 
suggest a label (a name) that you think captures the more general relationship underlying 
a11 5 of the individual relationships. 

A s p x e  into which you can write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any cornrnents or observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. PIease use the back of this sheet i f  you need extra 
space to record your somments. 

X provides evidence for Y. (Evidence) 

X ensures the truth of Y. (Condition) 

X describes the cause of Y. (Causarion) 

X provides background for Y. (Background) 

X describes the purpose of Y. (Purpose) 

Label: 

Comments : 



Set 4 - 

Below are 2 statements that each express a specific relationship beween two pieces of 
information. 

What 1 would like you to do  is compare each of the 2 relationships to the other, and 
suggest a label (a name) that you think captures the more general relationship underlying 
both of the individual relationships. 

A space into which you can write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any comments o r  observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. PIease use the back of this sheet if you need extra 
space to record your comments. 

X updates o r  makes Y more current. (Update) 

X corrects errors in Y. (Correction) 

Label: 

Comments: 



Set 5 - 

Below are 3 statements that each express a specific relationship between two pieces of 
information. 

What I would like you to do is compare each of the 3 relationships to the others, and 
suggest a label (a name) rhat you rhink captures the more general relationship underlying 
al1 3 of the individu1 relationships. 

A spnce into which you can write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any commencs or observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. Please use the back of this sheet if you need extra 
space to record your comments. 

+ X contains the premises of an argument whose conclusions are in Y. (Argument) 

+ X conmins a theory that is appIied in Y. (Application) 

X identifies the source of concepts and ideas in Y. (Citation) 

La bel : 

Commen ts: 



Set 6 

Beiow are 3 statements that each express a specific relationship benveen rwo pieces of 
information. 

What 1 would like you to do is compare each of the 3 relationships to the others, and 
suggest a label (a narne) that you think captures the more general relationship underlying 
al1 3 of the individual relationships. 

A space into which you can write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any comments or observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. Please use the back of this sheet if you need extra 
space to record your comments. 

a X must be known beforehand to ensure the understanding of Y. 
(Pre-requisite) 

X defines or otherwise restricts the meaning of Y. (Definirion) 

Label : 

Comments : 



Set 7 

Below are 3 sratements chat each express a specific relationship beween wo pieces of 
informarion. 

What 1 would like you to do is compare each of the 3 relationships ro the others, and 
suggesc a label (a name) that you think captures the more general relationship underlying 
311 3 of the individual relationships. 

A space into which you c m  write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any comments or observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. Please use the back of this sheer if you need extra 
space to record your comments. 

------------------------- 

X provides an example of Y. (Example) 

X provides a graphical representation of Y. (Illustration) 

X explains Y. (Explanation) 

X gives additional informarion about Y without further restricting the meaning of 
Y. (Comment) 

Label: 

Comments: 



Set 8 

Below are 2 statcments that each express a specific relarionship between two pieces of 
information. 

What 1 would like you to d o  is compare each of the 2 relationships to the other, and 
suggest a label (a narne) that you think captures the more general relationship underlying 
both of the individual reiationships. 

A sprice into which you can write your IabeI is provided. 

Also provided is space for any comments or observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. Please use the back of this sheet if you need extra 
space to record your comments. 

X provides the procedure for an action in Y. (Procedure) 

0 X indicates where, when, or how to carry out an instruction in Y. (Usage) 

Label: 

Comments: 



Sec 9 

BeIow are 2 statements that each express a specific relationship benveen two pieces of 
information. 

What 1 would like you to do is compare each of the 2 relationships to the other, and 
suggest a label (3 name) thar you think captures the more general relationship underlying 
both of the individual relationships. 

h spnce into which you c m  write your label is provided. 

Also provided is space for any comments or observations you may have concerning how 
and why you chose the label you did. Please use the back of this sheet if  you need extra 
s p x e  to record your comments. 

4 X provides an alert to forthcoming work in Y. (Future) 

X warns of undesirabte consequences of Y. (Warning) 

Comments : 



Appendix 10 - Cornparison of Engineering and IS Sub-groups 

A 10.1 Engineering and Information Studies Sub-groups 

The analysis of the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups follows the 

pattern established in the previous analysis of the aggregate Main group data. Unlike the 

analysis of rhe aggregate results, the linearized proximity matrices for each sub-group are 

compared for independence. The three alternative clustering solutions for each sub-group 

are then assessed for overall validiry, and for validity at various intermediate clustering 

levels. Rand Index values are not presented, as comparisons between the sub-groups are 

based onIy on rhe Average Linkage solutions. The partitioning results are then examined. 

Lasrly, a descriptive analysis is given of those clusters exhibiting the greatest differences 

benveen the nvo sub-groups based on the Average Linkage results. 

A 10.1.1 Cornparison of Proximity Matrices 

Prior to an item by item comparison of the Engineering and Information Studies 

sub-groups, a paired t-test was carried out between the two groups. The results (t=4.17, 

pc.01) showed that the difference in the means of the nvo-subgroups was statistically 

significmt indicating that the link type combinîtions selected by the Engineering 

participants did differ from those of the Information Studies participant group. 

The distribution of ce11 frequencies across al1 of the possible link type combinations 

(pairs) \vas also examined. The goal here was to establish whether either sub-group 



showed more or less of a tendency to concentrate a higher number of frequencies in a 

fewer number of link cornbinations, indicating a greater perception of structure within the 

data. To take the worst case as an example, if none o r  few combinations received zero 

"votes," we could conchde that that the level of agreement on which link types should go 

together was very low, Le., the votes would be distributed across al1 link type 

cornbinations, with no pattern of similarity being established. 

The histograms in Figure A10.1 show the distribution of pair frequencies across al1 

35 1 possible link type pairs for each sub-group. For each graph, the X-axis indicates the 

different frequencies with which a particular combination of nvo link types was selected by 

the total number of participants in each sub-group. For example, in Figure AIO. l(a) we 

see that 15 of the possible 35 1 different link type pairings were selected by 4 participants. 

A visual inspection of the histograms shows the profiles of each sub-group to be 

similar. In both cases, the greatest number of link type combinations were chosen by O 

(zero) participants (39% for the Engineering sub-group, and 40% for the Information 

Studies sub-group), indicating non-random dispersion. If no similarities were perceived, 

we might expect fewer combinations with O counts. It is worthwhile to note the large 

number of cornbinations that were chosen by only one or two participants. Consider that 

i f  strong similarities were consistently perceived between certain link types we might 

expect fewer combinarions to be selected by only 1 or  2 participants. These small 

frequencies represenr anomalous judgements of similarity, and may contribute to noise 

within the data. 

Noise may be present due to a number of factors (Borg & Groenen, 1997),  



Figure A1O.l - Frequencies of Counts of Link Type Pairs (al1 Counts) 

No. of Participants Choosino a Combination 
(Engineerr) 

No. of Participants Choosin~ a Combination (FIS) 



including sampling effects, and measurement imprecision. For example, some participants 

m î y  have perceived a relationship between two link types based on some idiosyncratic 

interpretation of the underlying meanings, or they rnay sirnply have been responding to 

ambiguities in the way that the relationships were expressed on the cards in the sorting 

task. In either case, the presence of this kind of error within the data !ikely contributed to 

the high fusion values for upper level joins in the cluster analyses. 

It is ais0 useful to examine more closely the profiles of each group a t  the rail-end of 

each distribution. Ir is here that the link type pairs exhibiting the highest degree of 

perceived similarity are located, and a cornparison of the profiles will give some indication 

of the relative strength with which these similarities were perceived in each of the sub- 

groups. Figure A1O.Z presents histograms for each sub-group showing the distribution of 

frequencies for link type pairs with a counr of three or more. This cut-off point is 

arbitrary, but a count of three was judged high enough to indicate non-spurious similarity 

benveen wo link types. 

We can see by visually inspecting the nvo distributions that they are similar. Both 

exhibit a mode of three, with a decreasing slope toward the higher count levels. In the case 

of the Information Studies sub-group the decrease is not rnonotonic, and exhibits a local 

minimum at four. Both distributions indicate that proportionally fewer link type pairs 

were pcrceived as highIy similar, with the large majority (72% for Engineering, 91% for 

Information Studies) of pairs being identified by three to five participants. The 

Engineering participants, however, show a slight tendency toward larger counts for the 

similar pairs (e-g., a "fritter" cail). Overall, there are few perceptible differences bensreen 



Figure A10.2 - Frequencies of Counts of Link Type Pairs (Counts > 2)) 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2  
No. of P1Riciprrib (>2) QKwirhg Combinrakri (Engimm) 

No. of Participant. ( ~ 2 )  Chooing Combination (FIS) 



the nvo sub-groups concerning the strength with which they paired sirnilar link types. 

A10.1.2 Cluster Partitioning and Validity Assessment 

A10.1.2.1 Validity Assessment - Cophonetic Correlation 

A cophonetic matrix was calculated for each of the Engineering and Information 

Studies tree diagrams produced by the three alternate clustering methods. A cophonetic 

correlation coefficient (r,,) was subsequently determined for each tree by comparing their 

cophonetic values ro the raw data in the nvo corresponding proximity matrices. The 

derived coefficients are presented in Table A1 0.1. 

Table A1 0.1 - Cophonetic Correlation Coefficients for Engineering and IS Sub-groups 

Engineering Participants Information Studies 
Participants 

Average Linkage 

Complete 
Lidage  
Ward's Method 

We can see from Table A10.1 that for both sub-groups, the Average Linkage 

method most accurateIy represented the proximity data overall, yielding a Cophonetic 

Correlation Coefficient of -859 for the Engineering sub-group, and .793 for the 

Information Smdies sub-group. The Coefficient value for the Engineering participants is 

weIl above the minimum criterion of -8  suggested by Romesburg (1990), while that of the 

Information Studies sub-group is marginally below this standard. 



This low ru values for the Information Studies sub-group may be misIeading. 

Earlier in the discussion of the Main group results, it was stated that in a study of this type 

the hierarchy found in the data may not be sustainable at  high levels of abstraction. I t  was 

furrher suggested that an interpretation of results at an intermediate level of clustering 

might be more rneaningful. With this in rnind, r , ,  values were calculated at the same 

intermediare Ievel of clustering as was done for the Aggregate Main group. Similar to 

those results, the r , ,  values for the Information Studies sub-group increased to above the -8 

criterion level at al1 of the intermediate clustering levels.' 

The result of this validity assessrnent of the Engineering and Information Studies 

sub-groups is consistent with that of the Main group analysis. In both cases, the Average 

Linkage method proved superior in representing the proximity data, and this advantage 

\vas sustained in the comparison of the r , ,  values for the intermediate level clustering 

results. Importantly, these results support the use of the Average Linkage solution in the 

comparative analysis of the Main group and sub-group outcomes. 

A10.1.2.2 Partitioning 

Tree diagrams for the Engineering and Information Studies participant sub-groups 

Average Linkage results are displayed in Figures A10.3 and A10.4. The cluster partition is 

indicated by the yellow coloured clusters in each of the two trecs. From Figures A10.3 

-- 

Those for the Average Linkage method were .895 at 12 clusters, -866 at 1 1  
clusters, .840 at 9 clusters, and -857 at 8 clusters. Similar increases occurred 
Linkage and Ward's Methods. 

clusters, .832 at 10 
for the Complete 



Figure A10.3 - Cluster Solution for Average Linluge Method - Engineen 



Figure A10.4 - Cluster Solution for Average Linkage Method - Information Studks 



and A1 0.4 e observe that 12 clusters are significant for the Engineering sub-group, and 11 

clusters for the Information Studies sub-group. 

These results show a slight increase in the minimum number of signifiant clusters 

when compored with the ten clusters of the Average Linkage analysis of the aggregate Main 

group. It is difficult to interpret this difference, but it rnay be due to the smaller number 

of participants in each of the sub-groups (Le., 12 for the Information Studies sub-group 

and 15 for the Engineering sub-group, compared to the aggregate of 27 for the Main 

grouph 

The effect of anomalies (e.g., outliers) in the data would have a greater impact with 

a srnaller n, adversely affecting both the mean and standard deviation of the fusion values 

upon which the Mojena method bases its attribution of significance. Nevertheless, this 

moderate consistency in the number of significmc clusters in each of the sub-groups is 

supportive of the aggregate Main group estimate of benveen nine and twelve valid clusters 

esisting within the data. 

A 10.1.2.3 Rand Index 

Since the Average Linkage results were chosen for use in the cornparison benveen 

the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups, no additional validity assessrnent was 

carried out. ConsequentIy, Rand Index values were not calculated benveen the Average 

Linkage results and those of the Complete and Ward's Methods for the Engineering and 

Information Studies sub-groups. 



A 10.1.3 Descriptive Analysis 

As reported in the earlier section on validity assessment, the Average Linkage 

solution provided the best overall representation of the data, and it is these results chat 

were used in the comparison of the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups. 

Figures A10.3 and A10.4 contain the tree diagrams resulting from the Average Linkage 

analyses. Again, the yellow coloured clusters are those recognized as staristically 

significant according to the Mojena stopping rule. Twelve clusters were found to be 

significant for the Engineering sub-group, and eleven for the Information Studies sub- 

group. 

A number of observations can be made. First, both groups show a predominance of 

w o  element clusters. This fearure was also characteristic of the Main group results, and 

likely indicates that participants found it easier to find similarities between two link types 

than benveen a larger number. Alternatively, this could reflect a greater number of narural 

pairings (as opposed to large groupings) in the original composite set of link types. 

Noticeable, as well, are the lower fusion levels 3t which most of the clusters (induding the 

nvo element clusters) joined in the Engineering sub-group. From this we c m  conclude rhat 

the perceived similarities binding link types together were recognized more strongly by the 

Engineering participants than by the Information Studies participants. This conclusion 

holds, substantially, for only the early and intermediate level clustering, as many of the 

fusion points in the latter third of cluster formation appear at high fusion levels in both 

groups. 



A direct comparison of the cluster membership is made easier by showing the 

clusters from each sub-group in tabular form. Table A10.2 shows the Average Linkage 

solutions for each of the nvo sub-groups. The Average Linkage results for the aggregate 

Main group are also included to enhance the overall comparison. As it was for the table 

showing the Aggregate Main group results, each column lists the link types that were 

identified as forming a distinct cluster for each of the three group solutions. Where 

possible, clusters that are common to each group are aligned verticdly. Each column is 

also numbered, and labelled, according to the exemplar attributed to each cluster by the 

cluster analysis application. 

Using the sen cluster Average Linkage solution of the Aggregate Main group as a 

baseline, we observe that six of the clusters are identical between the Engineering and 

Informa~ion Studies subgroups: Clusters 1 - 4, and Clusters 6 and 12. We note furrher 

than an additional cluster (Cluster 9) can be added if clustering at a higher fusion value is 

considered for the Engineering sub-group, and Cluster 11 (Continuation) is allowed to join 

with Cl uster 9. 

Overall, there are several notable differences in the clustering of the link types 

when the Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups are compared at the level of 

signifiant clusters. These differences are attenuated when account is taken of groupings at 

higher fusion levels where the number of clusters is reduced to the level of the Main group 

Average Linkage results. Furthermore, the clustering results of the Engineering sub-group 

appear to more closely resemble those of the Main group. This may be due to the larger 

number of participants in the Engineering sub-group, and a resulting proportionate effect 

of this number on the aggregate results. Ir is also worth considering that the Engineering 



Table A10.2 - Cornparison of Cluster Membership for Average Linkage Solution - Aggregate, Engineers, and IS 

(a) Link types by cluster memhershlp for Main Group - Average Linkage Method 

E m p k m  Update Usaue Warninfl Alternats View tvldence Summary ûackpround trplanation Example Solution 

Updote Usage Warning Alternate View Evldence Sumrnary Background trplanation trample 
Conmtion Procedure Future Comporiwn Condition Oeneralitation Argument Definition Illustration 

Content Appllcotion Caurolion Comment 
Ciîation Purpow Continuation 
Pro-requisite 

(b) ttnk types by cluster membemhip for Main Group - Engineers - Average Cinkage Method 

Exrmpkm Update Usage Warnlng Aiternate View tvidence Summary Pte-requlsita Causation Example Mni t ion  ConUnuation Solution 

Update Usage Warnlng Aiternate View Evidence Summary Pre-rquisite Causaiion Example Definition Coniiniiûlioii Solution 
Conection Procedure Future Cornparison Conditbn Oeneralization Background Purpow Illustration Etl)lanatitin 

Content Appllcatlon Comment 
Citation 
Argument 

(c) Lin k types by cluster mem bemhlp for Main Oroup - Information Studier - Averege Lin kage Method 

C m p t a n  Upâate Uwqe Warning Aiternate Vtew Evldence Oanarolizotion Pre-requisila. trplanatlon- 

Update 
Consctlon 

Usage Warning Alternats View Evldence Generallzation Pre.requisite f rplanation 
Procedure Future CornparIron ~ l ~ i l l ~ l l  Surnmary Argument Purpow 

Cai;sal~nn Content 

- Comment W~nit ion 

Comment Definition 
Continuation 
Example 
Illustration Background 

Conditbn 
Cilii!ton 



results tended to be crisper, with joins occurring a lower fusion levels reflecting a stronger 

perception of similarity between link elements, especially between pairs of specific 

elements. As mentioned earlier, this may also have been an effect of the slightly larger 

number of Engineering participants. But, the results from the analysis of the link 

combination frequencies indicated that the Engineering data showed a higher frequency of 

Iarger counts for many of the link combinations, providing some evidence that the level of 

agreement in Engineers' perceptions of link sirnilarity wris greater. 

Following from these general observations of the differences between the 

Engineering and Information Studies sub-groups, it is worthwhile to consider what 

alternative interpretations of the link types may have resulted in these variations. 

Concerning the Information Studies participants (Table A10.2), we note the 

addition to Cluster 5 of the Background/Appliccition/Citation link types that appear in 

Cluster 7 of the Main and Engineering results. The effect of this difference becomes less 

substtintid when we consider that at a higher fusion level (i.e., at  the ten cluster mark) in 

the Engineering sub-group, Cluster 7 joins with Cluster 5 resulting in a cluster profile that 

is similar to that of Cluster 5 in the Information Studies sub-group (i.e., the two sub-group 

clusters have Evidence, Condition, Background, Application and Citation in cornmon). Al1 

of these elements reflect the quality of 'prior information' that was noted in the 

interpretation of the Main group resuIts. 

A more noteworthy difference is the separation of the Pre-requisite/ Argument pair 

from Cluster 5 in the Information Studies results. An inspection of the tree diagram for the 



Information Studies results shows that this particular pair only joins with another cluster at  

3 very high fusion value (6 where the maximum fusion value for the IS solution is 8.5), and 

this join is with the ProcedureWsage pair, not the larger 'prior information' cluster. This is 

noteworthy, given the rather strong presence of Pre-requisite/Argument in Cluster 7 of the 

Engineering results. This condition is difficuft to interpret. Although it does not connadict 

the interpretation presented in the Msin group results, it does indicare that Information 

Srudies parricipants may have made a further distinction between these 'prior information' 

rypes, based, for example, on the specificity of the information, o r  on the degree to which 

the prior information is necessary. 

A second major difference between the Engineering and Information Studies sub- 

groups occurred at Clusters 8 and 10. We see that the Causation/Purpose and 

Definition/Explanation clusters form, but the two pairs do not join into a single cluster. 

This condition persists even at higher fusion levels. For the Information Studies sub-group, 

Explanation joins with Purpose, while Definition occupies an eponymous singie eIement 

cluster, only later joining with a much larger cluster that includes Explanation. Causarion, 

rneanwhile, is included within the large Cluster 5. These outcomes indicate a relatively 

weak relationship benveen these four link types as they are represented in Cluster 8 of the 

Main group solution. Their presence together in the Msin group cluster likely derives 

more from the secondary relationships exhibited in the w o  sub-groups (i.e., Purpose with 

Causation in the Engineering sub-group, and Purpose with Explanation in the IS sub- 

group) than to a consistently strong reiationship between al1 four types. These differences 

may also account for the difficuky encountered in interpreting the relationship between 

these four link types in the Main group rinalysis. 



A10.1.4 Summary of Cluster Analyses for Engineering and IS Sub-groups 

The clustering solutions for each of the Engineering and Information Studies sub- 

groups were found to be valid representarions of the underlying proximity data. 

Consequently, structure was assumed to exist within the complement of link types for both 

sub-groups at an  intermediate level of clustering. A pair-wise cornparison of the proximity 

matrices of each sub-group also revealed a significant difference between the similarities 

attributed to various paired cornbinarions of link types. Although no specific attributes of 

the nvo participant sub-groups were brought forward to explain this difference, it does 

suggesr that background factors rnay influence the manner in which an individual interprets 

a particular information relationship. For example, we might ask if the Engineers' 

inrerpretation of various link type relarionships was conditioned by frequent use of a 

pîrticular kind of information, or of a particular style of information use in their discipline. 

A cornparison of the Average Linkage clustering solutions for ench of the sub- 

groups revealed that the major differences were most apparent in a relatively small number 

of clusters (e.g., Definition/Explanation). Other, less signifiant, differences were found to 

esist as the result of the partition Ievel chosen for display. These differences were largely 

eliminared when larger (non-significant) clusters were considered. 



Appendix 11 - Analysis of Subset of 14 Link Types 

A l  1.1 Analysis of Subset of 14 Link Types 

Data was collecred on a separate card sorting task performed by eight additional 

participants. The goal of this secondary analysis a a s  to reduce the size of the larger 

clusters formed in the Main group analysis, and to clarify the relationships benveen link 

types chat varied in cluster membership across the Main and Sub-group outcornes. In place 

of the simple card sorting task, the tree construction method (Fillenbaum & Rapoport, 

1971) was used. This method required participants to not only identify, but to also rank 

the sirnilarities perceived between the 14 link types. 

The proximiry matrix constructed from the results of the tree construction task 

performed by the eight new participants was analysed with the same three clustering 

methods used in the Main group analyses. A judgement was made on  the optimal 

partitioning level of the cluster solutions. The tree diagrams produced by each of the three 

methods were also examined for validity by measuring their cophonetic correlarions. In a 

second validity evaluation, a cornparison was made beween the clustering results of the 

three methods by calculating Rand Index values between each of the three solutions. 

Lastly, the soIutions were compared to the corresponding clusters produced for the Main 

group analysis. 



A 1 1 1 1 Cluster Partitioning and Validity Assessment 

A 1 1.1.1.1 Partitioning 

The partitioning results for the analysis of the 14 link types using the Mojena 

sropping rule for the three clustering solutions is portrayed in Figures A l  1.1 - A11.3. The 

optimal cluster partition for each of the three methods is indicated by the yellow coloured 

clusters in each of the three trees. An examination of the trees shows that 3 clusters were 

selected as the optimal number using the Average Linkage method, 4 clusters for the 

Complete Linkage method, and 4 clusters using Ward's Method. These results are 

reasonabiy consistent in light of the differences t o  be expected when using three different 

clustering techniques. Based on  the relative consisrency in the optimal number of clusters 

indicated for each of the three methods, a four cluster partition was adopted as a basis for 

cornparison benveen the three solutions. Adopting a four cluster partition also satisfies the 

objective of this secondary analysis, which is to provide greater articulation beween the 

elements in the reduced set of fourteen link types. The optimal partition will also be 

addressed in the validity assessment to follow. 

A1 1.1.1.2 Validity Assessment - Cophonetic Correlations 

in accordance with Romesburg's (1990) suggested practice, a cophonetic matrix 

was calculated for each of the tree diagrams produced by the three clustering methods. A 

cophonetic correlation coefficient (rxWy) was subsequently deterrnined for each of the three 

trees by comparing their cophonetic values to the original proximity data. The derived 

coefficients are presented in Table A l  1.1. 



Figure A l  1.1 - Ctuster Solution for Average Linkage Method - 14 Link Type Subset 
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Figure A1 1.2 - Cluster Solution for Cornpiete Linkage Method - 14 Link Type 
Subset 
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Figure A l  1.3 - Cluster Solution for Waid's Method - 14 Link Type Subset 
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Table A l  1.1 Cophonetic Correlation Coefficients for Three Clustering Methods (14 Link Types) 

Corfticierrl ( r d  

Overall -652 

3 CIusters -802 

4 CIusters -880 

Given the minimum standard of -8 for which Cophonetic Correlation Coefficients 

indicnte valid representation of the underlying proximity dam, we can see from Table 

A 1 1.1 that none of the overalI results meet this criterion. The cophonetic value for the 

Average Linkage method is the highest with a critical value at  -652, while chat from the 

Complete Linkage and Ward's Methods analyses, fa11 hr ther  back at 5 8 8 .  These rather 

poor results indicate in al1 cases that the overall clustering solutions do not represent the 

underlying data validly. We might consider, as we did for the Main group results, that this 

is a function of the rather high fusion values ac the last few joins. Furthermore, this may 

reflect the incidence of a rather flat distribution in the ce11 frequencies of the various link 

combinations. Whether either of these explanations is the result of the smaller number of 

participants, or whether they indicate a general disagreement in the perceived similarities 

of the link types is indeterminate.' 

' This rnay also be the result of the difficulty of the task, and that the resuIts from the tree 
construction rnethod do not reliably indicate participants' perceptions of similarity, nor the strength 
of this similarity. 
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Cophonetic values were also calculated for the solutions at  both the three and four 

cluster level. Frorn Table A l  1.1 we can see that the coefficients increase siightly as the 

number of clusters are increased. At the four cluster level, both the Average Linkage and 

Complete Linkage methods show coefficient values that exceed the .8 criterion. The low 

values for the Ward's Method solution is consistent with the corresponding coefficient 

values in both the Main group and Sub-group analyses, and is likely so for the same reasons 

givcn in the discussion of the Main group results. 

Coincidenr wich these results are the number of significant clusters identified earlier 

in the discussion on optimal partitioning. The identification of four significant clusters for 

nvo of the three solutions in the partitioning results, combined with the higher cophoneric 

correlation values at this slime clustering level indicates that four clusrers are the optimal 

number to use in discussing cluster membership. 

A 1 1.1.1.3 Validi ty Assessrnent - Rand's Index 

Two Rand (%) index values, representing nvo different clustering partitions, were 

calculared for each of the two-combinations of the solutions presented in Figures Al 1.1- 

A1 1.3. The selection of the nvo differenr partitions was based on the range of rhe optimal 

number of clusters reported in the previous sections on partitioning and Cophonetic 

Correlation. The results of the caIculations confirm what can be visuaIly interpreted f ron  

the three tree diagrams: the Rand Index value was 1 for both the three and four cluster 

partitions. This result lends support to the conclusion that the clusrering solutions 

achieved through each of the three methods indicate non-spurious structure within the data 

(Everitt, 1993, p. 142; Gordon, 1981, p. 132), and thac optimal clustering is at the four 
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cluster level.' 

A 1 1.1.2 Descriptive Analysis 

As reporred in the previous sections on validity assessment, there was reasonably 

strong agreement benveen the clusters Çormed by the three clustering merhods, a t  the four 

cluster Ievel. At this point, it is useful to compare the results of the secondary analysis with 

those of the Main group analysis. Table A1 1.2 makes this comparison easier. Again, the 

clusters are arrayed in tabular form with each column showing the link types that were 

identified for each cluster in each of the Main group and 14 type subset results. Only the 

clusters containing the link types corresponding to the 14 type subset are shown for the 

Main group results. Where possible, clusters that are common to each method are aligned 

verticnlly. Each column is also numbered, and labelled, according to the exemplar 

attributed to each cluster by the cluster analysis application. 

From Table A l  1.2, we observe that none of the clusters from either of the rwo 

solutions correspond entirely4. We can begin a comparison by noting that in Cluster 1 the 

I r  is only fair to note that the Rand Index values do  not indicate this leveI of agreement throughout 
the compIete hierarchy. For example, at the five cluster level, we can see that the Average and 
Complete Linkage results diverge from the Ward's Method results. At the five cluster mark in 
Ward's Method the ConditionEvidence pair splits from the Causation/Background/Purpose group. 
At this level in the Average and Cornplete Linkage results, the Comment link separates frorn 
Esplanation/Example/Illustration. As reported in the discussion of the Rand Index in the Main 
group analysis, these variations are to be expeaed in most comparisons, and their interpretation is 
dependent on some sense of a correct partitioning level. 
' hlthough not wholly appropriate when comparing ciuster solutions based on an unequal number 
of objecrs, the Rand Index was calculated between the subset results and the corresponding clusters 
in the Main group solution. The calculated R, value was -736, quantifying the relatively weak 
correspondence between the two solutions. 





EvidcnceiCondition pair remains intact in the Subset results. From Figures A l  1.1 - A l  1.3 

we can see that this particular pair joined at  a very low fusion point (i.e., 30), indicating a 

high degree of perceived similarity in comparison ro many of the remaining joins. The 

three other elements included in this cluster (Background, Purpose, and Causation) joined 

with Evidence and Condition at  a much higher fusion value (i.e., 165, 180). Concerning 

chese other three link types, we also note chat though the Causation/Purpose pair is 

rernined from the iMain group results, they do  not join as individual elernents in Subset 

Cluster 1. That is to Say, Background first joins with Purpose, with Causation entering 

lriter as the lasr addition to this cluster. The Background/Purpose pair entered each of the 

rhree subset solutions as the third cluster formed, indicaring a fairly strong similarity. 

Cluster 2 retained three of the elementz from the Main group soIution (Argument, 

Citation, and Application), while Pre-requisire moved to Subset Cluster 3. Overall, Subset 

Cluster 3 shows the greatest divergence from the Main group resuln, recaining only the 

Definition type. The pairing of Definition with Pre-requisite in Subset Cluster 3 is novel, 

considering that these nsro types did not appear together in any of the Main group analyses 

described earlier. Ir is weIl to note, though, that this pair joined at  a fairly high level (i.e., 

186) and comprised the seventh clusters formed overali in the Complete Linkage and 

Ward's Method results, and the ninth cluster forrned in the Average Linkage results. The 

combination of high fusion value, late joining, and relative independence (i.e., they joined 

into a Iarger cluster ac the second last join made in al1 three analyses) indicates a 

moderately weak similarity beween the two, and a very weak similarity of either to any of 

the remaining link types. 



Cluster 4, in the 14 type subset results, diflers from Cluster 4 of the Main group 

only  by the addition of Explanation which moved from Cluster 3. Example and 

Illustration remained as a strong pairing, entering as the second cluster formed overall. Of 

some interest is the joining of Explanation to the Example/Illustration pair prior to 

Comment which consistently appeared wirh Example and Illustration in the Main and Sub- 

group analyses. In these prior analyses, Explanation entered into a cluster wirh Exampie 

and IlIustrarion at very high fusion levets, lare in the agglomerarion. 



Appendix 12 - MDS Analysis of Engineering Sup-group 

A l  2.1 Engineering Sub-group Analysis 

A second MDS analysis was performed using the Engineering sub-group proximity 

data, and the data was analysed in a fashion identical to that of the Main group. A derived 

distance matrix was calculated from the original proxirnity matrix to sarisfy the data 

requirement for the non-metric MDS analysis. Solutions were generated for dimensions 1 

through 6 yielding the STRESS and RSQ values presented in Table A1 2.1. 

Table A12.1 - STRESS and RSQ Values for 1 - 6D Solution - Engineering Sub-group 

STRESS RSQ 

Dimensions 

A scree plot of the number of dimensions vs. STRESS for the values in Table A12.1 

was obtained in order to estimate the number of "true" dimensions within the data. The 

elbow in the scree plot indicated that the number of true dimensions was likely three. 

Furthermore, at three dimensions, the STRESS value of .O96 still indicates a reasonably 

good level of f i t  bencreen the MDS proximity estimates and the actual proximities. 

Consequently, three dimensions were assumed as the true number for the rernainder of the 
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andysis of the Engineering sub-group. 

To allow cornparison benveen the MDS and clustering solunons, the results of the 

Engineering sub-group Average Linkage cluster analysis has been mapped ont0 the nvo 

dimensional representation of the three dimensional MDS plot shown in Figure A12.1. 

The clusters shown approximate the 10 cluster solution of the tree diagram shown in 

Figure 4.10. The unrotated three dimensional plot is also shown in Figure A12.Z. 

A12.1.1 Conformity of MDS and Cluster Analysis 

Figure A12.1 shows a reasonable Ievel of dispersion of link types over the complete 

solution space, indicaring char participants did make distinctions between types. As with 

rhe Main group analysis, it is clear that while some regions are distinct, and map closely to 

the results of the cluster analysis, others are less so. 

Most evident is the presence of the large Pre-requisire cluster, and its close 

proxirnity to the smaller Evidence/Condition cluster. As shown in the Average Linkage 

cluster results (Figure A10.3), these w o  clusters join at a high fusion value, and the close 

proximiry of the two as shown in the MDS plot is at odds with this. Examination of the 

3D plot in Figure A12.2 reveals a rather large disparity in distance beoveen Evidence and 

Condition along the Dimension 3 axis. This may account for the relative position of the 

pair in the ZD representation when we consider the close proximity of Evidence with 

Citation/Application/Argument in the 3D view. As in the Main group analysis, Condition's 

position may be deterrnined largely by its "passenger" status relative to Evidence. In a 
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separate analysis, Evidence did show modest but significant (pc.01) correlations with 

Citation, Application, and Argument. Condition showed a significant correlation with 

Evidence alone. 

The position of the ProcedureRlsage cluster is also in close proxirniry to the large 

Background cluster. The cluster analysis shows a join between the two clusters at a very 

high fusion level. No significant relationships were found between either element of the 

pair and any other link type. Unlike EvidenceKondition, the position of ProcedureNsage 

may be the result of a srronger dissimilarity with other elements rather than of any 

dernonstrable sirnilarity between it and, for exampIe, Evidence and Condition. 

The CornparisonfAlternate View and Correction/Update pairs are also shown in 

very close proximity. This varies from the cluster analysis which shows the 

Cornparison/Alternate View cluster only joining the overall solution at the very last join, 

and giving no parricular indication of a strong perceived similarity with Correctioflpdate. 

In this case, the position of the ComparisordAlternate View pair is likely the result of its 

strong dissimilarity to the majority of link types combined with the very high join exhibited 

by the Correction/üpdate pair as it merges with Example/Illustration/Cornment cluster. 

The position of each, then, is determined more by their overall dissirnilarities with other 

link types than with their sirnilarity to  each other. This interpretation is supported by 

reference to the 3D representation which shows linle effect by the additional dimension, 

indicating no special relationship existing between any of the elements in the separate pairs. 

We note as well that Continuation and Comment have reversed their positions from the 

Aggregate Main Group result, but are both firmly positioned within the large group 



composed of the Examplel Illustration, Cornparison/ Alternate View, and Correction1 

Update pairs. 

We also note that the Furure and the Generalization/Sumrnary/Content cluster are 

shown in close proximity. The cluster analysis shows a closer relationship between Future 

(and Warning) and the Causation/Purpose cluster. A correlation analysis of the profiles of 

the link types revealed no strong association between Future and any of the types in the 

Summary cluster. In this case, then, the apparent association between Future and the 

Summary cluster is likely spurious. 



Appendix 13 - MDS Analysis of Information Studies Sub-group 

A 13.1 Information Studies Sub-group Analysis 

A third MDS analysis was performed using the Information Studies sub-group 

proximiry data. Again, the data for this sub-group wîs analysed in the same manner as that 

of the Main group and Engineering sub-group. A derived distance matrix was calculated 

from the original proximity mîtrix to sarisfy the data requirement for the non-metric MDS 

analysis. Solutions were generated for dimensions 1 through 6 /ielding the STRESS and 

RSQ values presented in Table A l 3 . l .  

Table A13.1 - STRESS and RSQ Values for 1 - 60 Solution - Information Studies Sub-group 

STRESS M O  

Dimensions 

A scree plot of the number of dimensions vs. STRESS for the values in Table A13.1 

indicated three "true" dimensions to be present in the data. Furthermore, at three 

dimensions the STRESS value of. 113 indicates an acceptable fit between the MDS 

proximity estimates and the acrual proximities, although this STRESS value is high 

compared to the Aggregate Main and Engineering sub-group results. Three dimensions 
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were assumed as the true number for the remainder of the analysis of the Information 

Smdies sub-group. 

T o  allow cornparison benveen the MDS and ciustering solutions, the results of the 

Information Studies sub-group Average Linkage clustering analysis has been rnapped ont0 

the nvo dimensional representation of the three dimensional MDS plot presented in Figure 

h13.1. The clusters shown approximate the 11 cluster solurion of the tree diagram shown 

in Figure A10.4. The unrotated three dimensional plot is also shown in Figure A13.2. 

A l 3 . l . l  Conformity of MDS and Cluster Analysis 

Figure A13.1 shows a remonable level of dispersion of link types over the complete 

soiurion spxe ,  but there is a noticeabie convergence toward the origin when compared to 

the Main and Engineering groups. Srill, it is clear that the level of dispersion does 

indicates participants were making distinctions benveen types. Unlike the Main and 

Engineering groups, there is generally less separation between the mapped clusters. This 

partern is characteristic of the Information Studies cluster solutions as well, which tended 

to have higher fusion values, and may indicate less agreement in the similarity judgements. 

The large 'Antecedent' cluster is maintained in the Information Studies results, and 

generally conforms to the outcome of the cluster analysis. Somewhat contrary to the 

outcorne of the cluster analysis, are the relative positions of Purpose, Explanarion, and 

Definition. From the cluster analysis, we see that Purpose and Explanation joined quite 

early in the Information Studies sub-group, while Definition was left as a single element 





Figure A l  3.2 - 3D Representation of 3 Dimensional Information Studies Sub-group MDS Solution Space 
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cluscer until lare in the agglomeration. The position of these points in the MDS solution 

space indicates a much stronger association between Purpose and the large Background 

cluscer, especially with the Background, Evidence, and Causation elements. Exphnation 

shows greater proximiry to Definition. A correlation analysis of the type profiles revealed a 

significant (p<-01) association benveen Purpose and both Background and Causation. As 

with the Condition/Evidence pair in the Main Croup and Engineering Sub-group, the 

initial join of Purpose and Explanation resulted from a dominant .issociation between the 

two, masking the secondary associations indicated in the MDS analysis. 

Although the Procedure/Usage, and ArgumentPre-requisite clusters are supported 

in the MDS solution space, it is well to note the proximity of Condition to the 

ArgumentlPre-requisite pair in the MDS plot. From the tree diagram of the Average 

Linkfige solution (Figure 4.1 1 ), we observe thrit Condition (as part of the large 

Background cluster) joins with Argument/Pre-requisite in the second to 1 s t  join overall, 

iridicaring a weakly perceived sirniiarity. Since there was no  correlation evidence to 

indicate the presence of secondary relationships, it is assumed this proximity was the resuft 

of a centriperal effect forcing each of these eIements in a similar direction based upon rheir 

overall dissimilarity to other types. 

The above argument is applicable, as well, to the close proximity of the Summary 

and Example clusters in the Iower right quadrant of the solution space. No significant 

correlations were found berween the elernents of each cluster that would suggest some 

association benveen, for example, Comment and Content. The tree diagrarns of the 

clustering solution also indicate that though these two clusters joined, it was at  a high 



fusion level, and gave no evidence of a strong association berween the two. As with many 

of the proximal points rhat were not clustered (e.g., Condition and Argument), the relative 

positions of the Surnmary and Example clusters is likely the result of their common 

dissimilarity to other ciusters rhan with any similarity between rhem. This statement is 

consistent with the high fusion values exhibired in many of the intermediare and terminal 

joins in the cluster rinalysis. 




